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PR"EFACIJ 
"=-~~--

Thi2 thesis was prompted by the dearth cf acallem:to 

work on New Zealand's foreign relations~ Not onA bock 

has been written by a New Zealander on the countr;y I r:1 

pos-1:i•-VTorld Wm:- II fvroign policy" An J\.me.cican 1 13., K, 

Gordon 1 b.as written thE.:: only major work wldcl1 s-c..rveys 

the period 11ntil 1954~ The last M.A. thesis on New 

Zealand's foreign polic;y in the Pacific was cc:m:p1e-tied 

some fifteen years ago and covers the post~-v,ra:e :r·er:l.od. 

until the signing of ANZUS; the New Zealand Ir1st::l.t\.1-t;e 

of International Affairs had publii:;hed a small amount; 

of material although it has a long way to go before it 

can rival the comprehens:l.ve Btud.ies of its A'u.s-~roJ.ian 

and. Bri.ti8h cou:ntorpar t;s o 

rr110 lack o:f recent inde:J0nd.ent research hEU3 

st/:)cn'ec1 this work primarily into the roalm of contexnp~

orary history. The extensive process of marshallin3 

facts lw.,'3 rendered current :Political Science fet·l7ir::heB 

such as model-building 8.nd 1 games theory I lu:.:IiJr:l.es 

outside the scope of this thesis" However? within its 

scope is the analysis of trends0 In this task the 

politician or diplomat is ea,sily corriI,>romised ,., Beco.nse 

of his i1T,rolvement with the present he is in ccnsi;ant 

danger of becoming preoocup:l.ecl wi·r;h events; :Ln merely 

reacting to stimuli he can fail t;o detect o:c.' create those 

broacl·:H' pattex•rn3 of' cl.etion w1:1ich may be vital to the 

nation 1 ,s future o 



Cl")".:l"f'"'G .0ro1n .;..,1,)C' C, "ll·"ni··1· O'J.C'>(l 1· 1·1 tl,-1" t•,-rJ- or 1).; -,-11.· r· ·n•r.-:-··•11 y '- _l ,::,,,.. .L .. :.;l~, ,.,,c:. .cc::; , J.. v ... ..c 1.. ,-:;; v.o. l1 . l .1.. .J ,Jt_',-- cc1J .. ~, 1 

a ;'1:peoial word of than\:s t0 my 1..::lu.pervisor, rrnf nu;;or 

Jaekson, to Ronald M:0Ini;;y-:r·1:::l m:c<l to Gillia:.1 Sogn:r:"' 

-..,,,1 nal J ,-
.l! - ... .. y ' although an ackne:wledgemc:ot of v,rifuJ..~T r,.;::.;s:1::::ru"~ 

ance often appears c1a a me.i;te:r. of course j_:n wm.-ks of 

this natur<3., a long-suf.fe~cing combination of ty-p1G"'.::? 

:proo:E.',~rsader- ancl gramrr:aria:c1 desm.·ves I>arti ,:·ulnr 

mention& Thank you ,Ja~o.,, 
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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND 

New Zealand's first interest in South East Asia 

was security. Beginning in the 1920's, it revolved 

around the construction and strengthening of what 

was to become Britain's main naval base in the area

Singapore. New Zealand at the 1923 Imperial Conference 

·was the first dominion to offer support for this 

project. W.F.Massey announced that £100,000 

had been set aside by his parliament as New Zealand's 

initial contribution. 1 

At the 1930 Imperial Conference G.W.Forbes 

specifically and at some length reiterated New 

Zealand's need for the Singapore base as an 'insurance•. 2 

Thus the 'insurance policy' theme, which was to become 

a stock justification of New Zealand's foreign 

policy in South East Asia in the 1950's and particularly 

in the 1960's, had its antecedents in this period. 

In 1935, with the advent of the Labour Party to 

power, another theme was added to New Zealand's 

security attitudeso With the 'collective security' 

thesis the Party attempted to chart a new course of 

international morality in the League of Nations. 

1. W.D.Mcintyre, 'The Strategic Significance of 
Singapore 1917-42', Journal of Southe'tst .Asirin 
History, Vol~X:-, Mo.rqh 1969, p.77. 

2. Imperial Conference 1930, CID 354-C, Minutes of 
the Singapore Sub-Committee as quoted by McIntyre: 
Ibid., p. 92. 
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Following this policy M.J,Savage, at the 1937 

Imperial Conference, criticized the British 

Government for failing to continue sanctions after 

the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. Also in 1937 

New Zealand stood alone with the Soviet Union in 

advocating a strong line against Japan. W.H.Oliver 

has called this independence and forthrightness 

from such a small, weak country 'irresponsible' •3 

W.D,Mcintyre has praised it as ' a brave bid to break 

out of the big power rivalry in which New Zealand 
L+ 

had always been a footnote'. 

The irony of the situation soon became apparent. 

New Zealand ~iticized the morality of Great Brit~ 
-~ 

in the League of Nations but at' the next moment 

requested her to hasten the construction of the 

Singapore base. Then, with construction completed, 

New Zealand endeavoured to ensure that sufficient 

ships would be available in the event of hostilities. 

Despite Brttish assurances at the Pacific Defence 

Conference in Wellington, April 1939, no Far East 

Fleet was stationed in Singapore when Britain declared 

war on Germany later that year.5 Nevertheless, with 

the British declaration of war, New Zealand's position 

3. W.H.Oliver, 'Moralism and Foreign Policy', 
Landfall, Dec. 1965, p.377. 

LJ .• W.D.Mcintyre, 'The Future of the New Zealand 
System of Alliances, Landfall, Dec.1967, p.335. 

5. F.L.W.Wood, The New Zealand People at War, pp.76-8. 
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was one of unequivocal support for the Mother 

Country. Prime Minister Savage aptly expressed the 

national sentiment in his famous 9'liJhere Britain 

goes, we go' broadcast, 5 September 1939. 

In 1940, with the possibility that Japan might 

enter the war, New Zealand sent to Fiji a forward 

contingent which was to become the nucleus of the 

New Zealand 3rd Division in the Pacific. This was 

intended to form the basis of New Zealand's first 

line of defence. However, the Division was never 

maintained at full strength and was eventually 

withdrawn, after considerable equivocation, to 

_maintain the prestigious 2nd Division in their trek 

through Italya The Australians, with the Japanese 

approaching ever closer, had withdravm their Division 

from the Middle East. Not only the current threat 

but also the degree of influence to be wielded in 

post-war councils was a prime motivating factor. 

However, New Zealand deferred to the will of Churchill, 

with the concurrence of Roosevelt, and her troops 

stayed in Europe. 

New Zealand's first war-time association with 

Malaya was in '19L~O. By 1941, with some four hundred 

men there, she was represented by No.488 Squadron 

and provided pilots for No. 243 Squadron, both of 
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which were attached to the Royal Air Force. They 
were equipped with obsolete aircraft, Brewster 
Buffaloes, which suffered appalling losses until 
the remnants of the Squadron were withdravm a few 
days before the fall of Singapore on 15 February 
1942. 6 

The fall of Singapore is often quoted as the 

turning point of New Zealand's external relations, 

yet it was probably less traumatic in its effect 

.upon Government circles than the despatch of 13 June 

1940 from the British Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. The cable stated that if 1 in the unlikely 

event' of Japan altering the status quo in the 

Far East, it was 1most improbable' that Britain 

could send reinforcements and that she would have to 

rely upon the United States to safeguard her interests 

there.7 Professor Wood remarks that for the New 

Zealand Government this was an announcement 'of 

almost apocalyptic character 1 • 8 

Peter Fraser's reply was of considerable 

significance for the future of New Zealand's foreign 

policy. In a tersely worded cable to Churchill he 

stated that the promised British.Far East Fleet had 

6. H.L.Thompson, New Zealanders with the R.A.F., 
VoloIII, p.248; see also J.M.S.Ross, Royal New 
Zealand Air Force, pp.78-105. 

7. Wood, p.194. 
8. ill.9:· 
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'formed the basis of the whole of this Dominion's 

defence preparations'. Significantly, the message 

asked for British agreement to the despatch of a New 

Zealand cabinet minister to Washington in the hope 

of 'strengthening the security of the Pacific' •9 

Henceforth New Zealand turned to the United 

States although perhaps not with the same dramatic 

honesty applied by Australia's Prime Minister Curtin: 

Without any inhibitions of any kind, I make it 
quite clear that Australia looks to America, 
free of any pangs as to our traditional links of 
kinship vvi th the United Kingdom. '10 

VI/alter Nash, New Zealand's first ambassador to the 

United States, said. in a letter from ·washington: 

Clinging to pre-war policies and exaggerating 
present loyal ties vvill not help us tovmrds our 
objective - the winning of the war - and neither 
policies nor loyalties will matter much if we 
lose.'11 

New Zealand was almost devoid of defensive 

capabilities - 62,000 of her finest men had gone 

overseas, largely to the Middle East, vt1hilst most 

of her equipment - large anti-aircraft and coastal 

defence weapons - had earlier been sent to Fiji. 

9. Wood~ p.'195. 
'10.Melbourne Herald, 27 Dec. 1941, as quoted in 

Greenwood and Harper(ed.), Australia in World 
Affairs -1950-55, p.'150. 

11.Wood, p.2'19. 
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A shoreline of several thousand miles was virtually 

defenpelesso Added to this was the amazing rapidity 

with which the Jap-'.-:nose conquest wa.s achievedo 

It tpok them barely two months to sweep down the 

Maliy peninsula and fortress Singapore fell after 

two \yrneks' siege o This, along vvi th the alarmist 

deduction of an imminent threat to New Zealand, 

profoundly influenced the thinking of men who 

are now in the forty-five to fifty age group -

men who are formulating foreign policy today. 

It inaugurated the ir.:ccvoc~ble duality of 

New Zealand foreign policy which continued 

through to the sixties. Loyalty and sentiment 

rested with Britain and the Commonwealth but 

with the knowledge that the power of the United 

States was crucial to New Zealand's own safety 

in the South Pacific. 

Professor McIntyre has detected three 

different strands to New Zealand's foreign policy: 

the traditional (allegiance to the Mother Country), 

the idealistic (League and United Nations), and 

the pragmatic (alliance with the United States). 

He states that New Zealanders became pragmatists 

in foreign policy by acknowledging their dependence 
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upon the United States in 1942 and observes that 

this attitude was psychologically reinforced by 

the advent of the rCold War. 12 HoYvever, this 

pragmatism was not thoroughgoing, as demonstrated 

by the idealism of the Australian-Nevv Zealand 

Agreement, otherwise known ns the Canberra Pact, 

signed 21 January 194-l+. The Pact amounted to a 

claim for a share in the basic planning of the 

Pacific and a complaint against the way planning 

had been managed in the past. B.K.Gordon believes 

it constituted the first evidence of the new era 

of Pacific awareness. 13 If so, the new era did 

not have a particularly auspicious beginning. 

The influence of the Canberra Pact on the post

war settlement was minimal. Australia and New 

Zealand were not consulted over the terms of the 

Japanese armistice and it was not until 1951 that 

its defence aims were fulfilled, at least in part, 

by ANZUS. 

Despite their emphasis on South Pacific 

security, both Dr Evatt and Peter Fraser firmly 

12. 2£.cit.,p.337. 
4ff. B.K.G6rdon, New Zealand Becomes a Pacific 

Power, p.20-1. 
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believed that the first and foremost requjrement 

was universal collective security. Before the Cold 

Vfor had set in the voice of the New Zealand Prime 

Minister at San Francisco sounded loud and clear 

that the Labour Party idealism of the thirties had 

not been forgotten. ·Peter Fraser wished to bind 

all members to provide collective guarantees 

against aggressors. He was against the great 

power veto in the Security Council and he wanted to 

see an Assembly vvi th a broad role and powers. He 

stated that 'if the small powers were not to have 

an adequate say' the prospects for peace vvere not 
14 

good'. Although Fraser failed, his advocacy on 

behalf of the small powers won him general acclaim 

even if certain members of the Parliamentary 

Opposition saw danger in disputing claims of the 

great powers 15_ a deferential strain in New Zealand's 

Anglo-Saxon make-up which has long been with her. 

The effect of New Zealand's failure at San 

Francisco, the Communist victories in China and the 

continuing tensions in Europe coinciding with the 

14. Wood, pp.376-9. 
15. For example: NZPD, Vol.268, p.627: T.C.Webb, 

2_5 July 194-5. 
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beginning of the Cold War resulted in a new sense 

of insecurity in New Zealand Government circles. 16 

In 1948 the Labour Government, contrary to all its 

traditions, went to the country supporting a refer

endum to introduce compulsory military training. 

Its implementation allow0d the Government in 1949 

to accept the commitment to provide Britain with an 

augmented Division of 33,000 men for the Middle East 

in the event of international hostilities. 

The New Zealand Government now lined up firmly 

with her Australian partner in advocating a Pacific 

defence pact. Prior to leaving for the Commonwealth 

Prime Ministers' Conference in 1949, the New Zealand 

Minister of External Affairs, Mr F.Doidge, stated 

his intention to push for a Pacific pact to supplement 

the North Atlantic Treaty. 17 Doidge's idea was not 

well received by Nehru and Bevan. The United Kingdom's 

scepticism was no doubt partly based on the fact that 

there already existed an ad hoc Commonwealth defence 

scheme for South East Asia - ANZAM. 18 

16. For the changed attitude see NZPD, Vol.28.3, 
pp.2590-2600: Rt.Hon.P.Fraser-;-28 Sep.1945. 

17. Dominion, 30 Dec.1949. 
18. See below pp. 23-24. 
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' It was out of Doidge's attempt to unite the 

Commonwealth states in Asia into a basis for a defence 

treaty that the Colombo Plan was born. The Ceylonese 

Prime Minister, Mr Senanayake, said that the 

successful establishment of the Plan in July 1951 

was 'the measure of the failure t·o achieve any 

politicalor defence agreement designed to buttress 

anti-Communist defences•. 19 In part, therefore, it 

amounted to a face-saving device for Australia and 

New Zealand. It was a particularly costly one for 

the new Holland Government which had been elected on 

a platform of economy. 

Initially, the Colombo Plan was a Commonwealth 

project and focused upon the new Commonwealth 

Asian states of India, Pakistan and Ceylon. It 

was not until 1954 that New Zealand gave even a small 

amount of aid to a non-Commonwealth country -

Indonesia. Initial Commonwealth exclusiveness was 

fortified by the fact that several non-Commohv.real th 

Asian nations were sceptical. The fears of these 

nations, who saw the possibility of the Colombo Plan 

being used as a Cold War instrument,were not allayed 

19. Greenwood and Harper(ed.), 1950-55, p.269. 



by the words of Mr Spender, Australian Minister of 

External Affairs. In describing Australian motives for 

contributing to the Plan, he said it was specifically 

designed 'to draw the teeth of Communist imperialism 
20 

by carefully applied measures of economic assistance'. 

However, by 1956 all non-Communist Asian nations had 

joined along with two additional and important donor 

countries - the United States and Japan. 

Psychologically thE duality of New Zealand's 

foreign policy was sealed with the fall of Singapore. 

The shock had been compounded by the United States' 

earlier refusal to join the war effort- consequently 

to offer any protection to New Zealand. New Zealand's 

post-war treaty initiatives -vrnre an endeavour to 

prevent a repetition of this circumstance by the 

provision in 1951 of an immediate insurance cover in 

the form of ANZUS and in 1954 of an alliance to 

preserve the balance of povrnr in South East Asia in the 

form of SEATO. 

But it ·was not until this latter commitment was 

formalized,with the signing of the Manila Pact, that 

New Zealand became involved vvi th Asian destiny of her 

own volition. ANZUS was more a guarantee for the 

South Pacific than for South East Asiao _Further, even 

20. Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of 
Representatives, Volo206, p.632: Spender, 9 Mar.1950. 
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though the Colombo Plan had considerable relevance to 

the area, it was contributed to by New Zealand partly 

to save face and partly on general Commonwealth, 

humanitarian grounds rather than as part of a formu

lated foreign policy towards South East Asia, 12er .§.§.• 

Both ANZUS and the Colombo Plan could be reconciled 

with the New Zealand tradition of avoiding any real 

involvement in Asian affairs. 

Although the strategic importance of Indo-China 

had been demonstrated by World War II, it took the 

fall of Dien Bien Phu to orientate the Government's 

foreign policy thinking towards South East Asia. 

Since World War II the situation had been obscured by 

concern with the possibility of a revanchist Japan, 
/ 

by a sentimental return to traditional ties with 

Britain and by the United States' prime interest, at 

least until the Korean Vfar, in Europe. 

It was the fear of Japanese militarism rather than 

Communism in Asia that prompted Nev; Zealand I s first 

military alliance with the United States - the ANZUS 

Treaty, which was signed in the same month as the 

Japanese Peace Treaty - September '1951. 

This was the beginning of the great Dulles tour 

de force - the cr~ation of a defensive perimeter stretch

from the Aleutian Islands in the north in a great arc 
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down to the South Pacific. It.s aim was to contain the 

spread of Communism in tie Pacific. In a very short 

time the lliited States had concluded bi-lateral 

treaties with Japan, the Philippines, South Korea~ 

Nationalist China and Thailand. ANZUS, and later SEATO, 

completed the picture. 

McIntyre is of the opinion that although outwardly 

ANZUS was a renevval of war-time co-opc';ration with the 

United States 'in intention it was a cold-war 

instrument'. 21 He states that two main factors taken in 

conjunction explain ANZUS: firstly the need to reconcile 

New Zealand and Australia to a 'soft' peace treaty 

with Japan, and secondly the intensification of the 

C ld rr 22 o ,var. He might have added that Russian naval 

:power in the Pacific area was regarded by New Zealand 

policy-makers as a potential threat. The possibility 

f Ch . d 1 . 'd t· 23 o inese a vance was on ya minor consi era ion. 

The ANZUS treaty was a landmark in New Zealand 

foreign policy. It formalized the harsh truth, con

firmed in 1942~ that the United Kingdom could no 

21. Landfall, Dec.1967, p.338. 
22. Ibid. 
23. Iiirerviow - Officer of the Departm0nt of External 

Affairs, Wellington, 10 Dec.1968. 



longer dofend New Zealand and the United States could. 

Further, it was the first time in the history of the 

Commonwealth thatp-wo Dominions had entered into a 

security arrangement from which Britain was excluded. 

One authority sto.tes that the exclusion of Britain 

was particularly disconcerting for Australia' as it 

had to exert considerable effort to persuade New 

Zealand to agree to it at allt~ 24 W.B.Harland 

observed that in New Zealand there was a reluctance 

to face up to the fact of dependence upon the United 

States, which tho Treaty merely formalized. 2 5 A 

steady pull to the Pacific, evident since 1940, was 

almost ignored. 

Nevv Zealand I s 1949 undertaking with the United 

Kingdom to send troops to the Middle East in the 

event of hostilities still stood. The preamble to 

the Treaty recognized that 'Australia and New Zealand 

as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations have 

military obligations outside as well as ~dthic the 

Pacific area'. As W.H.Oliver says, ANZUS did not 

mean any weakening of the British connection but 

2L~. Coral Bell, 1 Australia and China' , in Policies 
Towards China, Halperin(ed.), p.180. 

25. W.B.Harland, New Zealand 1 s Security Froblem in 
the P_acific, p .169. 



rather 'a cool calculation that implicitly distinguishes 

between loyalty and securi t;y' • 26 

The tvw major contributing factors to the 

United States change of heart with regard to Pacific 

Treaty arrangements were the coming to power of the 

Communists in China in '191+9, and, moro important, 

the outbreak of the Korean War in June '1950. New 

Zealand was prompt to despatch troops. This first

ever commitment of troops to active service in the 

Far East was as part of the Commonvrnalth Division. 

Eventually New Zealand had. some 1,600 men in Korea as 

part of 'K Force' and she continued a military 

presence there until 1957. 

Britain had already recognized China and the 

Labour Party in both Australia and New Zealand intended 

to follow suit. However, carefully calculated domestic 

rather than foreign policy interests resulted in non

recognition on both sides of the Tasman. 27 This 

'arrangement' for joint recognition of Communist 

China, although rendered redundant by the swing of the 

electoral pendulum, constituted the first post-war 

example of foreign policy jobbery across the Tasman. 

26. 

27~ 

W.H.Oliver, The Story of New Zealand, p.227. 

Greenwood and I-larper( ed.), 1950-55; see also 
Sir A.Watt,Austrolia's Foreign Policy~ '1935-65, p.224. 
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In July 1953 the Korean Armistice was concluded. 

Western attention had been diverted for a time to the 

beginnings of the Offshore-Island crisis. The 

American policy of 'de-meutralizing' Formosa and 

using the Seventh Fleet as a guarantee against Communist 

attacks created. a situation in which New Zealand's 

ANZUS obligations might have been tested. A Communist 

attack on American vessels might have created a casus 

befil in which the United States could have invoked 

Article V of the ANZUS Treaty. The 'Pacific' ---roo. was 

not specifically defined in the Treaty. But New 

Zealand and Australia had hardened behind the British 

opinion that the Offshore Islands were not worth 

fighting for. New Zealand also refused to counten

ance, in line with Eden's advice, proposals by Dulles 

for propping up the ailing French forces in Vietnam. 

Thus, upon the questions of tho Offshore Islands and 

Indo-China, New Zealand sided with Britain rather 

than with the United States. 

1954 dawned with Indo-China occupying an increas

ingly important position in political and military 

thinking. On 29 March 1954, Dulles, addressing the 

Overseas Press Club in New York, indicated a radical 

departure in the United States position with regard 



t t a . 't ·t 28 o ex en_ing commi mens. A commitment was now 

envisaged which would involve a foothold on the 

Asian mainland. Referring to South East Asia ho said: 

It is the so-called 'rice-bowl' which helps feed 
the densely populated region which extends from 
India to Japan. It is rich in many ravv materials 
such as tin, rubber, oil, iron-ore ••• The area has 
great strategic value. South East Asia is 
astride the most direct and best-developed sea 
and air routes between the Pacific and South Asia. 
It has major naval and air bases. Communist 
control of South East Asia would carry a grave 
threat to the Philippines, Australia and New 
Zealand with whom we have treaties of mutual 
assistance. The entire West Pacific area, 
including the so-called 'Offshore Island Chain' 
would be strategically in dangcr.29 

Mr Dulles then expounded what has subsequently 

become known as the 'domino' theory: 'We must be ever 

strong and vigilant for they(the Communists) continue 

increasingly to burrow and tunnel to advance their 

positin1 against the citadels of freedo'·' , 30 The 

United States Secretary of State appeared to be using 

the rather apt analogy of the technique which resulted 

in the fall of Dien Bien Phu. 

The ANZUS Treaty had in the Preamble and Article 

VIII, envisaged 'a more comprehensive system of 

28. As late as September ~953 Dulles had abandoned 
as premature any multi-lateral treaty in South 
East Asia. 

29. Elill, Vol.IV, No.3, pp.9-~0. 
3 0 • Ibid • , p • 9 • 
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security in the Pacific area'o The Australians 

wished to see this implemented. One commentator 

stated at tho time: 'The Singapore-Manila Gap is an 

awkward no-man I s land, a strategic vac u1m into which 

Australia is anxious to press the 1:Jnited States. 131 

Both New Zealand and Australia were well awar<:, that 

the South Pacific region lay at the limits~ not tho 

centre, of vital American interests. Tho attempt to 

moderate the position of the United States had begun 

with AIITZUS and was to prove a continuing aim of ANZAC 

relations with the United States. 

Mr Holland had stated in January 1953 that his 

Government was keenly interested in any practical 

measures which could serve to deter aggression in 

South East Asia. 32 With the fall of Dien Bien Phu 

New Zealand was involved in the general urgency. In 

Parliament Mr Clifton Webb indicated the likely course 

of a threat to New Zealand: 

Then the narrow Strait of Malacca separates 
Malaya from the 'islands of Indonesia and those 
islands look like so many stepping stones down 
to Australia and New Zealand. 

31. Greenwood and Harper(ed.), 1950-1955, p.18l.J-. 
32. EAR, Vol.3, No.'1 1 p.LJ .• 
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The Hon. Mr Ho;l:yoake interjected: 

Almost like an invitation. 

Yes. It is a situation that causes us 
concern ••• we in New Zealand, and I say the same 
for Australia, regard the formation of a South 
East Asian alliance as a matter of extreme urgencyo 

He continued to say that Nmv Zealand regarded its 

formation as more urgent than 'our British friends 

do' •33 He then went on to make perhaps the most 

notable speech of his career in which he roundly 

criticized emotional and narrow attitudes to Communist 

China and called for that country's admission to the 

United Nations. 34 Yet his plea was ignored and 

to,,mrds the end of the year he was appointed Nevv 

Zealand's High Commissioner in Londono 

The Manila Pact, commonly known as tho SEATO 

Treaty, vms signed on 8 .September 1954. Like .ANZUS~ 

its key provisions are based on tho Monroe Doctrine 

formula and neither acknovllodged ( as does ArticleV 

of NATO) that an attack upon one is an attack upon 

all. The Treaty does not oblige the parties to act 

to assist a party attackedo Another controversial 

aspect is that 'aggression by means of armed attack' 

33. NZPD., Vol.303, p.210, July 1954. 
31.Lo Ibid. 
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under Article IV is interpretod by the United States 

in an 'understanding I of tho Treaty as a_pplying 'only 

to Co;nmunist aggression' •35 Thus all signntories, 

including New Zealand, had a wider potential commit

ment than the United States. 

Article VIII of SEATO, as compared with Article V 

of ANZUS, gives a more })recise delineation of the 

relevant Treaty area which is stated to be ' the 

general area of South East Asia, o•• and the general 

area of the South West Pacific not including the 

Pacific area Nortb of 2~ 0 3~ 1 North latitude' •36 

Mr vVebb, on his return from Manila, stated that the 

Treaty area had been deliberately left vague: 

Generally speaking, I can say that the Treaty area 
in South East Asia covers the Southern portion 
c,_f Indo-Qhina, Thailand, Malaya, Philippines, 
British Borneo, East Indies Islands, and so on.37 

The United States position was stated clearly 

when Dulles informed the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee that SEATO made 'no material changes in the 

military planning of the United States' since it was 

'maintaining at all times powerful naval and air 

35. AJHR, 1955, A.12, p.6. 
36. Ibid. 
37.- .E~R, VoloIV, No.9, p.10. 
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forces capablo of striking at an aggressor by means 

and places of our choosing' •38 Mr Dulles concluded 

that the United States could best make its ;Cbntribution 

'not by earmarking forces for particular areas of the 

Far East, but by developing the deterrent of mobile 

striking forces plus strategically placed reserves' •39 

Thus, despite SEATO, the United States still basically 

adhered to an off-shore policy Vi.§. fl vis the 

mainland. 

f • 
. d .. Slan 

To the extent that New Zealand had hoped for a 

comprehensive pact with a positive United States 

commitment to South East Asia along with the preservation 

of good relations with Asian nations, both Commonwealth 

and non-Commonwealth, she vms disappointed. SEATO 

was a limited military alliance without effective 

teeth. 

However, considerable sntisfaction was voiced 

by many Members of Parliament that Britain had at 

last been brought into positive arrangements in the 

area. Contrary to the Australian Labour Party, the 

New Zealand Labour Party did not oppose SEATO. Their 

38. United States Congress: Senate, Hearings before 
the Commi ttcc ou Foreign Relations, 83 Congress, 
2nd Session on Executive K, 11 Nov. 1°54, 
pp.11-13 o.s quoted in Greenwood and Har.-.9er, 
1956-60, p.172. 

390 U.S. Information Service, 12 Nov. 195L~, as 
quoted in Collective Defence in South-E,st .Asiai 
p.21. 
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main complaint was at the lack of prior consultation, 

although some spokesmen quoted with approval remarks 

by Asian Commonwealth leaders disparaging SEATo. 40 

Mr vVebb, who had previously voiced a hope that 'we 

can carry the Asian nations along with us', 41 /vVas 

aware that the Asian nations in general did not view 

the 'Communist' problem in the same terms as Nev:r 

Zealand. In the event, the Manila Treaty only 

'carried f Thailand, the Philippines and Pakistan, 

the latter having by far the biggest population 

yet being 2,000 miles from the area of concern. 

With the signing of the Manila Pact, New Zealand's 

Asian policy parted company vvi th the views of most 

nations of the area, including Asian Commonwealth 

nations. This amounted to at least a partial renunci-

0tion rf one of the hopes that that policy had 

hitherto been designed to foster, viz. friendship 

with all free Asian countries and particularly 

members of the Commonwealth. It is further apparent 

that this loss was not at the cost of 'a coBprehensive 

system of regional security in the Pacific area' 

40. For example: J.Mathison quoting Nehru and Kotelawa, 
PZPD, Vol.305~ p.106, 30 Mar,1955. 

41. EAR, Vol.IV, No.7, p.19. 
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presaged in the Preamble and Article VIII of ANZUS. 

Given the qualifications that hedged the operative 

provisions of the Treaty, it cannot be said that 

effective regional defence had been much advanced. 

Indeed, India, Indonesia and China vrnre already 

propounding a prejudiced, yet influential, indictment 

that SEATO itself would be a primary cause of regional 

disruption and an instrument for furthering the 

imperialist oojectives of the ·west. 

There is another important, though obscure, 

defence arrangement that concerns Nevr Zealand. 

Late in the 1940 1 s there was a good deal of official 

talk concerning the need for a Pacific Pact. The 

only result at that time wa,~ ANZAM, a body of staff 

officers from the United Kingdom, Australia and New 

Zealand, co-operating in defence planning for Australia, 

New Zealand, Malaya and adjacent British territories 

and sea areas. (The 'Nord ANZAM stands for the Australian, 

New Zealand and Malayan area.) It should oe noted 

that ANZAM covers only the southern part of the 
42 Manila Treaty area. The name merely designates an 

t1.rcn and the consultative defence arrangements 

associated with it. It constituted an association 

rather than a treaty. 

42. Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
Collective Defence in South-East Asia, p.20. 
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As it is exclusively n Commonwealth arrangement, 

ANZAM is particularly important for this study. Its 

origins are, hovvever, obscure. Sir RichGrd Hull, 

Chief of Imperial General Staff, mentions 1948 as the 

year it began whilst a study by the Royal Institute of 

International Affairs names 1949.43 The earliest 

public use of the term 'ANZAM' in New Zealand appears 

to be that by Mr Holland after the Commomvealth Prime 
44 Ministers' Conference, February 1955. The term has 

frequently been misused by New Zealand polititians as 
/ 

/ 
implying a formal treaty commitment, but it is 

doubtful whether th0y, least of all the general public, 

have ever been clear about its nature. ANZAM aroused 

little attention, partly because there was nothing 

unusual about the co-operation of these three 

Commonwealth countries, and partly because it 

functioned in intended obscurity. 

In addition to ANZAM a Five-Povver Staff agency was 

established in January 1953 by the United States, the 

United Kingdom, France, .Australia and New Zealand, to 

facilitate military co-ordination on South East Asian 

problems. Several meetings were held in 1953 at the 

43. Royal Institute of Internntional Affairs, Collective 
Defence in South-East Asia, p.20. 

44. EAR, Vol.V, No.1, p.22. 
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American Pacific Command Headquarters at Pearl 

Harbour and in February ~954 at the British Far East 

Defence Secretariat in Singapore. These meetings went 

some way towards reconciling difficulties and finding 

a common approach towards the defence of South E8.st 

Asia in the event of Communist aggression. However, 

with the signing of the Manila Pact 'the United States 

would not agree to their continuation on the grounds 

that the development of arrangements under the Treaty 

itself would thereby be prejudiced 1 • 45 

It appeared that the British were not particularly 

happy with SEATO~ perhaps because it offered no great 

advance over the previous informal arrangements. Their 

desire to see a continuation of the Five-Power 

consultations indicates that they did not regard the 

new arrangements as an adequate substitute for the old. 

Indeed, given SEATO' s bad image among Asian nations 

generally and bearing in mind Dulles' assertion that 

the treaty in no way altered the United States' 

strategic position, Western defence policy may have 

been better served \it the unobtrusive arrangements 

of ~953 had not been supplanted. 

With the signing of the Manila Pact New Zealand's 

war-time commitment to the Middle East had remained. 

45. Royal Institute of International Affairs, Colle~tive 
Defence in South-East Asia, po20. 
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The concept of her role in war-time was still largely 

a Commonweal th global one. Hovvever, this was soon to 

alter. SEATO had been the first tentative step 

towards military involvement on the South East Asian 

mainland and consequently a more regional slant began 

to permeate Nevv Zealand foreign policy. Circur.1,sto.n.c,3s 

and fears were forcing a much clearer differentiation 

between the world and that part of it strategically 

related to the South Pacific. 

By 1955 the old idealism which looked to inter

national collective security had been replaced by a 

growing adherence to regional security arrangements 

as embodie.; in ANZUB and SEATO. Yet at the beginning 

of the period there was little awareness of Asiu. 

Although the Malayan Emergency had erupted in 1949 

and still continued it received only spasmodic interest 

from both the Government and the Press. A flight of 

No.41 Transport Squadron had been committed to Malaya 

as far back as September 1949, but this had been 

withdrawn in late 1951. However, the RNZAF contribu

tion was not New Zealand's only military association 

with Malaya prior to 1955. The other two services 

had also been involved. 

In October 1951 the Minister of Defence had 

confirmed that the Nevv Zealand Army had undertaken to 
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assist the Fiji military forces in the provision of 

a battalion for service in Malayao He said that there 

would be some twenty New Zealand army personnel 

46 serving with the Fiji battalion in Malaya. Whilst, 

in reply to newspaper reports on 8 July 1954 that HMNZS 

Pukaki had been engaged in bombarding positions in 

Malaya, Mr McDonald said that, since February, frigates 

allocated by the Navy for service in Korea had been 

available to serve with the Royal Navy on the Far East 

Station operations and exercises. This Station was 

responsible for providing naval assistance to anti

bandit operations in Malaya. 47 

These small military contributions in the 

Malaysian area did not represent any coherent New 

Zealand foreign policy towards South East Asia. They 

were requests froID. Britian not initiatives from New 

Z l d Th t t P . f . LJ-8 ea an. e coun ry was no a aci ic power. 

46. EAR, Vol.II, No.11, p.4. 
LJ-7 • EAR , Vo 1 • IV ~ No • 7 , p • 2 5 • 
L~8. B.K.Gordon in New Zealand Becomes a Pacific Power, 

attempts to develop a contrary thosis. Hovrnver, 
the facts that New Zealand decided to leave her 
Second Division in the North African and European 
theatres throughout World War II and the under
taking in 194q to despatch a Division to the 
Middle East in any future war, hardly provides 
supporting evidence for Gordon's contention that 
New Zealand had been aroused to the burning 
consciousness of being a Pacific Power. 
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Most New Zealanders saw Asia as a great 'monolithic' 

mass. Virtually nothing about the continent vvas 

taught in New Zealand schools or universities -

syllabi were still overwhelmingly Euro-centric in 

their subject matter and there was little public 

interest in foreign policy matters. 

Apart from the policy-makers there are tviro other 

levels of debate - the level of'articulate'opinion 

and the level of 'grass-roots' opinion. Until the 

beginning of our period neither had shown any close 

or continual interest in foreign policy. Election 

results, including those of '1954, tho year the Manila 

Treaty was signed, had shown either endorsement of 

government policy,or indifference at the whole level 

of 'grass-roots' opiniono However, if this last 

level of opinion had shown no sign of being 'stirred' 

on foreign policy issues, it nevertheless contributed 

a powerful formative influence on foreign policy in 

the negative sense. 

Elections are not normally won on foreign or any 

other policy. They are won because the winning party 

endows the electorate with a greater sense of security -

and since the '1930 1 s New Zealand's security had, apart 

from World War II, always been a question of social 

security - the security of the welfare state. This 
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wns, and still is, one symbol of Nev:J Zealand I s 

security. Another was a more concrete symbol -

loyalty to the Queen as head of the Commonwealth. 

Traditionally this vms the symbol of over-riding 

external protection. It ·was proven a myth in '1942 with 

the fall of Singapore but the sentiment still continued 

to exercise a powerful influence on New Zealand's 

foreign policy at the beginning of our period. 

During the Royal Tour of -1951+, the Queen saw for 

herself that New Zealand was still steadfastly loyal 

despite new commitments in the security sphere. The 

Tour vms a grand success. Thousands turned out. New 

Zealand was still British in a very real sense. 

The traditional ties to the Mother Country were 

associated with the desire to maintain New Zealand's 

Anglo-Saxon racial and cultural heritage. NeYv 

arrangements, ANZUS and SEATO, both involving an Anglo

Saxon yet non-Comm'lnwealth couritry,the United States, 

had been made to preserve this. New Zealand's strict 

immigration laws, virtually unaltered since the '1920's, 

were another way of ensuring that the country was not 

inundated by the masses of Asia. This attitude is 

rooted deep in the past. 

Long before New Zealand attained her independence 

she tended to fear the masses of Asia. For the first 
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fifty years of this century Japan so obviously filled 

the bill that it was unnecessary to seek further. L-1-g 

But for much of the nineteenth century China filled 

this role. In this earlier attitude towards China one 

can see an interplay, ·which still exists, bet1Neen 

foreign policy attitudes and an important item in New 

Zealand's domestic policy - the demand for uninhibited 

control over immigration. The nineteenth century 

attitude envisaging China as a vague, distantly

alarming force became woven into national and foreign 

policy attitudes. The fall of Singapore served to 

foster this latent, long-standing myth - that of a 

monolithic Asia with its teeming,starving millions 

poised, if given the opportunity, to flood down upon 

an isolated, defenceless New Zealand. Despite 

conclusive arguments to the contrary, the theme of New 

Zealand as one of the 'prizes' in the Japanese plan 

of conquest during the Second World Vvar became a 

standard argument for New Zealand's developing foreign 

policy with regard to South East Asia.50 

Another by-product of World War II was the myth 

of Munich - that of no appeasement. Lessons learned 

49. P.Lissington, New Zealand and Japan, Relations 
Until December '194"1, passim. 

50. See Gordon,p.'152; 0.A.Gillespie, The Pacific, 
p.2'1'1; J.F.C.Fuller, Decisive Battles of the 
Western World, Vol.II!, Chap.'12. 
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from wars die hard. Few stopped to consider that the 

Chinese were no doubt as keen students of Munich as 

any statesmen in the West. Both Munich o.nd Singapore 

profoundly influenced an entire generation of New 

Zealanders. 

Apart from the psycholosical factors conditioning 

the formulation of New Zealand's policy at that time, 

there were also very real material limitations: 

Foreign policy is not conducted by diplomacy 
alone, it relies heavily on the milito.ry forces 
and on the scientists who supply them '-'.'i th up to 
date vveapons; on the economic potential and, 
especially, today, also on intelligence and 
propaganda materials.51 

New Zealand's military forces were small. The 

ar:riy was :::,nly ge-1recl fnr ::m overseJ.s nili to.ry 

contribution on World War II lines. This involved 

a formal declaration of war (following the British 

lead) and eventually, within three to six months, the 

despatch by sea of the country's Expeditionary Force 

to some far distant land vvhich was likely, in terms of 

New Zealand's 1949 commitment, to be the Middle East. 

Further, no independent logistic support would be 

required as New Zealand had always (apart from J-Force 

to Japan and K-Force to Korea) been fully dependent on 

the United Kingdom in this sphere. Indeed, apart from 

51. J.Frankel, The Making of Foreign Policy, p.36. 
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the small Colonial Ammunition factory in Auckland, the 

country had no armnment industry. In the purchase of 

military equipment virtually the entire expenditure was 

in vital overseas funds. 

As the New Zealand economy was closely tied to 

the United Kingdon, it vvas felt that her weakness 

would result in a smaller market for New Zealand 

exports and consequent British failure to provide the 

imports essential to the country's development. For 

New Zealand a basic concern was the security of the 

Mother Country. 

There was also the information problem. With no 

diplomatic representation in South East Asia, and 

only one small consulate in the whole of Asia, in 

Japan, New Zealand was not even in a position to 

collect independently infor:rnation from 'public' 

South East Asian sources let alone 'intelligence' 

which requires a network of secret service agents. In 

this sphere New Zealand had been traditionally 

reliant upon cable news from the British Foreign Office. 

By the middle fifties however, with increasing 

contacts and liaison v..ri th the United States, New 

Zealand was in a position to compare British information 

with that from the United States. 
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Thus, militarily, economically and diplomatically, 

Nevv Zealand was dependent on the goodwill of her large 

allies if she was to conduct any kind of foreign policy 

at all. National sovereignty, at least in the foreign 

policy sphere, was merely a polite fiction. It is 

therefore not surprising that New Zealand saw her 

security as being closely linked ·with that of the 'Free 

World'. 

In order to maintain Western strength New 

Zealand had participated in the Berlin Airlift and 

had supported the United States, under United Nations 

auspices, in Korea. New Zealand wanted to ensure 

good relations between the two great Western powers -

the United Kingdom and the United States, both of 

whom she regarded as crucial to the security of the 

Western world. Virtually every New Zealand parlia

mentarian felt that Britain still had a major role to 

play on the world see.me. Her wisdom and experience 

were an essential complement to the United States' 

military hardware. 

In maintaining the balance of power in the face of 

monolithic international Communism New Zealand's role 

was clear: 

The foreign policy of our country is based 
fundamentally on the continuous and harmonious 
co-operation of the United Kingdom, the United States 
France and other forces of the great democratic 
coalition.52 



New Zealand still largely conceived of her diplomati 

and military role in global terms, but it was in 

global Conmonwealth terms. All military contributions 

New Zealand had made in the past had been as part of a 

Commonwealth contingent alongside Britain. Sentiment 

and optimism regarding Britain and the Commonwealth 

dictated that this tradition was likely to remain 

unbroken for some years. The '1949 commitment to 

despatch a Division to the Middle East still stood. 

The nuclear stalemate had not as yet fully reinforced 

itself into Vvestern strategic planning. Conventional 

global warfare vvas still a possibility. 

Even so, SEATO, the Cold War and the Dulles era, 

as well as practical demonstrations of Communist 

sllJlbversion in Inda-China and Malaya, were grad~ally 

re-orientating New Zealand's defence thinking to 

conceive of South East Asia as the area of prime 

concern - an area which could, likE: a set of dominoes, 

tumble and provide 'stepping stones' all the way down 

to New Zealand. The subtle alarmism v1i th regard to 

the Communist threat from South East Asia, which was to 

become a characteristic of New Zealand's defence 

statements in the '1960's~ was beginning to establish 

its elf in the minds of her politicians. 
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CHAPTER II 

DECISIK)N TO STATION TROOPS IN IV"l.ALAYA 

Duzjing 1954 the further contraction of British 

influenqe in the Middle East and the impending 

revision of the Ceylon bases agreeMent meant that 

strategically both Singapore and Malaya assumed even 

greater importance. These factors, along with the 

heightened significance of nuclear weapons, made a 

British defence reappraisal inevitable. 

Towards the end of 1954 there were discussions 

between British Chiefs of Staff and their New Zealand 

and Australian equivalents revolving around the 

defence of the ANZAM ar(3a. These conversations had 

begun prior to the signing of the Manila Pact. The 

establishment of SEATO had merely given thc,)m a vvider 

significance. 

Not surprisingly, December 1954 saw the balloon 

of likely changes flown on the front page of the R.S.A. 

Review under the misleading headline of 'New Zealand 

Security Threatened by Malaya Crisis' •1 The Emergency, 

which had begun in 1949, was by that time largely 

under control, and the first national elections were 

1. Loc.cit.,Vol.XXXI 2 No.2, Dec.1954. 
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scheduled to be held early in 1955. Yet, despite 

the political rather than factual nature of the 

Review's article, the statement by Sir Howard 

Kippenger, Dominion President of the R.S.A., had a 

sound, predictive ring about it. In noting that he 

would 'not be surprised' if New Zealand was nskcd to 

make a contribution to the defence of Malaya he 

pointed out tho ,undue burden borne by Britain and how 

defences to the north of Australia and New Zealand 
2 were very weak. 

The PriI'1e },linister, in a radio broadcast on 18 

January 1955 just prior to leaving for the Commonvrnal th 

Prime Ministers' Conference in London, predicted that 

from the New Zealand viewpoint it would be 'one of the 

most important conferences of the kind ever held in 

peace-time' •3 Further, he indicated that despite new 

defence arrangements involving the United St~tes his 

respect for British power and diplo0acy remained 

unimpaired: 

We meet at a time of steadily rising British 
influence and prestige and these are vital in 
the management of international affairs ••• 
British leadership and experience are among the 
greatest assets of the Western World.4 

2. Loc.cit.,Vol.XXXI, No.2, Dec. 1954. 
3. EAR ,Vol.V, No.1, pp.2-3. 
4. Ibid. ,p.5. 
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On 8 February the London correspondent of the New 

Zealand Press Association stated 'a definite request' 

that New Zealand contribute to the defence of Malaya 

was believed to have been made of Mr Holland in 

London. 5 

On his return from the conference the Prime 

Minister outlined the new military and strategic 

commitment his government envisaged. 6 The change 

involved the transfer of New Zealand's vvar-time 

commitment from the Middle East to South East Asia. 

The following day it was announced that a Special 

Air S0rvice Squadron was to be raised for service in 

Malaya consisting of 150-200 men. This would be New 

Zealand's contribution to a Commonwealth Strategic 

Reserve which would also include troops from the 

United Kingdom and Australia. In the International 

Affairs Debate the Prime Minister statod the backg_round 

to and reasons for the change: 

In the two previous conferences it has been my 
privilege to attend, I suggested that it did 
not seem realistic that we should have our 
defence commitments in the Middlo East when 
the problems of the area in whose defence vro 
would be likely to be employed were so much 
nearer our back door. The advice v✓e had then ••• 

5. The Press, 9 Feb. 1955. 
6, f:TZPD) Vol.305 1 pp.20-4, 21i- Mar."1955. 
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was that because of the problems in the Suez 
Canal area, the time wa,s not right for making 
a shift. However, the position has now changed, 
and we are now being asked to consider whother 
we should switch our defence commitment from 
the Middle East.7 

Yet despite Mr Holland's previous 'suggestions' that 

his country's defence commitments to the Middle East 

were 'unrealistic' it is obvious that any sense of 

regionalism with regard to South East Asia was 

unequivocally in second place to the dictates of 

British strategy. The Minister of Defence, Mr 

McDonald, probably expressed the position most 

clearly: 

It is as well to stress that these decisions 
were only taken after the broadest study and 
that the uppermost consideration was simply 
where, given the changing political situation 
and in particular, the military revolution 
introduced by the hydrogen bomb, a contribution 
from New Zealand could be most effective. The 
oopreme importance to us of the security of 
Europe and defence in the Middle East, were 
at no time forgotten.8 

In short, New Zealand's interests were where, in 

British Commonwealth terms, her contribution 'could 

be most effective'. 

Al though a sli•ght hint of a sentimental variant 

of the 'insurance policy thesis' could be detected 

7. NZPD, Vol.305, pp.20-4, 24 Mar.'1955. 
8. AJHR, '1955, Vol.I, A-I, p.6. 
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in parts of thePrire Minister's speech it was manifest 

that the strategic change was accepted because New 

Zealand was, above all, steadfastly loyal to Britain: 

We must earn the support of Britain by pulling 
our weight in the British boat. That is the 
British thing to do. We have always done it, 
and now Britain has spoktjn to us and we have 
consulted her, and she has given us a plan 
which I believe is within our reach and our 
capacity.9 

And later: 

We have been invited to undertake this time a 
very special duty, and that is to form what you 
might term a Cold War front in Malaya ••• We 
are going to help the British draw the line in a 
British country.10 

Mr Holland also noted that New Zealand, when under

taking new obligations, must never overlook her 

existing obligations 1to the Mother Country to provide 

f d t ff • • • t • t • I '11 oo -s u .sin ever-increasing quan 1 ies • But 

apart from obligations to the Mother Country the 

change dove-tailed well with increasing concern over 

Asia: 

If people will consult a map they will realise 
that the troubled area of the world ••• from 
Korea, to Japan, Formosa, Indo-China, Indonesia -
is a succession of steps in the direction of New 
Zealand, and about the last place we can make a 
stand without coming onto our own territory is 
Malaya.'12 

9. ~' Vol.305, p.21, 24 Mar.1955. 
'10.Ibid., p.23. 
'1'1.Ibid., p.2'1. 
'12.Ibid. ,pp.2'1-2. 
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Yet, a little later, about the possibility of an 

invasion of New Zealand, he said:'Tho danger is 

negligible and can be said to be almost non-existent.' 

He did say, however, that the potential submarine 

th;r-oat would be 'considerable' •13 

Tho Prime Minister's announcement that New 

Zealand had decided to recondition an agi;hg cruiser, 
I 

Royglis~, on Britain's recommendation, 14 does not 

evidence particular rationality if submarines would 

constitute the main threat to the South Pacific. For 

the same cost (£4,000,000) New Zealand could have 

purchased two anti-submarine frigates, the recommend

ation given to Mr Holland by his Naval Chiefs of Staff 

prior to his departure for London. Further, the 

Royalist, in 'habitability' and range had been designed 

for the colder 'short-haul' waters of the North Sea. 

The British Admiralty, however, convinced the New 

Zealand Prime Minister to undertake a costly refit 

of a dated vessel, a vessel not at all related to New 

Zealand's specific needs. 15 The ship's utility was 

as a fleet-ship. New Zealand, unlike the Mother 

Country, had no fleet. 

13. NZPD, Vol.305, p.21, 24 Mar. 1955. 
"JLJ .• Ibid., p. 
15. J.K.Hunn: Interview, Wellington, 10 Nov.1968. 
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Two other points in the Prime Minister's speech 

are worthy of attention. One was that for the 

commitment to Malaya he had recommended the raising 

of an Infantry Division with accompanying armour and 

other ancillary uni ts. 16 The neiN South East Asian 

commitnent was approached as if it merely involved. a 

relocation of the country's '1949 obligations to the 

Middle East. The fact that the dictates of counter-

insurgency would require a radical restructuring and 

retraining of the New Zealand army did not appear to 

enter into Mr Holland's calculations. The other point 

was his announcement that he had decided to recommend 

New Zealand representation in the area. 17 

The Prime Minister had spoken for one hour and 

forty minutes. The New Zealand Herald noted: 

A great deal of his speech was in generalities ••• 
Many backbenchers begEm to doze and even so:r.:te 
of his Cabinet Ministers continued with their 
writing.'18 

Such was the interest that Mr Holland's speech aroused 

on New Zealand's most important foreign policy 

decision in the fifteen years since the Second World 

War. 

'16. NZPD, Vol.305, p.2'1. 
'17. Ibid. , p. 25. 
'18. Loc:"cit.~ 25 Mar.'1955. 



The debate was marked by the Labour Party's 

lack o.f coherence and concerted attack. Walter Na.sh 

commented that the Opposition had not been consulted, 

made the point that coramonsense should dictate where 

troops were sent (implicitly agreeing with the 

Government) and then roamed into a general coverage 

of world affairs. 19 He spoke for two hours and ten 

minutes. Of this, less than five minutes was spent on 

the Governr;1ent' s decision. 

Mr Moohan, the Labour member for Petone, made a 

point of continuing relevance when he said it was wrong 

to focus on the Emergency as a British war against the 

Communistso Rather, it should be viewed as Malaya's 

war against the Comrmnists. He noted that the 

Malayan Labour Party was against the Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve concept and advocated postponing 

the decision until after the forth-coming, first-ever 

Federal election in Malaya to be sure that the New 

Zealand commitment did not offend. 20 

Mr Moohan's sentiments were echoed by at least one 

member of the newly elected Singapore Legislature: 

19. llfil:Q, Vol.305, pp.27-40. 
20 • ll?li1 . , p • 11 5 • 
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The Ua,layan people now learn from the newspapers 
that Australian and New Zealand troops are now 
to come to Malaya to defend us. Defend us against 
whom? Against ourselves? The Malayan people 
were never consulted upon this matter.21 

Mr Holloway, in the most provocative speech from the 

Opposition benches, queried the rationale of the 

Prime Minister 1 s speech insofar as the New Zealand 

troops were going to Malaya to fight the Communist 

terrorists. He pointed out that there were only 

some 5,000 terrorists, as opposed to a total 

Government force of 350,000 men under arms in 

Malaya. 22 If Mr Holloway was implying that the 

Government itself had no clear idea of the role of 

the proposed Commonwealth Strategic Reserve, he was 

probably correct. At no time were the short and 

long term objects of the force carefully spelt-out. 

Not surprisingly, the relationship of the 

CoI'll'lonwealth Strategic Reserve to the SEATO Treaty 

emerged as ill-defined. The clearest statement was 

that by the Prime Minister, Mr Holland, when he said: 

21. 

22. 
23. 

There are no military commitments in relation to 
SEATO, but New Zealand is obligated to her SEATO 
partners, and this is our method of giving 
practical effect to the obligation ••• 23 

Singapore Legislative Assembly, Debates,I,1955, 
pp.108-9, as quoted in P.Boyce, 'Twenty-one Years 
of Australian Diplomacy in South East Asia, Journal 
of South East Asian Histo.:sz, IV, No.2, pp.81-2. 
NZPD, Vol.305, p.149, 31 Mar.1955. 
Ibid. 



What did Mr Holland mean? It appears that there were not 

military commitments but there were obligations and 

the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve commitment wo.s a 

way of honouring them. He then added: 'We should 

never lose an opportunity of thanking the people of 

America and their Government for what they ho.ve done 

for mankind.' 24- This further confuses the issue. 

Apart fro1:1 the naivity of making important foreign 

policy decisions upon such a premise, it does appear· 

that in some oblique way o. contribution of troops to 

Malaya would be an opportuni t;y to thank the American 

people. The Prime Minister seemed to be implying 

that the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve, although an 

ANZAM arrangement, could be quickly transferred to 

specifically SEATO duties and thus its permanent 

presence in the area amounted to an ever-ready force 

for SEATO operations. 

There are some interesting parallels in statements 

of the Australian Prime Minister, Menzies, regarding 

Malaya and SEATO. On '1 April '1955, in outlining 

the Australian com~itment to Malaya he said: 

Australia will participate in the establish-
ment in Malaya, a very important portion of the 
Manila Treaty area, as a contribution to the 
defence of the Treaty area, a strategic reserve in 
which the United Kingdom and New Zealand will 
participate.25 

24. NZPD, Vol.305, p.149, 31 Mar.1955 • 

25. EL.R; Vol.V~ J\To.4, pp.8-9. 
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Both Australia and New Zealand wanted so see 

their defence arrangements as closely integrated as 

possible. SEATO, broader in its origins and scope, 

was obviously of much greater potential utility thon 

the purely Commonwealth arrangement. Yet effective 

integration meant that the United States would have 

to forget its offshore Asian policy as well as its 

phobia about involvement with British colonial terri

tories. Further, sµch a policy assumed that the 

United States and the United Kingdom, despite their 

manifest differences, would agree upon the required 

defensive measureso Last, but certainly not least, it 

assumed that the other SEATO countries, both European 

and Asian, with their very different motives for 

joining SEATO, would concur in the effective policing 

of the ANZAM area. 

Ever since World War II Australia had made far 

more of the United States support than New Zealand. 

Menzies, on 20 April 1955, said he had explained in 

London that Australian opinion would desire sone 

adequate assurance from the United States,that, in 

the event of war, British land forces would have 

United States ·support in naval and air power logistics. 

The report Mr Menzies gave of his discussions with 

Eisenhower and Dulles indicated that the United 
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States was prepared to support the Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve Commitment: 

Our discussions made it abundantly clear that in 
the general task of preventing further Corm:nunist 
aggression, the United States of America consider
ed the defence of South East Asia, of which 
Malaya is an integral part, to be of very great 
irnportance. I raised the question whether, in 
the event of Great Britain, Australia and New 
Zealand undertaking to station subs,tantial 
forces in Malaya, we could be assur~d that tho 
United States would be prepared to give us 
effective co-operation. I was informed that ••• 
the United States of America considered that such 
effective co-operation was implicit in the 
Manila Pact.26 

Thus, Menzies' er:iphasis on United States backing 

in the area went much further than that of New 

Zealand. Yet, although the Australian Prime Minister 

spoke of a 'contribution to the defence of the Manila 

Treaty Area' on 1 April, and subsequently stated on 

20 April that the Malaya force represented 'the most 

advanced stage of planning against the background of 

the Manila Treaty' 27 it seems that the committal hacT 

little more than the benevolent approval of the 

United States goverl11'1ent. Indeed, 'background of the 

Manila Treaty' is most appropriate despite Menzies' 

attempts to bring it into the foreground. 

26. Keesing•s~ Vol.X, P.14211, 1955-6, 
27 • .QurrentNotes, Vol.XXVI, pp.279-80 ''1 April 1955 

and PPo289-9o, 20 April 1955. 
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However, although Mr Holland did not deem it 

necessary to travel to Washington to seek American 

backing for the.Commonwealth Strategic Reserve project, 

the Parliamentary debates saw considerable emphasis on 

the need for unity between the United Kingdom and the 

United States. The duality of New Zealand's foreign 

policy was not forgotten. Mr Nash, speaking of 

British Commonwealth/American unity, so.id: 'This I 

believe is the corner-stone of the strength of the 

Western nations in the fight against the Communist 

menace. 28 Mr Holland, in reply, quoted the words of 

Sir Winston Churchill regarding the position of the 

United States in New Zealand's defence thinking: 

'The Western world must never forget for an 
instant that it lives in security only because 
the United States of America provides it with a 
defensive shield •••• The United States of 
America has showed herself ready to use her 
immense power for the benefit of mankindo The 
United States of America is our only hope if we 
are attacked. If the United States becar11e 
involved in a major war there is no doubt the 
United Kingdom would be on her side.' 

If I said that, I know the attacks would have been 
made ••• Is there anyone in this House tonight 
who disagrees with one word spoken by Sir Winston 
that I have quoted ••• No. If we do not disagree 
then for heaven's sake let us try to apply 
those words and promote harmony between these 
two peoples.29 

28. NZPD, Vol.305, p.28, 24 Mar.1955. 
29. Ibid., p.152, 31 Mar.1955. 



On 4 April 1955 Cabinet approved the new military 

commitments in MalayA. They were summarized by the 

Prime Minister as follows: cancellation of New 

Zealand's strategic obligations in the Middle East 

and in their place the assumption of similar respons

ibilities in South East Asia in the event of global 

war; the transfer from Cyprius to Malaya of No,14 

Tronsport Squadron to Singapore and the making 

available of half a Maritime Reconnaissance Squadron; 

the provision of two RNZN frigates for service in 

the Malayan area with possibly a third if necessary; 

the acquisition of a cruiser of the Royalist class; 

the establishment of a Special Air Service Unit 

for service against the terrorists in Malaya with 

provision for other similar units later should 

this be required.30 

The Prime Minister stated: 

All these measures (have been) taken to ensure 
New Zealand's safety and as our contribution 
towards the greater safety of the Commonwealth ••• 
I cannot emphasise too often that this is a 
Commonwealth undertaking, to which members of 
the Commonwealth are contributing according to an 
agreed plan. We in New Zealand have been able to 
meet all the requests made of us.31 

30. EAg, Vol.Vi No.4, p.6. 
31. Ibid.,.~but c.f. :- R_eview of Defer;i.c0 _Polic;y, 1957, 

flo.18, p.9, which states. th~t the United Kingdon 
hCJ.d first requestecl~a bo.tto.lion in 19S5 but New 
Zealand had tnen been unable to 1:1eet tne request 
because of her Korean effort. 
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But the requests came from Britain not the Common

wealth. Of course for men like Sidney Holland 

Britain was the Commonwealth. If there should be 

any difference between the two the British side of 

the equation was indisputably supreme. New Zealand's 

reaction to the Suez crisis two years later was to 

provide a cogent example of this 'Mother Country' 

complex. 

Apart from the predictable opposition of a few 

'fellow-traveller' organizations such as the Runanga 

Miners Union32 and the New Zealand Housewives Union33 

there was little public reaction to the Government 

decision to send a peace-time military force to 

Malaya or to the change of war-time commitment. 

Most newspapers carried no correspondence. The Press 

received no letters while the Nevv Zealand Herald 

received only one: 

It is not a matter of pride on the part of any of 
the Dominions that they waited until the Mother 
Country had to tell them she could not go on any 
longer bearing an undue share of the burden of 
Commonwealth defence.o. What Mr Holland now 
proposes to offer in response to Britain's clear 
call is unworthy of 'the most loyal of all the 
Dominions' .34 

32. 
33. 
34. 

The Press, 1_June 1955. 
Ibid·:~3"1 Mar .1955. 
Loe-:-cit\, 26 ~,for. l95~. ---
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The letter, the sole representative of public opinion 

among the Herald's readers was signed 'Kiwi'. 

Editorial comment was generally sympathetic. The 

New Zealand Herald called it 'manifestly sound' and 

'a realistic shift of strategy' •35 ~he Press saw no 

irony in its comment: 

When all is told, the deep significance of this 
month's conference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers 
may prove to be the conclusive turning point of 
New Zealand's thought fro:c1 the Middle East as 
New Zealand's trnditional defence area to the 
part of.the world in which New Zealanders live, 
and in the peaceful stability of which New 
Zealanders have a vital interest.36 

Mr Webb had stated: 

The conduct of international relations is a 
public service, and wise policies can be formu
lated only where there is an enlightened public 
interest and informed public discussion.37 

If the lack of pul)lic interest and debate upon the 

Malayan decision provided any criterion for judgement 

then New Zealanders lacked the safeguards for 'wise' 

decisio~E in the foreign policy sphere. It seems 

that in general New Zealanders regarded the despatch 

of troops to Malaya as a logical sequel to ANZAM 

and to the policies which had produced ANZUS and 

SEATO. Indeed, none of these commitments had 

35. Loc.cit.,25 Mar.1955. 
36. Loe.cit. ,10 Feb. 1955. · 
37. A.JHR,1954, Vol.I, A-I, p.6. 



sparked off any sustained public debate. There was 

little reason to expect New Zealand's first peace

time troop commitment to South East Asia to do so 

either. 

This apathy was all the more disturbing because 

the Government itself showed few signs of clarity in 

its outlook. Nothing indicating that the new commit

ment was part of a coherent New Zealand foreign 

policy emerged from Government speeches. The Round 

Table stated: 

••• the whole course of the debate in the House 
of Representatives indicated that such coherence 
as this policy now assumes in the minds of 
political leaders is to be attributed to the 
pressure of events rather than to careful planning 
on their part and detailed study of the impli
cations of the actual steps now proposed.38 

Whilst the New Zealand Herald commented: 

As a constructive discussion on defence~ much 
of the debate in the ~ouse of Representatives 
has been distinctly disappointing.39 

The major 'disappointment' was the Government's 

failure to clarify the role of the troops it would 

shortly be despatching to Malaya. In fact the 

Commonweal th Strategic Reserve was prirriarily intended 

as a 'fire brigade' force. for the South East Asian 

area under the auspices of ANZAM. 40 

38. Loe.cit., No.179 1 Jun.1955, p.309. 
39. Loe.cit. 9 1 April 1955. 
40. EAR,Vol.VIII? No.12, p.8. 
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Not unnaturally, there was some optimism that the 

Reserve could be used for SEATO purposes. In any 

case its raison d'etre was not as a fighting force to 

help end the Malayan Emergency. The worst of Malaya's 

internal troubles were over before the Reserve was 

even established. Stalking terrorists in the Malayan 

jungle was merely a secondary function providing 

experience and training for the men. This was borne 

out be events after the Emergency ended in 1960 

when New ZeDland forces quietly reverted to a garrison 

role. However, the loop-holes in the Government's 

position were not exposed and attacked by the Opposition 

as was the case in Australia where the Government's 

delay in clarifying its position contributed perhaps 

to the most bitter foreign policy debate since 

World War II. 

The change of war-time commtiment and the committal 

of troops to South East Asia was the beginning of 

active participation in the policy of containing 

Communism in South East Asia. It set the pattern 

for the future. South East Asia was to become more 

and more crucial to New Zealand's defence. This 

importance necessitated not only preparedness in war 

but also military forces on station in peace-time. 

To station troops in a country in time of peace to 

guard against a potential threat is a momentous step-
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it requires a profound change in that situation 

before their presence is recognized to be no longer 

necessary. It seemed apparent that such a change 

could only come about if the Chinese Government was 

replaced by one of a very different complexion. 

Since China's strength was but a revival of her 

traditional power in Asia after an interval of 

several hundred years of weakness, it seemed very 

likely that the conditions that prompted New Zealand 

to concur readily in stationing troops at a strategic 

point in South East Asia would continue to prevail. 

With SEATO New Zealand had entered for the first 

tine into a direct treaty relationship vvith a number 

of Asian states. With the committal of troops to 

Malaya~ even though the decision had. been dictated 

by British rather than New Zealand strategists, she 

had in fact served notice that South East Asia was so 

vital to her security that permanent readiness in 

peace was to replace a slow build-up in ware 
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CHAPTER III 

MALAYA AND FORWARD DEFENCE 

Forward defence and collective security are 

often regarded as virtually synonymous with New 

Zealand's defence commitments in South East Asia. 

The concept of collective security stems from its 

staunch advocacy by the Labour Government from 1935 

in the League of Nations. Since the early 195O's New 

Zealand's foreign policy spokesmen have characterized 

the country's defence guarantees as 'collective 

security' arrangements. Yet the implication that New 

Zealand's treaty arrangements amount to a mere continu

ation of policies adopted in the 193O's rests upon a 

fundamental misunderstanding. Collective security~ 

as defined by the international lawyer, Professor 
1 Bourquin, is directed against war as a common danger. 

It thus differs from a defence alliance which has the 

limited aim of providing for the security of one of 

a few countries. In the case of collective security 

the aim is the security of all and not just of a few 

t . 2 coun ries. 

ANZUS and SEATO do not fall into the category 

of 'collective security' in this sense. Nor can either 

arrangement be termed 'regional' within, the meaning of 

Chapter VIII of the United Nations Charter,3 

1. J,G.Starke, The ANZUS Treaty Alliance, p.81. 
2. Ibid. 
3. 'Ibid., pp.78-9. 
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although this is another common error perpetuated by 

Government publications. 4 Of course the ANZAM 

arrangements, informal in nature, do not meet these 

criteria either. But what the Commonwealth Strategic 

Reserve did provide was a vehicle for aiding Britain 

and furthering, in positive fashion, New Zealand's 

concepts of forward defence. 

It was not surprising, therefore, that the National 

Government's Review of Defence, 12 June 1957, announced 

New Zealand's intention to increase her contribution to 

the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve by providing a 

battalion for service in Malaya. This had been made 

possible by the withdrawal of New Zealand's remaining 

forces in Korea.5 The battalion replaced the Special 

Air Service Squadron which had been sent to Malaya 

two years earlier. 

The 1957 Review of Defence Policy kept open the 

option of committing troops to strategic areas other 

than South East Asia. 6 This was ·in line with New 

Zealand's traditional Commonwealth stance on defence 

matters: 

4. For example, Dept. of External Affairs, N~ 
~a~ands Internation':l Activitie~, 1963-;" p.3. 

5. Revi~w ~f Defence Poli.sz, Dept. of External 
Iffairs, Wellington, 1957, No.181, p.7. 

6, Ibid., p,6. 
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Like the United Kingdom and other members of 
the Commonwealth, New Zealand's efforts in a 
the widest sense are directed towards the 
prevention of aggression and war.7 

But it was the National Government's 1961 

Review of Defence Policy which clearly outlined the 

philosophy behind New Zealand's c1efence commitments. 

It stated that the policy was one of collective 

security since a policy of 'neutralism' or 'non

commitment' is 'alien to the tradition, senti:rn.ents 

(and) temperament of New Zealanders. 8 It adhered to 

the insurance policy thesis in unequivocal terms. 

In order to retain the 'confidence and support' of 

her allies New Zealand must 'join with them in 

defending what they regard as their vital interests 

{as well as our OvVIl • o • 
,9 Given this statement, it 

appears that the reaction of a National Government 

,\\ ,r ,, , ,: · !to the United States' 1959 suggestion of SEATO 

military involvement in Laos would have been very 

different to the course adopted by Walter Nash. 10 

The 1961 Review asserts that the nuclear stale

mate had rendered global wars unlikely but limited 

conflicts more likely. 11 Yet, in apparent contra

diction of this tenet, it constantly promulgates 

7. Review of Defence Polic~, Dept. of 
Affairs, Wellington, 19 7, No.181? 
AJHR, 1961, Vol.I, A-19, p.5. 
Ibid. 
See below, p. 67. 
AJHR, 1961, Vol.I, A-19, p.6. 

External 
p.3. 
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criteria applicable to a bi-polar world rather than 

the polycentrism of South East Asia. It notes that 

by definition New Zealand is involved, through her 

collective security arrangements, in the struggle 

between the United States and the USSR: 'The concept 

of collective security thus involves New Zealand in 

this world-wide conflict. 112 Dean Rusk made the same 

point on his visit to New Zealand the following year: 

The regional interests and defence alliances 
which I have been describing are only part of 
our common struggle between freedom and coercion. 
That struggle is world-wide. And in it our 
destinies are inseparable.13 

However, New Zealand's experience in Malaya did 

affect the Review's guide-lines for the armed forces. 

It resulted in the army clearly stating for the 

first time that the aim of army training would be 

'to prepare individuals, sub-units and units for 

deployment in their operational roles in South East 

Asia 1 • 14 The announced re~uction of the Divisional 

fighting force from 23,000 to 13,000 men, 15 virtually 

hammered the last nail into the coffin of the army's 

traditional fighting unit. These measures were a 

far cry from the 1955 statement of the then Minister 

12. AJHR, 1961, Vol.I, A-19, p.4. 
13. EAR, Vol.XII, No. 5, p.17, 10 May 1962. 
14. AJHR, 1963, Vol.II, H-19, P• 
15. ~' 1961, Vol.I, A-19, pp,7/12. The Division 

was formally abandoned in 1964 - AJHR, 1964, 
H-4, p.28. --
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of Defence, Mr McDonald, that no radical changes 

would be necessary in either training or equipment 

16 before New Zealand troops were sent to Malaya. 

Another development was the construction of the 

Terendak Camp at Malacca in 1960. This was a huge 

permanent military establishment, luxurious even by 

civilian standards, to house the Con:r:omveal th 

Strategic Reserve troops and their families. Its 

establishment was symptomatic of the perl'lanent 

nature of the Comr1onvveal th Strategic Reserve forces. 

The cost of construction was £7.7m. and New Zealand's 

share as per the size of her forces was 18.2% which 

amounted -to approxirmtely £1.5m. 17 

These defence preparations were -rega-&lecV;s basic 
! 

to New Zealand's 'forward defence' posture: ' ••• we 

must be ready to meet military danger where it 

exists and not wait for it to creep inexorably 

closer to our o~m shores 1 • 18 The moves aroused little 

objection and no controversy. Mr Shand's reasons 

for troops in South East Asia were not disavowed: 

Let us be quite clear about this: the last 
defensible barrier between Com:r.rnnist China and 
our own shores is the next line where we will 
have to fight. There is only one sound line of 

16. The Press, 16 April 1955. 
17. NZPD, Vol.324, p.2227. 
18. AJHR, 1961, Vol.I, A-19, p.9. 
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defence between the shores of Australia and 
Communist China. If we have to fight vie either 
fight there or on our ovm shores. I am with the 
Americans in feeling that if we have to fight, 
let us fight on the other fellow's territory, 
not w nit until he is tranpling dovm our ovn1 
people.-19 

As we have seen strict adh0rence to the crude 

phil,isophy of 'better there than here I had not been 

the prime justification for New Zealand's initial 

decision to send troops to Malaya. Nevertheless it 

was a slic'k phrase which had wide appeal, a phrase 

which usually received emphasis in direct correlation 

to the imaghed threat of Communist China. This 

slogan, along with those such as 'No more Munichs' 

and 'containment' were poor prescriptions for a 

rational approach towards the problems of the region. 

The rise of Communist China was only one factor 

that had marked the history of Asia since the Second 

World War. In considering New Zealand's strategic 

interests at least two other factors deserved equal 

er::tphasis. These were the growth of strong national

ist movements and the desire for economic and social 

improvement. Unfortunately a potent combination of 

the Cold War, the yellow peril and the domino theory 

exercised such an exclusive influence on the minds of 

many New Zealanders that there was a real danger 

that only one factor, Communist China, would be 

seen behind all the others. 
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Government cane to regard Malaya as the strategic 

'pivotalpoint in South East Asia 1 • 20 The Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve provided 'a centrally placed mobile 

force capable of speedy deployment in the inpler::ienta

tion of SE.ATO and other possible international 

coID.flitrients' •21 As a secondary role the Commonwealth 

forces were available for operations against the 

terrorists in Malaya 0
22 

With Malayan independence in 1957 it became 

necessary to formalize arrangements affecting the 

status and role of New Zealand forces serving in 

Malaya. Two documents, the vVhite Paper of September 

1957 and the Anglo-Malayan Defence Agreerr1ent (11MDA) 

of October 1957, are of relevance. The White Paper 

describes 'arrangerr1ents for the employment of overseas 

Cornnonwealth forces in Energency operations in the 

Federation of Malaya 1 • 23 The rn.ost important clauses 

are 3e, 1 Overseas Cor::ir:10nweal th forces shall be nade 

available only in response to a request_by the_ 

Government of the Federation of Malaya', and 5, 

'Within the overseas forces the Commanders of the 

Australian and New Zealand elements will continue to 

20. E.L\.R, Vol.VIII, No.11, p.8. 
21. Ibid. 
22. Ibid. 
23. ~AR, VoloVII, No.9, pp.12-13. 
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enjoy the right of direct appeal to and comriuni

cation with their respective national authorities•. 24 

Under a heading 'Assistance by Overseas Commonwealth 

Forces in Operations Against the Terrorists', it was 

stated that the United Kingdom, Australia and New 

Zealand forces in Malaya' in addition to their 

primary strategic role', had been 'made available to 

assist the Federation forces in operations against the 

Comrmnist terrorists'. The major object of the 

White Paper was to give 'effective recognition to the 

fact that the conduct of the Emergency operations is 

now the exclusive responsibility of the government of 

the Federation of Malaya 1 • 25 

The AMD.A agreeI:Ient 26 is the basic document with 

which New Zealand, by her contribution to the Common

wealth Strategic Reserve, is associated. Under Article 

1, the Government of the United Kingdom was to provide 

the Malayan Governnent with such assistance as might 

be required for the external defence of its territoryo 

Under Article 3, the Malayan Government granted_the 

United Kingdom the right to maintain such naval, 

land and air forces, including a Comrrionwealth Strategic 

24. EAR, Vol.VII, No.9, pp.12-13. 
25. Toid. ,p.'13. 
26. Appendix A. 
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Reserve on the basis of Article 1, 'and for the 

fulfillment of Commonwealth and International 

Obligations'. Article 6 stated that the two parties 

would consult in the event of an armed attack 

against any of the territories of forces of the 

Malayan Federation er 'any of the territories or 

protectorates of the United Kingdom in the Far East 

or other threat to the preservation of peace in the 

Far East'. Both Articles 6 and 7 gave undertakings 

of co-operation in the event of hostilities. If 

there should be a threat to peace or an actual 

outbreak of hostilities elsewhere than the area 

covered by these provisions (viz.other than the 

Far E2st), then under Article 8 the United Kingdom 

must obtain Malaya's 'prior agreement before committing 

Uni tecl Kingclc1 forces tc• 1.ctive operctticns 

involving the use of bases in the Federation of 

Malaya'. 

From the strictly legal point of view AMDA 

appeared to provide for the use of the Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve fron Malayan bases in the event of 

a threat or disturbance to peace anywhere in the 

Far East. The potential exclusion in Article 8 

referred only to circumstances which could scarcely 

arise, viz.the comnittal of Malayan based British 

forces in areas other than the Far East. Further, it 
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should be noted that the use of the term 'consult' 

did not of itself entitle the Malayan Government to 

exercise a veto over the use of the Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve or any other British forces on its 

territory. The legal looseness of these provisions 

could have important implications if ever it was 

deemed imperative to commit CoT:1Tionwealth Strategic 

forces to SEhTO or any other purpose in South East 

Asia. 

This, however, was not the imterpretation 

placed upon the Agreement by the Malayan Government. 

Indeed, there were repercussions in Kuala Lumpur 

in April 1959 in response to El remark by a SEATO 

spokesman at the Wellington Conference at that 

tir1e. It had been suggested that the proposed SEATO 

'fire brigade' force, which would be availctble in 

the event of local trouble in the area, would prob

ably come from the Commonwealth forces serving in 

Nhlaya. Twice within a month the Malayan Minister 

of Defence stated that under APmiL these troops could 

not be used without the Federation's consent. 'Under 

no circumstances', he added, would Malaya 'change 

these provisions' •27 The Review of Defence Policy 

1961 stated: 

27. Manchester Guardian, 13 April 1959, as quoted by 
G.Barraclough,Survey of International Affairs, 
1959-60, p.265. 
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In a future conflict the spearhead of a New 
Zealand force - the Battalion in Malaya - could 
be in action in a matter of days and substantial 
follow-up of forces could be on the scene in 
weeks.28 

There was considerable irony in the situation where 

the New Zealand 1:1ilitary 'spearhead' wo.s based in 

a country which insisted on its right of approval 

before those forces could be cornni tted to SEATO or 

other purposes. 

On attaining independence, Malaya did not, as 

1'. riginally expectGd, join SEATO. ,rnilst theoretically 

post-4957 she could itill be regarded as part of the 

SEATO area, before that ti~e, as a British colonial 

territory, she had automatically corie under SEATO's 

jurusdiction via the British signature of the 

Manila Pact. Malaya feared that SEATO was Washington

dominated and regarded her bi-lateral treaty with 

Britain as not only more explicitly protective of 

her interests but less likely to arouse suspicions 

among Afro-Asian nations. American nilitary air

craft were denied landing rights in Malaya and until 

4960 were not permitted to fly over Malayan territory 

t . . . 29 on rou ine missions. Tunku Abdul Rahr1an was 'very 

much against New Zealand using Comriomveal th troops 

for SEATO purposes' .30 

28. AJHR, 4964, Vol.Ij A-49, p.42. 
29. P.Boyce, Malaysia and Singapore in International 

Diplomacy, p.155. 
30. IT.M.Bennett: Interview, Wellington, 10 Dec.1968. 
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He was sensitive to any accusations that by allowing 

maintenance of the Reserve(ot' 1Malayan territory she 

had identified herself with SE~TO's aims and 

strategies. 

said: 

The New Zealand Minister of External Affairs had 

We must learn to understand the Asian people, 
and we must find then opportunities of learning 
to understand us. SEATO is one of the several 
means of bridging the gap ••• between the East 
and ourselves.31 

In fact SEA1O, far fro121 bridging gaps, could have 

become a significant factor in broadening them. 

That SEATO was regarded with considerable scepticism 

by such a pro-Western nation as Malaya says little 

for the alliance's standing with most other Asian 

nations. 

This Jack of agreenent on the role of the 

Commonwealth Strategic Reserve may have been one 

reason why on 24 March 1959, some eiGhteen months 

after the signing of the Anglo-Malay Defence Agree• ent, 

both New Zealand and Australia exchanged identical 

letters which constituted an 'understanding' vis~ lli 
this Agreement. An assurance was sought and granted 

that 'the various provisions applicable to the 

Commonwealth Strategic Reserve, in particular the 

31. NZPD, Vol.3O8, p.126:Hon.T.L.McDonald, 11 April 
195'6. 
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provisions dealing with the status of the forces, 

apply in respect of these New Zealand forces' •32 

During 1959 the Tunku, with the elections 

f orthconing and the irapending end of the Emergency, 

was worried about justifying the presence of the 

Comnonwealth Strategic Resetve once the ostensible 

reason for their presence had been removed. 33 The 

Malayans were 'dead against corr:ipro1:1ising their own 

positions in the eyes of fellow Asian countries' •34 

The situation was extremely delicate, but the 

Malayans 'never closed the door completely' , 35 As 

a result, the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve re1:1ained 

on the fhlay peninsula and became an accepted military 

presence o.fter the E1:1ergency had ended in July 1960. 

Yet Malayan scepticism of SEATO's usefulness continued. 

In 1960 the Tunku stated that SEATO was 'ineffective, 

outmoded, and under the stigma of Western domination' •36 

New Zealand accepted these strictures with good 

grace. One way of expressing disapproval could have 

been to threaten withdrawal of her contingent from 

the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve but this would 

have been more b.arnful to Britain who, through 

32. Appendix B. 
33. J.K.Hunn:Interview, Wellington, 10 Nov.1968. 
34. C.M.Bennett: Interview, Wellington, 10 Nov.1968. 
35, Ibid. 
36. Manila Chronicle, 12 Jan-. 1960, as quoted in 

G.Modelski(ed.)-, SEATO: Six Studies, p.43. 
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AMDA, had a forr:1al obli.gation to defend Malaya. It 

was with this agreement that both New Zealand and 

Australia were 'associated'. Indeed, a major reason 

for New Zealand despatching troops to that country 

was, as Sidney Holland put it, to share some of the 

British burden. In nny case, as well as demonstrating 

a New Zealand initiative in the foreign policy sphere 

that was generally assuraed to be non-existent, a threat 

to opt out would have been a nost 'un-British' 

thing to do. For New Zealand the British Common

wealth aspect cane before any calculation of self

interest. Yet, given the philosophy of 'better 

there than here', could such a calculation have 

resulted in New Zealand changing her policy? 

If the Co0r:ionwealth Strategic Reserve did not live up 

to its original aim of being a mobile 'fire brigade' 

force to preserve the peace in South East Asia, was 

SEATO any more successful? 

The Laotian crisis in 1959 provided SEATO with 

its first real test. The Eisenhower adL'l.inistration 

regarded Laos as a Western sphere of influence and 

the possibility of sending SEATO forces into the 

strife-torn country vvas seriously mooted. Walter 

Nash 1 however, was firmly against an active military 

involvemont in the area. That SEATO was impotent 

after only five years of operation was evidenced 
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by the appeal for help by the Laotian Premier on 4 

September '1959 to the United Nations Security Council 

instead of SEATO. The Laotian problem continued into 

the sixties and dominated the SEATO Council Meeting 

in '196''1 which Mr Holyoake described as 'the most 

fateful and dranatic SEATO Conference yet held 1 • 37 

The final communique stated that if negotiations 

over Laos failed 'members of SEATO are prepared, 

within the terms of the Treaty, to take whatever 

action may be appropriate in the circumstances' 0
38 

The groundwork for 'appropriate action' was laid 

in March '1962. Although SEATO assumed common efforts 

would be made for common ends, events had not borne 

out this assumption. The result was the Rusk/Thanat 

Khoman r1eeting of March '1962 which decided that -

SEATO obligations were individual as well as 

collective. 39 This agreement clearly demonstrated 

the failure of the collective. Bi-lateral agreements 

replaced the multi-lateral contract of SEATO. 

Two months later, on '15 May '1962, the United 

States unilaterally committed ground and air forces 

to Thailand's North-East border - her first-ever 

commitment of ground troops to South East Asia. 

37. NZPD~ Vol.326, p.22'1, 4 Jul.'1961. 
38. EJ\R? Vol.XI, No.3, p.40. 
39. EA'.R, Vol.XII, Noo3, p.19. 
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SEATO was not notified in advance because, as Kennedy 

stated at the time, 'the organization leaks inform

ation like a sieve•. 40 The United States then 

irimediately called upon her SEATO allies to 'show 

the flag' by despatching token forces to the area. 

All except France and Pakistan agreed. Again the 

question of Malayan sensitivity and the use of the 

Co111monweal th Strategic Reserve arose. Tunku Abdul 

Rahman stated in Kuala Lu12pur that under the AMDA 

mutual defence agreement with Great Britain, except 

for the defence of Malaya and British territories 

in South East Asia, Commonwealth forces in Malaya 

could not be used vvi thout Malaya's agreement: 

The Federation of Malaya will not agree to 
CoI'.lnonwealth forces stationed in Malaya being 
sent to Thailand in fulfillment of the 
obligations of the three Commonwealth countries 
(United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand) 
to SEAT0.41 

The conment of the Malayan Times indicates Malaya's 

opinion of the utility of the SEATO exercises in 

Thailand at the time: 

40. 
41. 
42. 

This development is likely to prolong the Laotian 
crisis, heighten the tension in South-East Asia, 
and, perhaps, result in a major trial of strength 
between the major power blocks if the Communists 
decide on a show-down.42 

The Times, 16 May 1962. 
16ict., 2;1 Mny 1962. ---Loe.cit., 19 May 1962, as quoted in M.C.Woodward, 
SEATO No Place for New Zealand, p.4. 
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It would have been logical for New Zealand 

to contribute to the exercises fron forces stationed 

at Terendak in Malaya. As it wo.s, two special Air 

Service Troops were sent fron New Zealand and 

Bristol freighters fron No.41 Squadron also participated. 

Australia and Britain each contributed a squadron 

of jets. The Cormonweal th allies were still acting 

in concert although to obviate any enbarrassnent 

to the Malayan authorities the aircraft, instead of 

flying direct fro• Butterworth to North-East 

Thailand, were routed through Singapore. 43 

One year later, in June 1963, President 

Kennedy co:runitted 3,000 United States troops to 

another SEATO exercise in North-East Thailand. 

The size of New Zealand's contribution was not 

nentioned in the External Affairs Review and 

Mr D.J.Eyre, in a parlianentary debate, referred 

to the participation of 'a snall nunber of New 

Zealand troops' in a large nilitary exercise in 

North-East Thailand. 44 However, the 1964 Annual 

Report of the Chief of General Staff states 

that just over:·two hundred New Zealand 

43. A.Watt, Australian Defence Policy 1951-63. p.60. 
44. ~' Vol.335, p.417. 
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officers and men, mainly from No.1 Battalion in 

Malaya, participated in the exercise. 45 This was 

the first tine such a relatively large number of New 

Zealand troops from the Commonwealth Strategic 

Reserve had participated in a SEATO exercise. The 

original failure to divulge the number of New Zealand 

participants wns again designed to allay any 

embarrassment to the Malaysian authorities. Former 

Chief of General Staff, Sir Stephen Weir, has said 

that whenever Cor.lI'lonwealth Strategic Reserve personnel 

were involved in SEATO exercises 'they were moved out 

(of Malaya) as quietly as possible' •46 

Thus, with regard to SEATO exercises, the 

Commonwealth partners in Malaya and the host country 

did not view the AMDA agreement in identical terms. 

Likewise, the provisions of Article6 of the Agreement 

relating to Malaysia, 6 July 1963, do little to 

clarify the ambiguity of the previous agreements 

and interpretations: 

The Agreerient or,. External Defence and Mutual 
Assistance between the Government of the 
United Kingdom and Government of the Federation 
of Malaya 12 October 1957, and its annexes 
shall apply to all territories in Malaysia, 
and any reference in that agreffrrnnt to the 
Federation of Malaya shall be deemed to apply to 
Malaysia, subject with the proviso that t1:+Q , . , 

45& ~J-HR, 1964, Vol.II, H-4, p.31. 
L~6. Sir Stephen ·weir: Interview, Wellington, 11 Nov. 

1968. 
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Governr1ent of Malaysia ,Nill afford to the 
Government of the United Kingdom the right to 
continue to maintain the bases and. other 
facilities at present occupied by their Service 
authorities within the State o.f_Singapo_E.§3 and 
will permit the Government of the United Kingdom 
to cake such use of these bases and facilities 
as that Government may consider necessar~ for the 
:Ql!E.:QOSe of assisting in the defence~Malaysia, 
and for the preservation of peace in South-East 
Asia. • • 47* 

Following the creation of Malaysia on 16 September 

1963, New Zealand and Australia subscribed to the 

amended Agreeri.ent with the Government of Malaysia. 

On the 1957 Agreement it was held that the Government 

of New Zealand 'regards its association with the 

Agreement as henceforth applying to the whole of 

Malaysia' • 48 

Given the introductory clauses of Article 6, 

broadening to Malaysia as a whole those which had 

previously applied to Malaya, it is not at all clear 

why the word 'proviso' has been used. Further, the 

latter part of the Article is clear and unambiguous. 

It is for the United Kingdom Government, and it alone, 

to determine whether to use the Singapore bases for 

Commonwealth defence or for the preservation of peace 

in South East Asia. Yet, consistent with the 

Malayan interpretation of the 1957 version of AMDAi 

47. 

48. 

Docunents Concerning New Zealand Forces Serving :• ,n 1· · 28 111 ··"n o.;zsiQ;, P•· • 
Eri.phasis added. 
Appendix C. 
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the Tunku is reported to have made the following 

comments on these arrangements: 

The Tunku made it clear the soveroignty over 
the Singapore base remained with the future 
Malaysian Government, and ••• although Singapore 
could not be regarded as a SEATO base, it could 
be used for SEATO purposes if Britain considered 
this necessary for the maintenance of security in 
South-East Asia. In every case, however, the 
future Malaysian Governrient would be consulted 
about the use of the base.49 

Again it is not clear what is implied in the last 

line by 'consulted'. It appears that the Malayan 

Government may regard such a process as providing 

them with a potential veto although a strict legal 

interpretation of the Defence Agreement would not 

validate such a viewpoint. 

Probably the clearest statement on the defence 

arrangements was made by Tunku Abdul Rahman when in 

1965 he outlined Malaysia's reasons for claiming 

non-aligned status, a term which he observed had 

becoine somewhat 'stretched' .5° He said that the 

Anglo-Malayan Defence Agreement was significantly 

different from multi-lateral treaties such as NATO, 

SEATO and ANZUS: 

49. In Historical Introduction, Malaysia, Select 
Documents on International Affairs, No.1, Canberra; 
Dept. of External /l.ffnirs-']963, _p.6, __ as··quc,ted in 
Watt, Australian Defence Policy, po61o 

50. EAR,VoI715, No.9, p.39, 25 Sep't~1965. 
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Malaysia's agreement with Britain is bi-lateral 
and for mutual defence and not concluded in the 
context of any East-West conflict. Either party 
has the power to abrogate it. Furthernore the 
Manila Agreement accepted the fact that these 
bases would not be used in the context of any 
Great Power conflicts.51 

He then quoted Indonesian aggression as a legitimate 

use of the Defence Agreement. 

Sir Alan Watt's connents, rmde in '196LJ., appear 

to have considerable relevance: 

Whatever the correct legal interpretation of 
the two defence Agreenents it is apparent that 
both relate to an area where political consider
ations nust in practice be taken into account. 
Clearly the political reactions of the Government 
of Malaysia, and of the governr.ients of constituent 
parts of the Federation, will be of great import
ance in deciding the practical application of 
the two Agreements. This underlines the need 
for the closest liaison between the governments 
of Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand and 
Malaysia, and between their respective diplomatic 
and Service representatives, to try to ensure 
that action contemplated under the AgreeDent 
is supported by all concerned.52 

'Close liaison' has been a feature of the Malayan 

diplomatic scene among the three Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve Governments and the Malayan 

authorities and has ensured that differences over the 

Defence Agreement have been cordially resolved without 

public controversy. 

Why did New Zeo.land becone only 'associated 1 53 

51. EAR, Vol.'15, No.9, p.39, 25 Sept.1965. 
52. Watt, Australian Defence Policy~ p.6'1. 
53. The term 'associate' has no legal status and is 

merely a term of convenience. It is not r:ientioned 
in the letters exchanged on 24 March '1957 and on 
'18 September 1963 respectively. 
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with AMDA rather than a firr1 signatory to the Agreer1ent? 

The reason advanced by External Affairs personnel is 

that whereas New Zealand's other treaty arranger1ents 

are 'collective' in nature, AMDA was never envisaged 

in this way. It constituted a unilateral guarantee 

by the United Kingdom of a former colonial possession. 

Thus, 'associate' status was in keeping with New 

Zealand's small resources and post-World War II' 

policy of undertaking binding defence obligations 

only in conjunction with a nulti-lateral guarantee.54 

It is to be noted that this position is identical 

with strongly held Australian views on the subject. 
I 

Since 1945 New Zealand s foreign policies had been 

closely in line with those of her Tasnan neighbour. 

Menzies regnrded any binding defence connitments in 

South East Asia without a United States guarantee as 

r1ost imprudent. Indeed, although the Connonwealth 

Strategic Reserve co!'1rc1i trient was not binding in the 

formal sense, the Australian Prime Minister had deened 

it necessary to solicit American support before 

approving the despatch of Australian troops to Malaya. 

In both Australia and New Zealand the early sixties 

saw renewed emphasis of the threat from the 'Near 

North', a threat which necessitated the secure backing 

54. External Affairs Dept.: Interview, Wellington, 
11 Nov. 1968. 
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of the United States. Mr Holyoake, in similar terms 

to Mr Menzies, reiterated the vital necessity of New 

Zealand adhering to the policy of collective security 

against the 'menace of aggressive Communisn which 

threatens that area and New Zealand 1 • 55 These 

statements were not new but year by year their credibi

lity was becoming more suspect. Terminology applicable 

to the late forties and fifties W8S being used to 

delineate the problens of the sixties. Emotive 

generalizations like 'aggressive Communism' were 

clouding the issues in an era when the necessity to 

discrininate between types of threat was becoming 

more and more essential. Such phrases provided a 

firn backing for the domino theory, a theory which 

assunes that peoples and nations are mere pawns in 

the face of the advance of monolithic Communisn. 

In so doing it tends to ignore any nationalist 

attributes of guerilla movements. 

Mr Holyoake's views on these matters had not 

changed with the times. However, there were signs 

that New Zealand's so-called 'collective security' 

arrangements might become a nore viable proposition. 

With the upsurge of guerilla activity in South East 

Asia the new American President, John Kennedy, indicated 

in 1962 and again in 1963 that he was prepared to 

55. ~' Vol.335, p.403, 9 July 1963. 
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take measures to contain it. There was also the 

important hope that the Malaysian Government was 

becoming rather more flexible in its policy towards 

the use of the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve. 

Until this flexibility could be assured New Zealand's 

ability to translate what was erroneously terned 

'collective security' into action was severely limited. 

The failure of Malaya to join SEA:rO had meant 

that any hopes New Zealand entertained for rational

izing her forward defence policies under the auspices 

of that body were dashed. In any case, the gradual 

fragmentation of SEATO, apparent by the late fifties, 

tended to vindicate Malayan criticisms of the 

organization. Amalgamation or integration of the 

SEATO and ANZAM arrangements would have created more 

problems than it soived. Further, the avowed anti

Communist stance of Malaya and the conservatism of her 

domestic policies at least allayed any fears of her 

completely breaking her indirect associations with 

SEATO. 

Until '1963 Malaysian antipathy created a question 

mark over any use of the Commonwealth Strategic 

Reserve for SEATO purposes. Yet, SEATO's indecisive

ness and lack of unity meant that this was only an 

additional problem rather than a basic factor 

hampering effective security arrangements in the area. 

Indeed, if SEATO had been able to agree on concerted 
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action, whether in 1959, 1962 or later, any Malayan 

restriction on the use of New Zealand's Commonwealth 

Strategic Reserve battalion would hardly have affected 

the outcome. 

However, 1963 saw a subtle change in Malaya's 

attitude to the use of Commonwealth forces for SEATO 

exercises. Three factors appear to have been respons

ible for her change of heart. The first was the 

gradual consolidation of the Alliance Party. By 1963 

Tunku Abdul Rahman felt far mor secure as Prh1e 

Minister. The second factor wns the pressure of events 

on the South East Asian mainland, in particular in 

Laos and increasingly in Vietnam. The final factor 

was the impending conflict with Indonesia and the 

Philippines consequent to the formation of Malaysia. 

These last two factors convinced the Tunku of the 

prudence of agreeing to the use of the Com:oonwealth 

Strategic Reserve troops in the SEATO exercise 

1 Dhanarajata' in Thailand in July 1963. 

From that date, heightened by the formation of 

Malaysia in September 1963 and the continued use of 

Singapore for SEATO purposes, de facto Malaysian 

participation in SEATO cannot be denied. By 1967 the 

Malaysians were prepared to acquiesce in allowing a 
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part-battalion of New Zealand Commonwealth Strat8gic 

Reserve troops to go directly from Terendak to South 

Vietnar1, thus in fact allowing the Conmonwealth 

forces in Malaysia to run-down in order to bolster 

what purported to be a SEATO operationo 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEVELOPMENT OF CON!!CT§. 

It was not until the early 1960's that New 

Zealand began to really develop her relationship with 

Malaya/Malaysia. In the five years from 1960-65 

progress in the fields of diplomacy, trade and aid 

was quite remarkable. Each category will be dealt 

with separately and the chapter concludes with a 

brief attempt to deal with the intangible of 'image'. 

Diplomacy 

In July 1955 Mr Foss Shanahan arrived in 

Singapore to establish his country's first diplomatic 

post for the region,as New Ze.r:tland ComI'lissioner in 

South East Asia. 1 As well as being New Zealand's 

perI'lanent representative on the SEATO Council in 

Bangkok, Mr Shanahan was accredited Ambassador to 

Thailand in 1956 and then, with Malayan Independence, 

becane the New Zealand High Commissioner in 1957. 

However, it was New Zealand's first resident High 

Cor,1missioner to Malaya, Charles Moihi Bennett, who 

established New Zealand's prestige there. 

Appointed by the Labour Government, Mr Bennett 

1. New Zealand's initiative in this respect was some
what behind that of Australia which had appointed 
Commissioners to Indo-China and Malaya in 1952. 
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took office from January '1959 until just before the 

outbreak of Confrontation, April '1963. The appoint

ment was a master stroke. Mr Bennett was soon to 

become one of Tunku Abdul Rahman's closest friends 

and confidants and indisputably the closest diplonatic 

representative to the Malayan Prime Minister in 

Kuala Lumpur. 

The friendship between the two • en began during 

the Tunku's New Zealand tour in January '1960. It 

was at the Chateau Tongariro that Charles Bennett 

first introduced the Tunku to the sport of golf. 2 

Regular rounds of golf between the New Zealand High 

Comnissioner and the Prime Minister of Malaya soon 

became an alI'lost daily feature of life in the Malayan 

capital. Indeed, Charles Bennett was tho only non

Malayan in the first Malayan golf team, captained by 

the Tunku, in a match against Thailand. Perhaps it 

was thought that the High Commissioner's Polynesian 

blood would allow him to pass unnoticed as a Malay. 

The Tunku himself was conscious of the racial affinity 

between the Polynesian Maori people of New Zealand and 

the Malayc.. On riore than one occasion he publicly 

alluded to these racial ties between New Zealand and 

Malaya. 3 

2.C.M.Bennett: Interview, Wellington, '10 Dec. 1968. 
3.Ibid. 
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Charles Bennett was a social abbassador ~r 

excellence. Yet this is often the stuff of which close 

relationships are built. For a small power, even more 

than a larger nation, personal respect is a vital pre

requisite for successful diploT':lacy. If this respect 

can blossom into close relationships at the highest 

levels then a country is paying a very cheap price for 

influence and prestige. Econonic and military power 

are not the only guarantees of influence. 

It has been said that Charles Bennett was 'the 

most pnpular diplomat in Kuala Lur:1pur' • 4- The Tunku 

wished him to receive Malaya's highest Order of 

Knighthood but New Zealand Government policy prevented 

their Malayan High Commissioner from being knighted 

during his term of office. However, permission was 

granted both by the New Zealand Govern:rwnt and Q.ueen 

Elizabeth after Bennett's term of office ended in 

April '1963. He vvas flovm to Kuala Lumpur for the 

Malaysian Independence cerenony in September '1963 and 

knighted by the King of Malaya. Of this great honour 

bestowed for the first time upon a New Zealander no 

nention was I:Iade by the Governl'lent or the External 

Affairs Review. 

The High Commission in Kuala Lumpur quickly 

4-. Sir Stephen Weir: Interview, Wellington, '1'1 Dec. 
'1968. 
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became New Zealand's fastest expanding overseas 

post. In less than eight years its staff grew from one 

to ten. By 1965 it was on a par with Canberra and 

constituted New Zealand's third largest diplomatic 

post next to London and Washington. 5 

Trade 

After the W'J.r New Zealand's imports from Malaya 

gradually increased until they were valued at' 

$4,298,000 in 1956-7. 6 This was caused mainly by the 

expansion of the New Zealand demand for rubber and 

tin. The remaining items of pineapple, timber, sago 

and tapioca were only of minor importance. On the 
I 

other hand New Zealand s exports to Malaya in the 

year 1956-7 totalled only $470,000 with dairy products 

as the principal item.7 The trade balance was about 

ten to one in Malaya's favour. 

Following the appointment of a Trade Commissioner 

to Malaya in 1960, the negotiation of _a reciprocal 

trade agreement in February 1961, along with increas

ingly positive indicRtions of Britain's desire to 

enter the European Economic Community, New Zealand's 

exports to Malaya began to climb drariaticolly. 

5. Corres., Dept. of External Affairs, Wellington, 
16 Dec. '1969. 

6. EAR, Vol.VIII, No.'12, p.10. 
7. Ibid. 
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At the beginning of the sixties there had been 

little demand for milk solids in Malaya but by 1965-6 

yearly sales of dried and condensed milk had reached 

$2,780,000 - easily the second largest export market 

for these products behind Britain. 8 II e./Cf 
The/largest items 

sold to Malaya were butter o.ncl beef, each selling just 

over $1,000,000, and then a big drop to the other 

major trade items of tallow, la111b and nutton, pork 

and apples. 9 But it was largely due to the increased 

sales of • ilk solids to Malaya,and to a lesser extent 

the Philippines, that the five years from 1960 saw 

the value of exports to South East Asia double. 10 

During the period 1957-66 exports to Malo.ysia 

increased by over one thousand percent. In nine years 

the trane inbalance was reduced from almost ten to 

one to less than one and a half to one. In 1965-6 the 

total annual value of ir1ports from Malaysia was 

11 $6 2123,000, cor:1pared with exports to Maln.ysia of 

$4,682,000. 12 Although these exports amounted to only 

a little over one percent of the total value of New 

Zealand exports Malaysia constituted the second Dost 

important market in Asia next to Ja1Jan. 

8. 
9. 
'10. 

11 • 
12. 

N.Z.Y.B., '1968, p.645. 
Ibid. 
NewZealand's External Trade§ Report and Analysis, 
Dept. of Statistics, Oct~. 
Ibid., p .661. 
Ibid., p.637. 
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Aid 

Vvi th M.:i.layan Independence, in August 1957, New 

Zealand had, as part of her Colombo Plan contribution, 

granted $500,000 of an eventual $2.5m. for the 

construction of an agricultural faculty at the 

University of Kuala Lunpur. 13 The first chair was 

subsequently allotted to a New Zealander, Professor 

Davis, who was appointed independently. This was the 

first large'prestige'project outside India and 

Pakistan and the first to Malaya itself. Coming two 
I 

years after New Zealand s first conmittal of troops 

to Malaya, this donation was the first positive 

indication of a linking of capital aid to foreign 

policy objectives in the South East Asian area. 

In 1960, with the visit of Tunku Abdul Rahman, 

the New Zealand Governn:ient agreed to Bake a Colombo 

Plan allocation to foster the land development 

progrnmme in Eastern Malaysia. $65,000 was granted and 

to further assist the scheITJ.e New Zealand despatched 

twelve surveyors for a period of two years to help 

survey rural areas. 'Kampong New Zealand', coBprising 

2,650 acres and providing land for some 200 faBilies, 

was officially opened in September 1962 by the New 

Zealand High Connissionor. 14 

13. For the purposes of comparing relative priorities 
and cost note that since 1955 it was costing New 
Zealand $2,000,000 per annun to maintain No.14 
Squadron RNZAF in Singapore. 

14. EAR, Vol.XII, No.9, p.40. 
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In 1962~New Zealand was able to meet a Malayan 

request for $120,000 to help establish the Civil 

Service Training Centre in Kuala Lumpur. A New 

Zealand advisor in public administration assisted in 

the planning of the centre and the courses it was to 

offer. Subsequent to the formation of Malaysia, in 

September 1963 New Zealand made a number of more 

minor contributions the lFJ..rgest of which was the 

Industrial Research Unit in Singapore,at a cost of 

$48,000, and survey equipment for Sabah, costing 

$27,000. 

An American academic has stated that in Malaysia 

New Zealand has achieved more visual (and propaganda) 

impact with its money than any other Commonwealth 

( C 1 b Pl ) t . 1 5 R f th . or o om o an na ions. easons or is success 

are attributed to the fact that New Zealand's 

capital grants centred around three projects: building 

a Civil Service Centre in Kuala LuE1pur, financing 

buildings and equipment for the School ofAgriculture 

at the University of Malaya, and the part financing 

of'Kampong New Zealand'. In addition, each of the 

three was finished on tiI'le with no strings attached 

and,'whether by design or accident', each project is 

visually prominent and eompletely identified with 

Now Zealand. 16 

15. R.W.Winks? 'Malaysia and the Comnonwealth' ~ in 
7lang (ed.)? Malaysia: A Survey, p. 386. 

16. Ibid. 
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By March 1965 New Zealand had contributed over 

$28,000,000 under the Colonbo Plo.n. By that time 

Malaysia, a recipient of aid for only half of the 

fifteen year period since the plan was originated, had 

already received $1,940,509 and ranked third in the 

overall aid totals. India had received $2,865,656 

and Pakistan $2,469,129. Next in order ca:rrn Ceylon, 

with $1,508,169, and Indonesia with $1,013,100. 

However, in terms of technical as compared with capital 

aid, Malaysia ranked first. Technical assistance, 

overwhelmingly in the form of educational facilities 

in New Zealand for 682 students since 1955, had 

account/ for seventy-five percent of her aid total. 
I 

On the other hand, technical assistance to India and 

Pakistan amounted to only seven percent, the rest 

being provided in the form of direct capital aid. 

Indonesia had received approximately fifty percent 

17 of her aid in technical form. 

It was in 1960 that New Zee,land becaBe aware that 

technical assistance, rather than huge capital alloca

tions for specific projects, was the best use for her 

. d . 18 ai monies. The policy decision to allocate a 

greater proportion of aid to technical assistance 

within New Zealand was a/signed to I1.inirlize the 

expenditure of overseai funds. Further, it enabled 

17. G.J.Thompson, New Zealand's International Aid 1 

Appendix 5, p.118-121. 
18. E~R, Vol.Xi No.9, p.10. 
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a greater number of New Zealanders to become acquainted 

with the special cleveloprient problems of these countries 

The fact that Colonbo Plan students have now become 

an accepted part of the New Zealand scene has been an 

important means of facilitqting interest in South East 

Asia. 

Also in 1960 there were indications that aid to 

South East Asian nations would receive much greater 

emphasis. The External Affairs Departnent noted that 

one of the most 'satisfyiug_ features' of recent years 

was the growing friendship between New Zealand and 

the Commonwealth territories in South East Asia. It 

stated that there was a strong inclination to neet 

their requests for aid. 19 In 1965 the top priority 

South East Asian .nations of Malaysia and Ind.onesia 

ranked third and fifth in the aid totals respectively. 

Although the original recipients of the Commonwealth

orientated Colombo Plan, India, Pakistan and Ceylon, 

still continued to receive a large portion of New 

Zealand 1 s aid cRke, the emphasis had shifted to the 

nations of South East Asia~ especially Malaysia. 

In monetary terms the increased emphasis on aid 

to Malaysia amounted to a reallocation of existing 

aid monies rather than any increase in the total aid 

budget. Indeed, New Zealand's contribution to the 

19. AJHR, 1961,- Vol.I) A-I, p.27. 
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Colombo Plan, which was originally $2.2m., fell to 

$'1.5m. in the dark years of '1957-8 and was then 

rounded off to a lower figure of $2m. where it. 

remained until '1969. The amount stayed the same 

despite the fact that in the fourteen years since 

'195'1 the National Product has, in money terms, more 

than doubled. In the '195'1-65 period Colonbo Plan 

aid fell from 0.'14% of the National Product to 

0.06%. 20 By '1965 New Zealand 1 s total international 

aid contribution of 0.'19% of Gross Nationnl Product 

compared most unfavourably with other Western nations 

such as Belgiuri, the Netherlands and Australia and 
1') 2'1 

was well below the UNCTD recommendation of '1%. 

D.C.Seath, Associate Minister of Finance, opened 

the Civil Service Training Centre in Malaya with 

these words: 

In New Zealand 'Ne have created a prosperous 
state with a high individui:°:ll standsrd of living. 
It is our deeply felt concern, as well as our 
duty, to see as far as possible that this 
prosperity is shared, for it is only through the 
prosperity of our neighbours that our own 
prosperity and security can be maintained and 
increased.22 

This'deeply felt concern' among New Zealanders was 

de1".lonstrated by Mitchell's survey in '1966 which 

indicated that the overwhelming majority of electors 

20. Thompson, p.39. 
2'1. For an analysis of the means for achieving a '1% 

overall aid figure for New Zealand see Thompson, 
p.'107-8. 

22. EAR, Vol.XIII? No.9, p.28. 
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23 regarded their country's aid levels as adequate. 
I 

Yet poli tj(tians have been loud in their praise of 

the ColoBbo Plan. Mr Holyoake has said: 

In the forBality of its efforts and its enphasis 
on mutual endeavour and respect, it has proved 
adnirably adjusted to both the needs and the 
methods of the twentieth century. It has in 
fact provided a Bodel for scheBes of international 
assistance elsewhere.24 

The Depart~ent of External Affairs stated: 

It is within the field of operation of the 
Colonbo Plan that New Zealand has its closest 
associations with Asian countries and through 
the Plan that it Bakes the nost iI'lportant, 
conprehensive and effective contribution to 
Asian welfare.25 

In light of these two st2te• ents, positing the 

Colonbo Plan as a'nodel' schene of international aid 

resulting in the'closest'and nost beneficial ties 

with Asian neighbours, the Governnent could well 

compare the relative cost and ndvantqges of main

taining New Zealand's formal defence conmitnents. 

If aid is to be regarded as an integral part of foreign 

policy such cooparisons nre essential. 

That New Zealand regarded tho Coloobo Plan as a 

contribution to her security is indicnted by the 

reBark of Mr Holland in 1956. He saw economic aid 

as part of a larger defence plan: 'Our contribution 

23. A.Mitchell, 1966 Electoral Survey, July 1967. 
24. EAR,Vol.II, No.7, 1961, p.32. 
25. AJHR, 1963~ Vol.I 1 A-I, p.34. 
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to the Colombo Plan is one of the best items of 

defence expenditure that we could possible have. It 

is very fine insurance indeed. 126 Mr Nash agreed and 

claimed in 1958 that there was 'no better line of 

defence for New Zealand than that being built under 

the Colombo Plan' •27 

By 1965 Malaysia was quoted as New Zealand's 

Bost important Colombo Plan recipient. Mr Holyoake 

stated that in both defence and economic aid Malaysia 

I• t • • t I 28 is our op priori y. Tbis development, al though 

beginning in 1960, received considerable impetus with 

the birth of Malaysia in 1963 and the subsequent 

development of Indonesia's Confrontation campaign. 

This latter development served to emphasize the: · 

regional perspective and the advantageous linking of 

both defence and aid objectives in a way that did not 

appear so relevant to the more distant Commonwealth 

nations of India, Pakistan and Ceylon. However, 

other fronts were not neglected. In 1963 New 

Zealand was successful in being voted a full member 

of the Economic Mission for Asia and the Far East. and 

in ~arch 1965 was host to the twenty first session of 

ECAFE in Wellington, one of the largest international 

gatherings ever held in New Zealand. 

As quoted in A.Ross, New Zealand in the Pacific 
Worl£, p.35. 
ibid. -
NZPD, Vol.343, p.1219, 13 July 19650 
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Image 

Already three vital factors in fostering New 

Zealand's irmge in Malaysia have been covered -

those of diplomacy, trade and aid. We will now examine 

other factors,both negative and positive, which have 

an i1'.lportant influence on the Malaysian' s image of 

New Zealand and the Nev11 Zealander' s image of Malaysia. 

The first negative factor is the New Zealand 

immigration policy. The deleterious effects of this 

policy have been referred to by nu:r1erous writers, 

both Asian and European. 29 Gordon Bick, in; 

Tho Conpass File, notes that the one contentious 

issue raised at a press reception given by the 

Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister in Kuala Lm~pur was 

the New Zealand immigration policy and its exclusion 

of Asians. He states the general attitude was: 

'You send troops to help us, you send aid to our 

people, yet you will not let us migrate to your land 

in spite of your labour shortage. Why?," 30 New 

Zealand is frequently (and validly) associated with 

Australia's 'White Australia' policy, even if the 

latter usually takes the brunt of criticism. The 

Times of Indonesia, in January 1958, observed: 

29. For example, see Feslier and B.K.Gupta, 'The 
Asians Among Us' 1 the New Zealand Listener, Vol.48, 
No.1221, 15 Feb.1963. 

30. Op.cit., p.75. 
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The Asian is not good enough to become an 
Australian, but once that principle is grasped 
and acknowledged, then Australians cannot do 
enough to show how Australians like Asians in 
absentia. The Colombo Plan and other schemes 
are a kind of blood money paid by the Australian 
to silence his guilty conscience towards Asians 
and Africans.31 

One can appreciate the mixed feelings of the Colombo 

Pian student in New Zealnnd or Australia when confront-

ed with a people whom he finds to be friendly and 

generous as individuals yet who collectively, through 

their irn:nigration policies 1 let hin know that the 

colour of his skin rJ.ebars hiI!l fron pernanent 

residence. 32 

Unfortunately the underlying anbiguities in New 

Zealand's foreign policy stance with regard to South 

East Asia have continued. There was the continuation 

of the fear of becoming too closely involved with 

Asiae Bandung had. der10nstrated this in 1955. It is 

a standing irony that whilst New Zealand's politi;t;ians 
I' 
I 

not too infrequently preferred to refer to New Zealand 

without qualification as 'under-developed' , 33 there 

was considerable embarrassment in Wellington when, in 

1962, New Zealand was invited to the Conference of 

Under-Developed Countries in Cairo. 

32. 

33. 

As quoted by R.W.Winks, 'Malaysia and the 
Commonwealth', in Wang (ed.), !4alaysia: A Survey, 
p. 391. 
In 1964-5 New Zealand received 35,446 immigrants of 
which approximately 1.8% were Asians - almost all 
being wives of relatives of Chinese of Indians 
already settled in New Zealand. 
For exa~plel NZPD, Vol.322, p.598: Rt.Hon. Holyoake, 
14 July, 19bO-.-
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These inconsistencies in New Zealand's foreign 

policy outlook have not gone unnoticed by South East 

Asian nations. In Decenber 1964 the Indonesian 

delegate at the United Nations, in reply to New 

Zealand's criticisms of his country's policy of 

Confrontation, made this a nnjcr point in his speech: 

Obviously New Zealand has had as much difficulty 
in defining its position in the struggle in the 
world between colonialist and neo-colonialist 
forces, on one side, and anti-colonialist and 
anti-neo-colonialist forces, on the other, as 
it has in defining its position between the 
developing and industrialized countries. Last 
Spring, during the course of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development at Geneva we 
saw New Zealand wavering for a long tine between 
its needs as a developing country and its 
obligations to its industrialized netropolitian 
ally. But eventually it showed its true colours 
by choosing the side of its industrialized ally 
against the developing nations.34 

To these pointed remarks the New Zealand delegate, 

Mr Corner replied that at the UNCTD Conference: 

New Zealand made no secret of the fact that it 
stands between two worlds, that it is an agricul
tural country without industry, dependent on the 
sale of its agricultural products abroad. This 
fact puts it in the sane position as many of the 
developing countries. At the same tir:ie New 
Zealand has constantly enphasized that it wishes 
to draw no advantage from appearing to be in the 
sane position as the developing countries, but 
wishes to continue to aid them. It says it falls 
between two worlds. I think that it does not 
natter that it should not cone down decisively 
in such natters on one side or on the other.35 * 

34. EAR, Vol.XIV, p.51. 
35. Ibid. , P • 52. 

* Fo:i3""""full details of New Zealand's stand at the 
UNCTD Conference, Geneva, 1964, see E.Ag, Vol.XIV, 
No.6, p.34. 
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Undoubtedly Mr Corner put the position correctly when 

he said 'New Zealand falls between two worlds'. Even 

if New Zealand's anbivalence between the developed 

and under-developed nations can be justified in 

econo• ic terns, it is an untenable position both 

politically and diplonatically, It is a policy which 

seeks to please both sides and results in pleasing 

neither. 

A necessary step in furthering New Zealand's 

foreign policy in South East Asia wns the inaugura

tion of an infor• ation progranme for the region in 

1959. The Department of External Affairs stated at 

that time: 

Naturally New Zealand cannot hope to match the 
infornation activities of countries like the 
United Kingdon, United States of America and 
Australia. In some respects, however, it r1ay well 
enjoy useful advantages. New Zealand has o. good 
record in race relations and has no territorial 
or other a:nbi tions i~1 Asia, its information is 
accepted willingly and without suspicion. This 
is especially so since our form of government is 
knovm to co:r.1.bine State activity with personal 
freedom; our national experience accordingly is 
thought to be especially relevant to riany of the 
newly emerging countries of South and South 
East Asia.36 

It was stated that, as part of the programme, trans

lation of New Zealand pa:nphlet material and fact sheets 

into the principal languages of the region (Malay, 

) 37 Cantonese, Hindi and Thai would be commenced. 

36. AJHR, 1960, Vol.I, A-1, p.65. 
37. Ibid., p.66. 
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An encouraging testimony to the quick success of this 

prograTII'le was given by R.W.Winks who, in '1963, noted 

that the special fortnightly New Zealand Newsletter, 

published in Kuala Lu121pur, 'is by far the best prepared 

of such publications issued by the Cor:tTionwealth offices 

in Malaysia 1 • 38 

In '1959 the Departn.ent of External Affairs also 

announced its intention of distributing appropriate New 

Zealand filns dubbed in the vernacular of the parti

cular regions. 39 To further this policy the National 

Film Unit visited South and South East ~sia in the 

latter part of '1959 to make a film describing New 

Zealand's participation in the Colonbo Plan. 

Yet perhaps the best general publicity for Ne1iv 

Zealand in Asia has been New Zealand's sporting 

successes. For example, anyone who has travelled 

through Japan will testify that New Zealand is in 

many quarters best known for its narathon runners. 

The Hon.J.Rae, in reporting en the Parlianentary Tour 

to South Enst ftsia in '1962, said that in the news 

nedia they saw mention of New Zealand three times: 

38. R·. W. Winks, Malaysia and the Corn:1011.vrnal th' , in 
\'Jang (ed.), Malaysia: A Survey, p. 386. 

39. /\.JHR, '1960, Vol.I, A-'1, p.66. 
40. Ibid. 
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The first was when Snell broke the record, 
the next wns when New Zealand won the Cricket 
Test in South Africa, and the third tine was 
when Bill Penny nearly swam. Cook Strait.43 

If sport will foster the pron,1tion of New 

Zealand and its inage then the Government rmst 

consider it part and parcel of its policy in these 

areas and accordingly give financial assistance where 

necessary. Indeed, every attempt rrnst be nade to 

conpare publicity coveraco and iria~e value of the 

different facets of New Zealand's activities in the 

area. It nay be that the subsidizing of a sports 

tour to certain countries in South East Asia could 

reap greater benefits than the subsiiizing of a 

travelling cultural exhibition. With scarce resources 

New Zealand riust integrate all facets of her foreign 

policy expenditure and conpare them upon a cost/ 

benefit basis. The overall ain riust be to secure a 

favourable place for New Zealand in the nincls of 

educated Asians. 

Little research has been done in the important 

field of New Zealand's national attitudes particularly 

with regard to Asia. However, the inforriation barriers 

are undoubtedly considerable. The New Zealand Press 

Association has had since 1966 one badly overworked 

correspondent based in Singapore. With the Vietnam 

43. ~.£, Vol.330, p.334-. 
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war it has had an additional mc=m in South Vietnam. 

The NZBC, although taking the bold step of despatching 

its Coopass team, in September 1964, to South East 

Asia for a seven-week tour of Thailand, Vietnam and 

Malaysia, 42 from which New Zealand viewers saw 

interviews with proninent leaders such as Tunku 

Abdul Rahman and Lee Kuan Yew, has not as yet station

ed a correspondent in South East Asia. 

The Asian image in the mind of the average New 

Zealander is probably close to thnt voiced by Mr H. 

Walker, M.P., on returning from a Parliamentary Tour 

of South East Asia in 1963: 

I had imagined that the people in South East Asia 
were backward and uneduccJ.ted, that labour was 
sweated, and that the people passed bead.y eyes on 
the fertile lands of Australia and New Zealand.43 

He then went on to note that his preconceptions had 

been proven unfounded~ 'I was more than pleasantly 

. d' 44 surprise • 

Tours by New Zealand Members of Parliament of 

South East !.1.sia were inaugurated in 1962 at the 

suggestion of the Minister of Defence, Mr D.J.Eyre. 

Subsequently, when noting that the Governnent had 

conmissioned an infornation organiz8tion in Singapore 

42. For an interesting, al though sor10what biassed 
account,of the NZBC's Conpass tea• in South East 
Asia, Septenber/October 1964, see Gordon Bick, 
The Conpass File, pp.28-80. 

43. NZPD, Vol.335, po475. 
44. Ibid. 
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to send back reports on the activities of New Zealand 

servicer1en, he said: 'tll this has been done to build 

an informed opinion upon the danger and the way we 

are neeting it I• 45 That New Zealand M.P. 's were 

visiting South East Asia nerely to exanine the 'danger' 

is not a motive which, if publicized, would be likely 

to foster New Zealand's image in the area. The tours 

were soon made two-way. In July 1963 the first 

members of an Asian Legislature, a four-nan delegation 

from Malaya arrived. 46 The tours were later 

broadened to include Trade Union officials and civil 

servants. 

\~1ile such visits will assist in alleviating 

the rmtual ignorance of both Asians and New Zealanders, 

unless the process of understanding is facilitated 

via the education process little substantive progress 

will be made. Education curricula appropriate to New 

Zealand's position as a South Pacific nation and a 

country on the perimeter of Asia must receive greater 

emphasis. Barriers to understanding have been alluded 

to by a former Colonbo Plan student. He spoke of 

the difficulty in explaining to New Zealanders 

Indonesia's attitude in the Confrontation dispute 

with Malaysia: 

45. National Observer, April 1965, p.12. 
46. ~AR,Vol.XIII, No.7, p.24. 
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The difficulty ••• is due to the fact that New 
Zealanders have never been under colonial rule, 
have hardly suffered frof'l hunger ,,-<2f poverty, 
have never experienced (in New Zealbnd) the 
cruelty of war. They live away up in an ivory 
tower •••• New Zealnnders find it as hard to 
understand Indonesia's struggle over Malaysia 
as we do to understand the Cor:1nonwealth that 
they belong to. Most of us find difficulty in 
understanding how a country can be free but 
not have its own national anthen or its own 
head of state.47 

Not surprisingly, these barriers to understanding 

were not nearly so acute with regard to Malaysia, a 

fellow Ber:J.ber of the Co~uonwealth and a relatively 

affluent nation in Asian terus. 

New Zealanders regarded Malaysia as a 'bastion' 

of British democracy and the nost approachable of 

South East Asian nations. For Malaysia's part,there 

is sone evidence that she regarded New Zealand as the 

f'lost approachable CoBmonwealth country. The factors 

to which New Zealand's favourable inage in that 

country can be attributed have been sunnarizGd by 

R.W.Winks: 

In terf'ls of specific national promotion projects 
in Malaysia, steT'1I'ling fron Commonweal th 1:ienber
ship, New Zealand must be judged by far the most 
successful. Sim.ilar in size to Malaya and 
Singapore, well known for a policy of racial 
acceptance of its indigenous Maori, and clearly 
not in a position whether strategically ar 
economically to be a 'neo-colonial' power, New 
Zealand begins its relationships with none of 

47. Sadtono KarsoBartedjo, 1 New Za&l9.nd: :f¥i. Indonesian 
View' jComm~nt, Jan.-Fub. 11i;:;, ffl zz-2-'{" 
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the disadvantages of Canada, so distant and so 
large, or of Australia with its inmigration 
policy which, though no nore restrictive than 
New Zealand's, is so ineptly naned. In addition, 
New Zealand has i1~plemented its prograrrrie of 
aid within the Colonbo Plan and its general 
informational campaign with great good sense. 
Its diplonatists in Malaya have been.:vvell.;>.chosen 
and the fact that New ZeB.land sent a Maori, 
Colonel C.M.Bennett, to Malaya as High Co:nT".lissioner 
showed good judgenent. Quite apart from his 
own abilities. the fact that New Zealand could. 
entrust such a post to a non-European was taken 
as evidence in Malaya of racial har1:1ony in New 
Zealand. New Zealand's troops in Malaya also 
have won a particularly good reputation.48 

After 1960, as well as continuing the defence 

association, New Zealand gradually built up(the several 

fronts of publicity, aid and trade to nake a consider

able inpact on Malaysia. The naintenance of the 

Connonwealth Strategic Reserve contingent was generally 

accepted as a benevolent gesture and the predominant 

Maori composition of the New Zealand battalion continued 

to provide first class advertising. In the field of 

aid, apart from well-chosen projects, the unprecedented 

enphasis on ·eduoa!,ing 1:Tnle.y.sians, ~nainly in N~w 

Zealand, is undoubtedly a valuable investment. 

Although pronotion, both Governnent and private, has 

been important in alleviating the trade inbalance, 

New Zealand was fortunate that Malaysia was sufficiently 

affluent to be able to afford such products as milk 

powder. Finally, New Zealand has been fortunate that 

48. R.W.Winks, 'Malaysia nnd the Commonwealth', in 
';7ang (ed.) , Malaysia: A Survey, po 385. 
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Malaysia is a relatively small Connonwealth nation, 

possessing a stable parliamentary systen (at least 

until the 1969 race riots), and ruled by the kind of 

conservative elite that New Zealand diplomats have 

found nost approachable. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONFRONTATION 

In Novenber 1961, before the Malaysian proposal 

had becone an international 1problen', the New 

Zealand Prime Minister said his country was 

1 synipathetic' to the Malaysian proposals. 1 Even 

after the international dispute over Malaysia had 

been inaugurated in June 1962 by the Philippino 

claim to North Borneo, Mr Holyoake said he had always 

believed the proposed state 'would greatly strengthen 

the prospects for increased progress and stability in 

South East Asia' •2 With the establishnent of Malaysia 

the External Affairs Review described the new 

Federation as a 'natural and logical welding of the 

self-governing state of Singapore and the British 

colony of Sarawak and. North Borneo to the Federation 

of Malaya' where racial, econooic· and geographic 

disparities were nore than conpensated for by the 

Federation's 'shared political, econonic and security 

interests' and their co• non British colonial heritage. 3 

But the case of Nigeria denonstrated that forner 

British colonies sharing political and econoDic 

interests are by no Deans guarantee(;. of unity. 

1. EAR, Vol.XI, No.11, p.20. 
2. Ibid., Vol.XIV, No.8, pc42. 
3. Lac.cit., Vol.XIV, No.2, p.3. 
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The difficulties of the multi-state Malaysian project 

were compounded by the decision of tho Sultan of 

Brunei not to join. In every way Brunei is part of, 

even central to, the northern third of Borneo. 

We are left with the other 'shared interest' -

security. The same article agreed that 'the threat of 

a ComDunist Singapore' was the prime motivating 

factor behind the proposals for the Malaysian 

Federa~ion. 4 Although receiving little emphasis in 

' New Zealand, Malaysian academics and politit'ians have 

quite openly pointed out the anti-Communist origins 

of Malaysia.5 Tunku Abdul Rah1nan stated: 

When Malaysia was formed, what we had in mind 
was to build an invisib.le wall stretching from 
the Siamese border to the sea which divides the 
Philippines and our.selves. This will put a stop 
to the Communist attempt at a takeover of this 
area of Asia.6 

Chinese Communism was regarded as both an internal 

threat and an external reality which it was hoped 

the new Federation would aitigate. But the question 

was whether the common colonial experience of the 

four territories woulc1 be enough to bring them 

together and keep them together. 

On 8 December 1962 a revolt broke out in Brunei 

and in snall neighbouring towns in Sarawak and North 

4. Loe.cit., p.7. 
5. For exa~ple, Wang(ed.), Malaysia: A Survey, p.22. 
6. EAR, VoloXV, No.5, p.33, 15 May 1965. 
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Borneo. It drew quick support from Russia and China, 

whilst Sukarno, offering El.oral then physical support, 

clained it coEJ.prised part of the 'newly eDerging 

forces' and as such was guaranteed of success. 7 The 

rebellion was contained within a week by British Gu;ka 

troops flown in (at the request of the Sultan) fron 

S . 8 ingapore. 

The New Zealand Governnent reacted to the crisis 

by agreeing to the use of its Bristol Freighters as 

part of the Comnonwealth Strategic Reserve, to ferry 

British troops to Borneo. This decision raised, for 

the first tine, the possibility of New Zealand 

nilitary conflict with Indonesia. 

One month later Indonesia announced her policy of 

Confrontation w'hich subsequently developed into the 

'crush Malaysia' canpaign.9 Indonesian antipathy 

continued throughout 1963, dsspi te neetings bet·ween 

Indonesian, Philippino and Malaysian leaderso A 

tri-partite SuDDit EJ.eeting was held at the end of 

July. This resulted in the signing of the Manila 

Accord, a forrmla for a political settlenent, and the 

issue of the Manila Declaration, a nanifesto of Pan-

7. EAR, Vol.XII, No.12, P49. 
8. The best account of this strange affair is that by 

A.C.Bracknan, South East Asia's Second Front 1 

PP• 140-156. 
9. Titled in Indonesian 'Ganjang Malaysia' is not 

literally 'crush' but is better translated as 
'chew' - B.K.Gordon 7 The Di~ensions of Conflict 
in South East Asia? p.68. 
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Malayan solidarity,'10 For New Zealand the most 

relevant part of the Accord concerned the question of 

foreign bases: 

Foreign bases, which were recognised as being 
temporary in nature, should not be allowed to be 
used directly or indirectly to defer the national 
independence of any of the three countries who 
agreed to abstain froD the use of collective 
defence arrangenents to serve the particular 
interests of any of the big powers.'11 

The Maphilando understanding began to crack 

inmediately. National pride in the Philippines and 

Malaysia over the ownor!:lhip of North Borneo. nili to:eed 

against settlement. Further, the basic divergences 

between Malaysia and Indonesia over the concept of 

regional security nade a mockery of their professed 

determination to fight colonialism and imperialisn. 

Malaysia viewed a British presence as vital for its 

survival against Indonesian threats. Indonesia 

condenned Malaysia as a neo-colonialist plot and 

avowed to destroy it. 

Fron the New Zealand point of view the one thing 

had happened that was least desired: direct opposition 

fron Indonesia, not simply to Malaysia but to a 

continuing British influence in the area. On the 

one hand New Zealand sought friendship with Indonesia 

'10. P.Boyce(ed.), Ma1_Qysia and Singapore in 
International mplonacy 1 DocuCTents 8 and 9, 
pp.70-74. 

11. El1R, Vol.XIV, No.2 1 p.20. 



and her 100,000,000 people, on the other she believed 

that the concept of Malaysio. was sound and that a 

continued British friendship was essential for the 

stability of the region. 

With the forn1ation of Malaysia on 17 Septenber 

1963 the Prime Minister expressed New Zealand's full 
12 support for the new state. Three days lator, with 

the continuing news of violent mob action against 

Malaysian and British diplomatic offices and 

officials in Djarkarta which culninated in the sacking 

of the British Embassy, Mr Holyoake tabled the 

exchange of letters13 nade between the New Zealand 

and Malaysian governnents to adjust the scope of New 

Zealand's 'association' with the 1957 Anglo- Malayan 

Defence Agreement. He declared: 

As a Cori.rionwealth country, firnly linked in many 
ways with Malaysia, New Zealand has always 
given cause to believe that she would not stand 
idly aside in the event of an arried attack on 
Malaysia. This reflects the quality of the 
relationship between the two countries •••• in 
the event of an arr1ed threat against Malaysia 
the New Zealand Governnent would promptly 
consult with the Malaysian and other Conmonwealth 
Governments concerned on the neasures to be 
taken. In considering at that time what steps 
might be necessary, including the possible 
employment of the New Zealand forces in the area, 
the New Zealand Government would have fully in 
mind the importance of the security of Malaysia 
to New Zealand's own security.14 

12. EJlR, Vol.XIV, No.2, p.22. 
13. Appendix B. · 
14. NZPD, Vol.335, p.2015, 20 Scp.1963. 
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This was the definitive statenent of New Zealand's 

support both diplonatically and 2 if necessary, 

militarily, for Malaysia. It had 1alnost the status 

of a Treaty guarantee•. 15 The ~ew Zealand Herald ran 

a front page headline: 'New Zealand Willing to Fight 

in Aid of Malaysia 1 • 16 

If the New Zealand Governnent could be accused 

of being wary with regard to publicizing its support 

for Malaysia, the Australian Governnent was even more 

cautious. An insight into Australian sensitivity 

over the Malaysia dispute was the Australian Govern

ment's embarrassment in March 1963 at the statement 

by the Tunku that Australia would cone to the defence 

of Malaysia if war with Indonesia should eventuate. 

Significantly, the Malaysian Prime Minister publicly 

apologized for his renark 1 changing his phrase to the 

ambiguous one that Australia, as a menber of the 

Commonwealth, 'would rally to our help 1 • 17 

Increasing New Zealand Governr.:tent concern with 

the Malaysian crisis was indicated by the deferment 

of the decision announced in mid-1963 to despatch -

non-combatant nilitary aid to South Vietnafl and the 

inability of the GovernI!lent to meet a United Nations 

15. 

16. 
17. 

Officer of Dept. of External Affairs, Interview: 
Wellington, 3 Mar. 1969. 
Loe.cit., 21 Sep. 1963. 
R.W.Winks, 'Malaysia and the Commonwealth', in 
Weng (ed.), Malaysia: A Survey, p.389. 
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18 request for troops in Cyprus. In January 1964 the 

Prime Minister stated that the New Zealand battalion 

would be deployed on the Malaysian-Thai border to 

provide relief for Malaysian forces to be despatched 

to Borneo. 19 This co•• ittal was probably of Bore 

political than r:iilitary significance although it did 

give the New Zealand troops an opportunity to 'work 

up' in a relatively calm area should they subsequently 

be co• mitted to active operations in Confrontation. 

These r:ioves did not satisfy the Minister of 

Defence, Mr Eyre, who stated that New Zealand could 

and should do more to help Malaysia in its border 

struggle with Indonesia. 'New Zealand had its head 

in the sand over Indonesian threats,' he said. 20 

The crux of the r:iatter was whether New Zealand would 

com'li t its conponent of the Cormonweal th Strategic 

Reserve, stationed in the Malay Peninsula 1 to nctive 

engage1:1ent against Indonesian guerillas along 

Malaysia's Borneo border. The answer to this question 

was slow in forthcor:iing. 

An awareness that New Zealand's public position 

in the Confrontation dispute remained far from clear 

had an obvious influence on Mr Holyoake's statements 

18. However, a contingent of police vvas sent to Cyprus 
and_ $15,000 was voted to the upkeep of the United 
Nations Force there - AJHR, 1964, Vol.I, A-1,p.5. 

19. EAR, Vol.XIV, No.1, p.21. 
20. New Zealand Monthly Rev~_§_~, No.42 9 p.3, 1964. 



during his South East Asian tour of April 1964. He 

visited Kuala Lunpur, Singapore, Saigon and Djarkarta 

in conjunction with attending the SEi1.TO Council 

Meeting in Bangkok. In Kuala LUJ21pur Mr Holyoak:e go.ve 

an assurance: 

Quite clearly if the situation deteriorated as a 
result of nilitary aggression then New Zealand 
would be prepared to join with her Conmonwealth 
partners in Daking New Zealand forces available.21 

He also offered $NZ1,200,000 of defence aid including a 

two year progr::mr:ie of instruction in New Zealand for 

various branches of the Malaysian forces. 22 

The Press, while approving of Mr Holyoake's state

ment, noted that the 'blunt assurance' was 'in contrast 

with the sonetimes equivocal official atti tua_e in 

Wellington - and for that r.:iatter in Canberra 1 • 23 The 

Christchurch Star said that the 'generous' offer of 

material as well as noral aid 'should dispelW any 

impression that New Zealand is dragging its feet in 

support of the Federation 1 • 24 

In fact, although Mr Holyoake had said nothing 

that had not been inplicit in Governnent policy, in 

phrasing and tiTiing his words m1ounted to a bold i:1ove. 

He took the risk of a chilly reception when he 

21. EAR, Vol.XIV, No.4, p.29, 11 April 1964. 
22. i'brd. 
23. Loe.cit., 15 April 1964. 
24. Loe.cit., 13 April 1964. 



arrived in Djarkarta a week later. To counter this, 

despite his stateaent of support for Malaysia, 

Mr Holyoa1ce continued to enphnsize Nevv Zealand's 

friendly relations with Indonesia. This 'double' 

diplon:i..cy resulted in speculation that a rift was 

developing between the ANZAC allies. It was reported 

that at inf onml sessions of the SEATO Conference 

Australia' is understood to be pressing New Zealand to 

drop its independent line towards Indonesia' •25 If 

this speculation was correct Australia could hardly 

have been objecting to New Zealand's policy as such. 

Throughout the crisis she herself had adopted a 

sinilar dual policy towards Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Indeed, Sir Garfield B2rwick, Australian Minister of 

External Affairs, ho.cl done nuch :oore tight-rope 

walking in this respect them Mr Holyoake. Rather, 

Australia nn.y have been piqued that her junior ally 

should publicly take such a direct, yet contentious, 

course in this natter. 

In c1.ny case, ct.ny Australian cri ticisn did not 

dissuade Mr Holyo2ke froa continuing his 'independent 

line' in Djarkarta a few days later. At the conclusion 

of the visit both sides described the discussions as 

25. Christchurch St2r, 14 April 1964. 
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'friendly' and Dr Subandrio, the Indonesian Foreign 

Minister, so.id th::1.t his country understood and did 

not resent the Nm,r Zealancl vievvpoint. Mr Holyoake 

stated that Indonesia was now 'very clear' as to New 

Zealand's position over Confrontation and announced 

he had invited President Sukarno to visit New Zealand. 26 

The invitation provoked fierce opposition from a 

section of the New Zealand press. 27 In defence the 

Christchurch Star said the criticis:ns of the Pri1210 

Minister's stance were ill-founded, stating that 

'Nothing will be gained by putting Indonesia into 

diplonatic isolation' •28 Support for the Prirrie 

Minister was also forthconing froI'l. an unexpected quarter

the Malc1.ysian press. The Mo.lay Mail said that while 

' Mr Holyoake s invitation to President Sukarno WCLS 

hard to understand, he had at first hand been able 

to clarify New Zealand's position for the Indonesian 

President and Malaysia could obviously look forward to 

continued New Zealand support. 29 

W...r Holyoake had realized that on a purely 

military basis New Zealand's 1;articipation in direct 

opposition to Indonesia would gain nothing; without 

26. The Press, 20 April 1964! 
27. For exaI'l.ple: O+C\.fJO Qo,,;l;::1_,1iVV1e"?, ,1, Afril IG (,If, 

28. Loe.cit., 27 April 1964. 
29. Loe.cit., as quoted in The Press, 27 April 1964. 



sacrificing his country's integrity he succeeded in 

rriaintaining an amicable c1ialogue with Malaysia I s 

sworn ener2y. It was not surprising that sor:ie news

papers should interpret his recent stateTients in 

Kuala Lur:ipur and Djarlrnrta as sonewhat contradictory. 

Mr Holyoake had successfully indulged in subtle 

dipl0l'1acy of the highest order. 

After the tour, to allay any criticisn that New 

Zealand had suddenly toug~ened her attitude to 

Indonesian Confrontation, Mr Holyoake released the 

text of a note he had sent to Dr Subandrio four 

nonths previously, on 1 January 1964. The Prime 

Minister had obviously decided that the tine for 'quiet 

diplonacy' was past. The note declared that while 

New Zealand was reluctant to connit forces to Borneo 

because of the harn that could be done to her relations 

with Inaonesio.: 

It is, nevertheless, a step fror1 which we would 
not shrink if a further serious deterioration 
in the situation in the Borneo State should 
follow frort the continuation of the policy of 
confrontation.30 

By the tine of the International Affairs Deb::,_to in 

the New Zealand Parliauent at the end of August 1964, 

Confrontation had escalated with the landing of large 

bands of infiltrators on the Malayan Peninsula. The 

30. EAR, Vol.XIV, No.4, p.24, 27 April 1964. 
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Debate denonstrated the firn solidarity of Parliamentary 

opinion over the Malaysian crisis. The Minister of 

Defence was perfectly frank with regard to his appre

hensions about the ambitions of President Sukarno: 

In the New Guinea dispute Sukarno gave his word 
that that was his only territorial anbition. We 
hsve heard those words before, not ri.any years 
ago, in Europe. Everyone preferred to and did 
give him the benefit of the doubt. VJe now lmow 
that his word is not to be taken or trusted. His 
behaviour is one of the tragedies of our time ••• 
his behaviour can only be likened to that of a 
little Hitler. Many of us here have taken every 
opportunity to draw public attention to the threat 
of Cormunism that exists in the Near North. It 
is a very sobering exercise to take up a globe of 
the world, and look at South East Asia perhaps 
fron the Communist point of view, and to see that 
the Malay Peninsula points like a finger in our 
direction with Indonesia and Australia as con
venient stepping stones on the way •••• if 
Communisn engulfed the Malay Peninsula then an 
irrevocable step will have to be taken which will 
inevitably lead to our homeland being directly 
threatened •.•• The sooner Chinese Cornmnis:ci moves 
south or is allowed to.move:.south,.·the sooQer· New31 
Zealand and Australict will be directly threatened. 

It should be noted that Mr Eyre fused his reeci.rks about 

the Hitler-like ambitions of Sukarno with the threat 

of 'Chinese' Cormunism in the 'Near North' • 

In fact, generally politii{ians and the press regarded 

Indonesia as a threat to New Zealand only insofar as 

she became a Cormunist puppet. She was not regarded 

31. ~ZPD, Vol.339, pp.1651-53. 
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as a threat in herself even though she sat astride 

co1·1• unication links with Malaysia. 

On 8 Septonber, f ollowin;; the air-drop by 

Indonesian Hercules aircraft of munitions and para

troops onto the Malay Peninsula six days previously, 

Mr Holyoake stated that the New Zealand Government 

had innediately acced.ed to a request by the Malaysian 

Government for the New Zealand battalion to be COJ11t1i ttec1 

to active operations. 32 It is to be noted that this 

agreer:1ent to the deployrrient of New Zealand troops did 

not extend to Eastern Malaysia, ie. the Borneo States. 

The incursions onto the Malay Peninsula saw a 

rapid hardening of New Zealand's position with regard 

to Malaysia. Late in November the Prine Minister 

announced that six Canberras of No .L~1 Squadron, which 

had left Ohakea in mid-September for exercises in the 

area, would re• ain there indefinitely. 33 This was in 

addition to the New Zealand forces already stationed 

in tho area, viz.a frigate as part of the British Far 

East Fleet, the battalion of the CorriIJonwealth Strategic 

Reserve ond a squadron of British freighte)? aircraft. 

Meanwhile, Decenber 1964 sc1w New Zenland beco:r1e 

involved with Indonesic.1 in a heated. 0xchange and 

32. NZPD, Vol.339, p.1940. 
33. _;g;AR, vo1.xrv, No.11, p.20. 
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counter-exchange in the United Nations General Assembly. 

It was a debate more reTiiniscent of New Zealand's pre

Yforld Vvar II forthrightness in the League of Nations 

than of her generally cautious diplomacy since. 

~~r J.R.Hanan, announced that Nevv Zealand supported the 

proposal for an Afro-Asian Corn.nission to 1rngotiate o. 

settlement of the IVir:i.laysian clis1mte and w::i.s in full 

agreement with Malaysia's pre-condition of withdrawal 

of Indonesian forces prior to the inauguration of 

the Conmission's work: 

The past two years have seen the growth of n law
less doctrine propounded by one meTiber state that 
every form of pressure including the use of force
adroitted openly in the Security Council - can be 
a justifiable instrument of policy to bring 
about the disr1el'1berrient and collapse of another 
member state •.. 31.j-

Later, the New Zealand delegate, Mr Corner, reiterated 

that Indonesia was propounding a 'lawless doctrine' 

and said the sole reason for the Nevv Zealand 

'intervention' was to uphold Article/2, paragr::i.phs ( 3) 

and (4) of the Charter. 35 This clarification drew a 

veheroent reply fron Indonesia's Mr Palar: 

••• the presence of British bases in Singapore, 
and the presence of British, Australian and 
indeed recently also New Zealand troops, in 
Malaysia, is an act of hostility towc.rds Indonesia, 
and indeed a threat to the security of the whole 
South East Asia area, and thnt, therefore, 

34. EAR, VoloXIV, No.~2, pp.40-1, 16 Deco1964. 
35. Ibid. 



Indonesia is entitled to demand the withdrawal of 
these bases and these foreign troops from that 
area. I hur1bly submit 7 why has Nevv Zealand sent 
troops to that area if not for the purpose of 
serving British neo-colonialist designs, to 
which New Zealand has lent its helping hand ••• 36 
Just look at the Defence Agreement between the 
United Kingdon and Malaysia ••• and you will 
understand the thrent and encirclenent of Indonesir: 
by the British bases in Singapore and North Borneo 
and their Co:r:monwealth allies in Australia and 
New Zealand_. 37 

Mr Corner, in a sonewhat impassioned defence of his 

country's integrity said that the one thousand New 

Zealand troops in Malaysia: 

cone from c1 country of 2. 5r1illion people which 
has taken part in every struggle against aggres
sion and has lost great nwi1bers of its men in 
two world wars; a country which has never had a 
standing ,:1.rmy in peacetime and has never 1 until 
this tine, bec,ause of the, actions of Indonesia 7 

been forced to engage its nen in operations 
abro.:.1d in peacetine. New Zealand. 11.as developed 
particuL1rly close relation,s with lv1alaysia. New 
Zealand is the suallest of the older menber 
nations of .the Conrrwnwealth, Malaysia is the 
snallest of the Asian ner~_bors. A country of ton 
million people 7 it stands beside an extremely 
large 2nd potentially powerful country of 100 
nillion people, which has c1.cted in a particularly 
bullying fashion towar::ds it. The amount of help 
New Zealand can give Lialaysia is snall? but it 
is r1 mark of the fact that one SI'l.o..11 country ·will 
stand by another.38 

36. To substantiate his accusations of New Zealand's 
neo-colonialist outlook Mr Palar quoted New 
Zealand's ambivalence at the recent United 
Nations Trade and Development Conferenceo 
Mr Corner's reply to this charge ·was not parti
cularly convincing - see above pp.94-5. 

37. EAR,Vol.XIV, No.12, pp.50-1, 31 Dec.1964. 
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Yet New Zealand was standing with Malaysia not 

as ono s• all countr;y to another but as one small 

country along with two larger nations making up the 

Comr10nweRl th Strategic Ro serve. New Zealand's 

Confrontation policy was thoroughly dependent on British, 

and to a lesser extent, Australian fire-power. Thus, 

in disavowing Indonesia I s cri ticis@s of 'neo-colonialisI11' 

Mr Corner was obliged to exaggerate New Zealand's 

independence. As be no doubt knew, in a crisis such as 

Confrontation, principles without power vvere quite 

irrelevant. And, despite the stand in the United 

Nations, this is precisel;y the factor of which New 

Zealnnd's foreign policy nakers were acutely aware. 

In fact, since the early 1960's a vital facet of New 

Zealand's foreign policy in South East Asia had consisted 

of 'dragging the chain' to keep British prrwer in the 

area. 

The end of December 1964 saw Confrontation enter 

a new phase. Fortified by the promise of further 

Soviet armar,1ents and by the support of Cormunist China, 

Indonesia cormenced a massive build-up of r1en nnd equip

ment in Sut1atra and along the border between Kalhwntan 

and the Borneo States of Malaysia. On 31 December, 

President Sukarno, frustrated in his prophecy that 

Malaysia would be 'crushed before the cock crowed on 

1 January '1965' announced that Indonesia would withdraw 
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from the United Nations. These actions forced 

Malaysia to act to neet the heightened danger. It 

also finally forced New Zealand to commit troops to 

Borneo. 

Following the Prime Ministers' Conference in 

London lo.te in January 1965, Mr Holyoake announced 

that in response to a request fron the Malaysian 

Governr1ent New Zealand had alrendy decided to offer 

the services of a Special Air Service detachment of 

forty men, the provision of crew to man minesweepers 

provided by Britain for the protection of Malaysian 

territorial waters and the vvi thclrawal of two of the 

Bristol-Freighter transport aircraft from North-East 

Thailand to bring half of No.41 Squ:J.dron stationed in 

Sing::i.pore to its full complement. 39 This vvi thdrawal 

11eant that along vvith No .14 Canberra Squadron a 

substantial portion of the RNZAF's combat an.cl support 

capability was now in Malaysia. The Prime Minister 

also stated that since the original provision of 

equipment aid to Malaysia, in Anril 1964, the Govern

Ment had offered • 303 rifles and ai'1r.rnni tion worth 

39. EAR, Vol.XV, No.2, p.20. 
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£'130,000 taking the total value to £400,000o 40 * 

The most significo.nt part of the announceI1J.ent, havvever, 

was that New Zealand would, for the first time, be 

sending co1"lbat troops to Borneo to l)e deployed in 

rotation with Malo.ysian and British units. This 

followed the Australian decision tc coI'.1.nit troops to 

Borneo announced three days earlier. 

The effect of th0 decision was to bring the total 

strength of New Zealand forces serving in Llalaysia 

to over '1,300 men. 41 This co:mpares with the 3,000 

Australian troops in Malaysia as a result of a 

. 'l 1 . . t k b h 42 m Z 1 ~ t s1m1 ar cec1s1on a en y _er. Dew ea ann roops 

1,,vere subsequently deployed in Borneo on 18 May '1965 o 

Thus, Mr Eyre's call in January 1964 fer more forth.;. 

right support of MctlaysiR, in particular with regflrd 

to the comMittal of New Zealand troops to Eastern 

Malaysi~,was finally answered one year later. 

40. 
* 

41. 
LJ-2 • 

EAR, Vol.XV, No.2, p.20. 
The two year prograrrme of defence aid to Malaysia, 
which was due to expire at the enc1 of 1965, was 
renewed in March 1966 for n further year at a 
level of expenditure of approxinately 0 200,000. 
Since its inception New Zealand has given, under 
the programMe, equipnent to the value of $9'12,000. 
In the year ending 31 March '1966, '108 Malaysian 
servicemen came to New Zealand for training. 
The number of officers seconcl2d to the Malaysian 
forces reriained. at five - AJHR, '1966? Vol.I, 
A-1, p.42. --
AJHR, 1965, Vol.II, H-19, p.36. 
P.Boyce, Malaysia and Singapor_§_, p.203. 
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Editorial comment was generally behind the 

Government. The New Zealand Herald was perhaps the 

I11ost forthright: 

Until now we hr;ve been supporting Malaysia ·with 
one hand tied behind our back. . •• 1fuat we are 
doing now is little enough, but at least it is 
positive •.• Sukarno has revealed his appetite and 
it is insatiable. He nust be restrained.43 

But in August 1965 there occurred an event which 

introduced a note of im~ediate urgency into defence 

planning in the area. It also undercut the Dajor 

reason stated by both the Malaysian and New Zealand 

gbvernnents for the forrmtion of the Federation -

the 'containment' of Singapore and its C0111munist 

elements. This was Singapore's shock withdrawal fror1 

the Federation in August 1965. The New Zealand Herald, 

echoing sentiments expressed by newspapers in Britain 

and Australia, said in an editorial titled 'Defence 

Line in Asia C0Erpror1ised' ; 

The collapse of the Federation c2nnot fail to 
give vast encouragement to dissident elements in 
Borneo, especially in the Chinese communists 
there. Now that the Malaysian nation has 
crumbled at the centre, the task of Indonesia 
formenting subversion in outlying areas will be 
infinitely easier.44 

The potential for defence difficulties was great. The 

British-Malaysian Defence Agreement vvi th ·which Nevv 

43. Loe.cit., 6 Feb.1965. 
44. Loe.cit,, 11 Aug. 1965. 
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Zealand was associated had been signed by the Federation 

Governnent only. In practical terms the two govern

ments now exercised jurisdiction over different parts 

of what vras basically one defence area. The fiain 

British headquarters, covering the principal sea and 

air bases, was locatc~d at Singapore, whereas land 

fore es were based on the Malayan Peninsula. Ho1ivever, 

the results of the split were not as deleterious to 

the allied cause as the New Zealand Herald predicted. 

The prosecution of defensive measures to counter 

IndonE-sia \Vere not unduly iri.paired. 

It was against this background and indications 

that Britain w0s contemplating a fierce pruning of 

her defence expenditure 6ast of Suez that talks were 

held in Canberra at the begtnning of February '1966. 

The talks created quite a furore in New Zealand 

defence circles and New Zealand deemed it prudent to 

send 'a very strong clelegation 1 led by Mr Holyoake. 45 

In his report on the talks the Prine Minister 

said that it was clear that a new situation was 

er;1erging in which Britain would not be 0ble to police 

so much of the \Vorld on its own and that this would 

lead ultimately to new defence arrangements in South 

E t 1 . 46 as i.SlR. 

45. Ell.R,Vol.XVI 1 No.2, p.'16. 
46. Ibid., p.2O. 
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He particularly welcomed: 

••• confir• ation of the fact that the British 
Government has no intention of withdrawing its 
military facilities froEJ. Malaysia and Singapore •.• 
It is, of course, basic to our thinking that the 
British bases in that area are not there for any 
national reason but as part of tho wider defence 
of the free world, and • ore especially the free 
countries of Asia.47 

Mr Holyoake's views on tho use of the British bases 
1+8 was quite contrary to that of the Maphilando Accord. 

They also go to the heart of Halc.ysian o-1)prehensions 

over the use of Commonwealth troops and facilities 

stationed on her territory. New Zealand, on the other 

hand, continued to see conflicts between the Great 

Powers, between Comrunisn and Democracy, as a major 

reason for maintaining forces in Malaysia. 

New Zealand and Australian fears with regard to 

British withdrawal could be seen 3gainst the back

ground of SEATO's irrelevance in the Confrontation 

crisis and the aDbiguities of the United States 

position with regard to New Zealand's other defence 

link with the country - ANZUS. Confrontation, given 
n, the antipathy of 11-alayan and Singaporean leo.clers for 

United States troops support in their area, coulr only 

be resisted within the context of the Anglo-Malayan 

Defence ABreement and the ANZAM understandings. 

47. E~lli? Vol.XVI, No.2 1 p.32. 
48. See above p.JQ0 
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That o.n Ar:Jerican presence wc1.s not an acceptable 

alternative to the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve 

was indicated by the bitter verbal attack upon the 

United States launched at the end of August 1965 by 

Singapore's Prir10 Minister, Mr Lee Kuan Yew. During 

a press interview he revealed an unsavoury episode in 

the life of the Centrnl Intelligence Agency involving 

a bribe offer to the Singapore Governnent in 1961. 

He went on to say: 

Now, I want to be quite frank. If the British 
wi thdrmv, I an prepared to go on 1Ni th the: 
Australians and New Zealanders. But I m.1 not 
prepared to go on with the Ariericans.49 

Malaysian and Singaporean leaders were probably 

not particularly concerned that SEATO was inoperative 

in the Confrontation dispute. SEATO was noribund for 

several reasons. Malaysi~, although theoretically 

part of the Treaty area, was not a member. Further, 

the United State,s was not bound by SEATO unless an 

attack in the area was made by Communist or Cormunist

directed forces. It was highly improbable thnt she 

would be prepared to interpret Indonesian attack upon 

~alaysia as Communist aggression. 

Finally, there were tho divergent attitudes of 

other SE!~TO :members of MalRysia. There W'.:18 a basic 

divergence betrveen the Philippines vi1hich cautiously 

49. P.Bo;yco, T1!Io.lnysin and Si110.;apore, p.159. 
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backed Indonesia, ancl her SEATO partners of Britain, 

Australia and New Zealand. The Philippines made a 

distinction between the 'vital security' of South 

East Asia where it was externo.lly threatened and 

political proble~s involving South East Asian countries 

thenselves. 

In January 1964 President De Gaulle hod proclaimed 

his forrmla of neutralization of the whole of South 

East Asia and advocated the withdrawal of all foreign 

troops and Tiilitary aid from the area. Also in 1964 

another SEATO Corrmonweal th menber, Pakistan, proclained 

her neutrality over Confrontation. 50 But in October 

1965 Malaysian-Pakistani relations worsened and 

resulted in Pakistan breaking off diplomatic links 

with Malaysia over a statenent in the Security 

Council by the Malaysian delegate on the Kash]l_dr 

51 * problel:'1. 

Australia, nore so than New Zealand, had always 

been wary of undertaking defence corJ.Eii tment in the 

South East Asian area without a United States guarantee. 

Over Confrontation SEATO obviously did not provide th.is 

whereas .t'\NZUS, which related to security in the 

Pacific perhaps could. Unlike 1SEATO, the ANZUS Treaty 

50. EAR,Vol.XIV, No.6, p.60, Jun,1964. 
51. Ibid.,Vol.XV, No.10, p.61. 

* Under the mediation of the Shah of Persia, who 
argued in terms of rapproachnent in the cause of 
MuslilD unity, diplor1atic relations were renewed 
in Septer1ber 1966. 
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does not define the Treaty area. However, it would 

appear that the United States views at least Eastern 

Malaysia(the Bornoo territories)as belonging to the 

South East Pacific if operational areas during World 

War II have any relevance.52 

Whilst the question of ANZUS backing for New 

Zealand cor-mi trnents in Malaysia failed to arouse any 

speculation in New Zealc1.nd, the oatter was, on 

several occasions, raised in Australia both by the 

press and in parliament. Sir Garfield Burwick said 

the Indonesian President had been informed that an 

armed attack upon Australian units in North Borneo 

would bring Arierica to the side of her .ANZUS ally.53 

However, the communique of the ANZUS Council Meeting 

in Washington, July 1964, did not refer to the role 

of ANZUS, if any, in the event of an arnecl attack on 

New Zealand or Australian forces assisting in the 

defence of Malaysia. In fact there was no oention of 

Indonesian aggression let alone words of censure. 54 

Evidence for Starke's opinion that the general 

failure to clarify the ambiguities surrounding the 

role of ANZUS'may bB • ore apparent than real' is 

tenuous. 55 

52. J.G.Starke, The ANZUS Treaty Alliance, pp.126-7. 
53. Barwick, 17 April 1964, as quoted by Starke, p.202. 
54. ~' Vol.XIV, No.7, p.54. 
55. Starke, p.203. 
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,I 

Australian authors and poli ti,t1s.ns have frequently 
/ 

i 

atte:r..1pted to apply optir'.1istic variants of the I self-

fulfilling prophecy' to their treaty arrange:r:ients 

with the United States. The United States had no 

desire to alienate Indonesia, with her 100,000,000 

people, by publicly underwriting the invol ver1ent of 

Australia and New Zealand in Confrontation. Nor did 

the United States have any dDsire to alienate the 

Philippines, a fellow SEATO me:r:iber and Indonesia's 

diplonatic ally in the dispute. American strategists, 

increasingly occupied with a major war in Vietnam, could 

little afford to stooach the prospect of creating 

probler,1s to the south by supporting nilitarily 

beleaguered Australian or New Zealand troops in 

Borneo. 

The mesh of United States treaties and policies 

with regard to the Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam 

and China meant that F.my so~{ce Australia and New 

Zealand could expe·ct fro11 the ANZUS Treaty during 

Confrontation was minimal. The diplomatic stance of 

the United States, at least for the first year of 

Confrontation, was one of 'non-involved cordiality' , 56 

It was only in March 196L~, when Dean Rusk announced 

56. Committee on Foreign Relations, United States 
Senate, Vietnam and South East Asia, 7th Reprint, 
UDited States Govt. Printing Office, 1963, p.17. 
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that no further econonic aid would be allocated to 

Indonesia until the Malaysia proble• W9.S settled that 

the United Stutes began to apply pressure on Indonesiao 

But the aid embargo did not inclucle all United Statos 

military equipnent. The United States in f,01ct adopted 

divergent policies towards Sulmrno on the one hand and 

the Indonesian army on the other. 

Thus, the Uni tocl Sto.tes position did little to 

aid New Zealand, Australia and Great Britain, involved 

as they were with the pragmatics of Malaysian defence. 

The burden wci_s borne largeiy by Great Britain as the 

under-writer of AMDA. At the height of Confrontation 

Britain had 65,000 servicemen in the Far East 

accompanied by 56,000 wives and children. However, 

British, as opposed to Australian and New Zealand 

interests in the MRlaysian conflict, cliff ered. ·whilst 

Mr Holyoake had stressed the importance of Malaysia 

to New Zealand's ovvn security, and Australia had done 

likewise, Confrontation could not be described as a 

threat to the national security of Britain herself. 

Even so, British interests in the region continued 

through her powerful economic interests. 

The binding quality of the four nations involved 

in the defence of Malaysia could be ascribed to 

Corimonwealth ties. Conaonwealth nenbership had 
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always received the full and unequivocal support of 

the Malaysian political elite. The Tunku valued the 

'club' atnosphere of the pre-196'1 Comnonwealth Prime 

Ministers' meetings and resented, in similar Tianner 

to Mr Menzies and perho.ps Dlso Mr Holyoc1.ke, the new 

'rules' which arrived with the 8.dvent of o.n African 

majority. 57 The New Zealand Prine Minister in 

virtually every stater1ent Bade on the Malaysian crisis 

alluded to Conrnonwealth ties. 58 The Llinister of 

Defence, Mr Eyre, spoke of New Zealand's 'moral duty' 

to assist Malaysia as a member of the Connom.r;eal th. 59 

Ironicslly, the Conmomveal th as a whole did not 

share these sentiments. 

Afro-Asian rieBbers of the Comr.1onweal th were 

cautious in their support of Malaysia. In the 

cor1J.P1.unique after the 1964 Conference the PriI'le 

Ministers: 

••·• expressed their satisfRction at the estab
lishment of Malaysia which they had welcor1ed at 
their last meeting in 1962 ••• they assured the 
Prine Minister of Malaysia of their syr,1pathy anc1 
support on his efforts to preserve the sovereign 
independence and integrity of his country and to 
promote a peaceful and honourable settlement of 
current differences between Malaysia anc1 neigh
bouring countries. 60 

57. P.Boyce, Malaysia and Singa~ore, p.186. 
58. For example: see above p.107. 
59. NZPD, Vol.339, p.1561, 27 Aug.1964. 
60, EAR, Vol.XIV, No.7, pp.20-1. 
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The tiI'lidity of the coI'lmunique brought forth 

criticism in the New Zealand Parliament, 6 '1 although 

the ANZUS corrr1unique of soae three weeks previously, 

·which could hEwe been criticized on the saE1e grounds, 

escaped close scrutiny. 

The coI'1rrnnique of the 1965 Commonweal th Prime 

Ministers' s Conference 62 1ms virtually the so.n.e as 

th8t of.the prcvious_yenr doSDita the din~arous 

escalation of the Confrontation dispute in the 

intervening twelve months. After the Conference the 

British Prh1e Minister, Mr Vvilson, said he shared the 

disappointment expressed in the House of Commons at 

the wording of the reference to Malaysia in the 

coEmmnique fallowing the meeting. 63 In New Zealand 

Mr Holyonke also indicated disenchantment: 

The Prime Ministers were ready to express 
syr1pathy, but when it came to expressing support 
for the Malaysians, even noral sup1)ort.. • in 
their fi~ht to naintain their independence and 
freedom and their territorial integrity, then the 
support in soI'le cases was only very half-hearted 
indeed. The reluctance on the part of some 
Prine Ministers of the Commonwealth to support 
another Commonwealth country in defending 
itself against aggression was, to say the least, 
very disappointing ancl disheartening to me. 61} 

Despite this 'disappointment' Mr Holyoake 

continued to indicate that Co:mnonwealth ties were the 

61. For exaI'1ple: NZPD, Vol.339, p.'1157: Sir Leslie 
Munro ~ 6 Aug. "79b1-1-. 

62. EAR~ Vol.XV, No.6, p.20. 
63. lbicl., p.60. 
64. ~' Volo343, p.1221, '13 Jul.1965. 
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Thus, 1)onds of comr:1on association and inti:1:1acy, 

inaugurated by a Connon.weal th Bili tary cormi tment to 

Malaysia in 1955, were major factors in the Government's 

assertion that Malaysia was its first priority for 

defence in South EGst Asia: 

There are two major fronts in South East Asia 
today, CoT>1rmnist Cb.inn's threat fron the North, 
and the Indonesian confrontation from the South. 
There is no point in asking which is more 
important to us. I repent that our first duty 
is to our Crn21rionweRlth ally, Malaysia ••• 66 

Almost as in.portant as the defence of Malaysia 

was the maintenance of good relations with Indonesia. 

Throughout Confrontation acceptance of Indonesian 

Colombo Plan students continued. Both New Zealand and 

Australia continued to hold out the carrot of future 

economic aid if Indonesia would forego her policy of 

Confrontation. 67 The intrinsic instability of 

Indonesia's internal politics fortified the correct

ness of this course. 

In Djarkarta on 1 October 1965 there occurred the 

attempted Cornnunist coup. The subsc~quent developr1ent 

of Confrontation was largely determined by this event 

and its aftermath. Army retaliation to the attempted 

takeover took the forn of an organized and deterr1ined 

65. 
66. 
67. 

For example: EAR,Vol.XV, No.'12, lJ.25. 
NZPD,Vol.339, p.1661: 27 Aug. '1964. 
Forexawple: AJHR, '1965, Vol.I~ A-1, p.4: 
Mr Holyoake, ~ar. 1965 .. 
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effort to render the P.K.I. powerless. The arr1y, 

aided lJy tho militant right-wing Kani Students Union, 

did little to distinguish between Chinese and Chinese 

Coarnunists. Ideological antipathy rrnd racinl hatred 

were quickly, and perhaps conveniently, confused. 

One source put the number of deaths as high as 

200,000. 68 Sukarno's policy of developing a Peking

Djarkarta axis received a mortal blow. 

The first positive indication of a likely settle

ment of the Malaysian dispute came on 9 Decenber 1965 

when Dr Subandrio, Indonesia's Foreign Minister, said 

his country was prepared to negotiate on her three 

year dispute with Mo.laysia. Border incidents in ERst 

Malaysia decreased considerably. Sukarno was forced 

to transfer pmver to General Suharto and on 1 June 1966 

Indonesia ended its policy of Confrontation against 

Malaysia. 

In surir:1ing up the defence questions raised by 

Confrontation it should be rer10nbered tho.t New 

Zealand's 1955 com:1i tE:ient to the Cormonweal th Strategic 

Reserve was envisaged as a 'Free World' deterrent 

force to help preserve South Ec1.st Asia from Cumrmnis1:1. 

Its deploynent vms seen as a fire brigade force to 

dampen an internal Communist guerilla threat or,as a 

result of direct Chinese intervention in the nreu, a 

68. AJHR? 1966, Vol.I, A-1, p.31. 
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front-line jungle force in an international crisis. 

But with Confrontation neither of these Cor.irionwealth 

Strategic Reserve functions applied. J\Tevv Zealand 

found herself in danger of becoaing 01"1broilec1 in a 

full scale war between two South East Asian nations, 

a wo.r which involved regional and nationalistic 

rather than Conrmnist aspirations. The dispute c1id 

not fit into the traditional pattern of E~st/West 

conflict, the sort of conflict in which Britain had 

always given the lead. Thus, Confrontation witnessed 

a significant change in New Zealand's foreign policy. 

For the first time since the 1955 cor1ni tment to 

the Co1:1nonwealth Strategic Reserve, New Zealand's 

foreign policy in South East Asia beca8e more closely 

aligned with that of Australia rather than Britain. 

Admittedly British fire-power was absolutely essential 

for the prosecution of Confrontation but there is 

considerable evidence that Australia, on the diplo

matic front, thrust herself to the forefront. 69 

The dual policy towards Indonesia and Malaysia 

was developed by .Australia rather than New Zealand and 

there is no doubt that the maintenance of full 

diplomatic contacts with Indonesia even through the 

69. For example: Greenwood and Harper, Australia in 
World Affairs 1961-65, pp.94-112. 
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gravest stages of Confrontation, vms clue to the 

Australian Ernbassy in Djarkarta rather than New 

Zealand's small Consular Office m1.c1er the sick and 
/ 

aging Duncan Rae. 
/ 

Nevertheless, New Zealand's part in the dispute 

was not inconsiderable. Its inportance lay in 

counter-balnncing Australia's excessive caution. It 

was Mr Holyoake who decided in April '1964 that the 

tiBe for quiet diplonacy had ended and it seer11s 

likely that New Zealand, less acutely conscious of 

the hundred million Indonesians to her north-west, 

exerted so111e influence on Australia to co:cmi t forces 

to Borneo. 

The New Zealnnd Governnent, for its part, was 

never in any real doubt that her troops should be 

crn11mitted to Eastern Malaysia should they be required. 

Despite criticisms to the contrary she never wavered 

in supporting the sovereignty of Malaysia - both East 

and Vvest. But whnt New Zealand noticeably fail Gd to 

do was adequately publicize her standpoint. She 

failed in this regard because in terms of nctions 

she saw herself shackled to Australia and until the 

'beginning of '1965 the Australian Governr11ent demonstrated 

considerable equivocation over the question of defend

ing Eastern Malaysia. It was unthinkable that New 
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Zealand should deploy troops to the Borneo territories 

without Australia riaking a sinilar move. Yet, 

although the ANZAC spirit was preserved and Confront

ation terminated, the problems of defensive strategy 

in the area appeared likely to continue in a new forr.10 

At the beginning of 1966 New Zealand was presented 

with the unhappy prospect of Britain's future with

drawal fron South East Asia. The careful observer 

might well have noticed the writing on the wall with 

Britain's hasty transfer of her Borneo territories 

to the Malaysian Federation. British concern with her 

military expenditure ·east of Suez had begun in the 

early 1960's. The 1964 Defence White Paper observed 

that the United Kingdon's defence forces were 'seriously 

over-stretched' .7° The British Defence Review of 

January 1966 further spelt out Britain's disinclination 

for continuing her high nilitary expenditure east of 

Suez. 71 

Another h1portant factor creating apprehension 

over defence arrangements in the area was the with

drawal of Singapore from the Federation of Malaysia 

in August 1965. The anto.gonisn between the two 

states did not augur well, pnrticularly the possibi

lity that Singapore could l:)ecome alienated lJy racial 

70. T.B.Millar(ed.), Britain's Withdrawal from Asia, 
p.6. 

71 • Ibid. , lJ. 7. 
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antipathies and a dislike of the Anglo-phobia of the 

Malaysian leaders. It was obvious that the '1957 

Malayan Defence Agree:nont 1 subsequently extended to 

Malaysia in 1963, would need to be renegotiated. 

On '18 August 1965 and again on 2 September it 

was announced tho.t Malaysia and Sin::_;apore had agreed 

to seek a new tri-partite defence treaty with 

Britain, 72 al though at the; time of writing this hc:td 

not been undertaken, obviously because of Britain's 

lack of enthusiasrn. The clifficul ties of o. wider 

defence guarantee involving New Zealand and Australia 

have so far militated against any alternative arrange

ment. Not the least of these difficulties would be 

the Australian policy of avoiding any treaty corimit

ments in the area without United States backing. 

Further 1 al though the New· Zealand GovernI'lent had 

shown. little sophistication in its original analysis 

of the Malaysian proposal, it may well have had 

doubts by this time as to the future viability of the 

new state. Brunei, with her rich oil resources, still 

showed no inclination to join, whil,st Singapore, once 

constituting a large measure of the raison d'etre of 

Malaysia, had withdrawn. Disunity amonc the Alliance 

Parties in Sarawak and Sabah was apparent and the 

72. EAR,Vol.XV, No.8, p.47; No.9, p.43o 
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ever-present potentiality for racial strife continued. 

Chinese Malaysians, even if they held Malaysian 

citizenship, could not but view with fear the indis

crimination of the massacres subsequent to the attempted 

Communist coup in Inc1011esi6. in October 1965. Also, the 

possibility of external threat could not be ignored. The 

Philippino clah1 to Sabnh still stood. To the New 

Zealand Government these factors inclicotecl that the 

stabilizing influence of a British 'presence' in the 

area was as essential as ever. But Britain's Labour 

Crovernment was adanant that she would wi thcl.raw fron 

east of Suez. 

Once again the two TJ-snan partners appeared 

prisoners of the decisions of bigger powers. With the 

end of Confrontation and the seeming inevitability of 

British withdrawal those who subscribed to the 

'insurance policy' outlook could hardly avoid focusing 

on the other major western underwriter of the area -

the United States - at this juncture doing its utnost to 

attract allies into the jungles of Vietnamo Although 

Nevv Zealand wns only accustomed to fighting 'British' 

wars, events were forcing clef ence pragr,1atisr1 to the fore • 

. Speaking of South East Asia in August 1964 the Minister 

of Defence, Mr Eyre, observed: 'Despite the fact that 
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Tiany of our forces are in that area, in New Zealand, the 

general attitude of the public is very near to apathy.73 

The years of 1965 and 1966 were to see a not insubstan

tial change in attitude. The contentious decision to 

corunit troops to Vietnan provided the rallying pointe 

73. NZPD, Vol.339, p.1652. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONFRONTATION AND VIETNAM 

The announcement that New Zealand intended to 

contribute troops in a non-combatant role to Vietnam 

was first riade on 6 June '1963 - a decte which coincided 

significantly with the conclusion of newspapers that 

Confrontation had ended.'1 This conclusion was prompted 

by the optinistic reports after the talks between 

the Tunku and Suknrno in Tokyo o.t the end of 

May and the subsequent drawing up of the Mn.nila 

Accord by the Foreign Ministers of Indonesia, Malaysia 

and the Philippines. 

In noting that Austr.'J.lia had already despatched 

a training/advisory tear1 to Vietnaf'l in '1962, Mr 

Holyoake stated that a contribution of New Zealand 

troops in a non-co~batant role w~s appropriate 

because 1 tho struggle for South Vietnan re~ains 

essentially a struggle to be fought an won by the 

Vietnamese people themselves' •2 It is of interest 

that at this juncture the British also had a snall non

conbatant advisory unit in Vietnari.. Thus, New Zenland 

would be in good company with her long-established 

ANZAM partners. 

1. For exanple, the headline of the New Zealand Herald 
reod: 1 Malaysian Proposal Accepted, Sukarno Drops 
Policy of Confrontation', 6 Jun. '1963. 

2. EI',.R, Vol.XIII, No.6i p.27. 
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In the International Affairs Debate in July 1963, 

the Prir.ie Minister reaffirmed 'New Zealand's willing

ness to r.iake sone direct contribution, to fly the flag 

of New Zealand beside the flag of other free countries 

in this fight against Communist aggression •••• 13 

However, although 1963 saw the establishr.ient of a 

New Zealand surgical tean in Vietnar.i, over a year 

was to elapse before the New Zealand r.iilitary flag 

arrived in that country. 

Whilst acknowledging that 'the need for allied 

solidarity' prompted the Governr.ient to offer assistance 

to Vietnari. in tho forn of a small I'lilitary tean in 

some useful, non-combatant role in mid-1963, the 

Department of Defence explained that sub'Sequent 

military developments in Vietnar.i, including the 

outbreak of religious strife, the overthrow of the 

Diem regime and the heightened military threat to 

Malaysia, had deferred the implementation of that 

d . . 4 ec1s1on. 

At the SEATO Conference in April 1964 New 

Z0 aland W3S in a difficult position. She wns caught 

between Britain calling for support over Borneo and 

United States pressure calling for 'more flags' in 

Vietnari. However, whilst New Zealand had forces in 

3. NZPD, Vol.335, p.405, 9 Jul.1963. 
4. AJHR, 1964, Vol.II, H-4, p.8. 
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Malaysia she had not honoured her pronise to despatch 

non-combRtants to Vietn3.m. The final comn.unique of 

the Conference, notable for its 'tough line' on 

Vietnan, 5 indicated that New Zealand would be unable 

to delay a Vietnam contribution T.'lUch longer. Further 

.fu~erican pressure was evidenced by the Press 

Association report of 12 May '1964 that 'An American 

request for military and economic aid to South 

Vietnam was being considered by the New Zealand 

Government' • 6 This was the first and last tir1e an 

American request for aicl to South Vietna:o. was 

publicized. Henceforth such requests were to coEle via 

the Saigon Governement. 

On 25 May '1964, the Prime Minister said that 

New Zealand, pursuant to the decision taken almost 

one year before, would offer the Vietna:o.ese Government 

a non-combatant engineering team of twenty-five men. 

The speed with which New Zealand and Australi3. 

endorsed the United States retaliatory strikes after 

the Tonkin Gulf incident in August '1964 indicated 

that both governments were anxious to give full 

moral and diplomatic support to the United States. 

The Government expected little or no help fron 

5. The Press, 16 April 1964. It is rather surprising 
to find no reference to the final comrmnique in 
the EAR of that month. 

6. Ibid, '12 May '1964. 
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the United Nations over Vietnari. Likewise, it W'J.S 

obvious that thG Com::1onweRlth was not united on the 

question. Of the Cornriunique of the 1964 Comnonweal th 

PrirJe Ministers' Conference Sir Leslie Munro stated: 

••• the docu• ent shows a rather unfortunate 
tiriidity on the question of aggression. It 
makes no reference to Chinese aggression, which 
after all is the do• inant factor in the dangerous 
situation besetting South East Asia at present. 
It does not refer to the deteriorating situation 
in South Vietna• ••. Were that country to fall, 
our capacity to def end Malaysia vmuld be most 
gravely in jeopardyq,, I am not so concerned 
with the (Articles of our Treaties), •• as I aIJ 
with our ulti• ate dependence upon the United 
States, which in South Vietnam at the rJonent is, 
as I have said, discharging a duty to the free 
world, and in particular is helping us.'7 

Sir Leslie, in alluding to the lack of condemnation of 

either Indonesia or Chinn by the ComrJomvealth Prime 

Ministers' Conference, failed to note the fact that New 

Zealand had been less that forthright, for very obvious 

reasons, in her condemnation of Indonesia, although 

the New Zealand Government had never been slow to 

condemn Communist China's policies. 

Throughout 1964 and 1965 Mr Holyoake exhibited 

an increasing dogmatism on the question of Corn"l.unist 

Chinese aggression: 

They pretend that the 'imperialists' as they call 
the free, de~ocratic countries, are nothing but 
a poper tiger. They say that in the end the 
dernocratic countries will always back down. 

7. NZPD, Vol.339, p.1157, 
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When ·we look around we have backed clov~m a fair 
bit. There have been too r:iany Munichs. There 
has been too rmch appeasenent. I hear a lot 
and read a lot of it today.8 

Mr Holyoake also enphasizea. the Donolithic nature of 

Conrmnisn, stating that the only significnnt difference 

between the world objectives c,f Russia and China was 

in their nethods. 9 Not once did the Prine Minister 

ref er to the leaders of North Vietno.n or CoDmunist 

China - Ho Chi Minh and Mao Tse Tung respectively. 10 

It appears that because both were Co:ri..tmnists no 

further elaboration on their air1s or notivation 

was required. 

Early in 1965 the United States boBbing of 

Vietnan began and Anerican forces in South Vietnar:i 

were increased. Dean Rusk, the United States 

Secretary of Stn.te, rnc1.de a corresponding call for 

h 1 f ~ . 11 · 11 e p ror:i .d.merican a 1es. Cabot Lodge, President 

Johnson's special envoy, toured the United States' 

Pacific allies, arriving in New Zealand for a flying 

Easter visit. He announced_ that he had cone to 

'nourish alliance-s' and 'to discuss the whole cause 

of freedom with the New Zealand Govern.~ent' •12 

8. NZPD, Vol.339, p.1658: Rt.Hon.Holyoake, 27 Aug. 
1964. 

9 • Ibid . , p • 16 5 7 • 
10. Ibid., pp.1656~62. 
11. Econonist, 13 Mar.1965. 
12. New Zealand Herald, 20 April 1965. 
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The Econonist observed that the tour was one to 

'renind Rllies that help and security guarantees 

rmst be earned' • 13 Australia.' s response was alnost 

innediG.te. On 29 April Menzies announced that 

Australia would send an infantry battalion to South 

VietnrnJ.. Two of the ANZUS allies had acted. New 

Zealand had no tradition of being the odd nan out. 

On 13 May the Prine Minister nade a strange broadcast 

in which, without referring to New Zealand troops, 

he com.1.itted his governnent 'unequivoco.lly rmd fully' 

to support the United Stntes E1ction in Vietnan: 

The truth is that the threat to New Zealand 
security at the nonent is every bit as real in 
Vietnan as it is in Molaysia - probably nore so. 
The truth is that the United States has been 
carrying the free world's burden in Vietnan ••• 
My lPst point is this - and don't let anyone 
have any doubts about it - if South Vietnan falls 
to the Conrrunists it will then be the turn of 
every other snaller country in the region. In 
this eventuality the threat to New Zealand would 
be that nuch closer to hone. If we are not 
prepared to play our part now, can we in good 
conscience expect our allies to help later on?'14 

The Monthly Review expressed an opinion which 

had currency at that tine: 

The yes-no-wait-and-see attitude adopted by Mr 
Holyoake as to whether or not he is proposing to 
connit New Zealnnd ~en ••• is conprehensible only 
in terns of a foot-dragging conpliance with an 
Anerican ultinatun.15 

13. Loe.cit., 24 April 1965. 
14. EAR, Vol.XV~ No.5, p.12. 
15. Loe.cit., p.1, Jun.1965. 



Others speculated that the Prine Minister's apparent 

indecisiveness probably arose fron his difficulty in 

reconciling the 'hawks' and the 'doves' in his Cabinet 

but Mr Shand has stated that any differences in Cabinet 

over this issue have been on econo• ic grounds and that 

there was never any dissension over the question of 

flying the New Zealand flag in South Vietnan. 16 

Two weeks after his radio broadcast the Prine 

Minister announced at the opening of Parlianent, 27 May 

1965, the Governnent's decision to contribute an 

artillery battery,consisting of four guns and 120 nen, 

to Vietnan. 17 Once again this new co•• itnent followed 

the annual SE1~TO Conference. It cane alnost one year 

to the day after the 1964 decision to despatch arny 

engineers to Vietnan. 

In reply, the Leader of the Opposition, Mr · 

Nordneyer, did not question the concept of 'forward 

defence', which he said the L0bour Party supported, 

or the rights end wrongs of the Vietna~ war. He was 

content to criticize the Governnent on the grounds that 

the new connitnent could nean that New Zealand would 

be uno.ble to honour her obligations to Malaysia: 

16. Interview: Mr Shand, 11 Dec.1968. 
17. NZPD, Vol.342, Pp. 7~11. 
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It is ioportant it should be realized that New 
Zealand's first line of defence is not South 
Vietnan, it is Malaysia ••• we realize that far 
greater than the possibility of CorF·unis1'.1 in 
South Vietnan or in Thailand or in Ca:r.1bodia or 
~n LG.os is the possibility of Co-nnunisn in 
Indonesia.'18 

This position of the Labour Party was largely 

undernined by the tapering off of Confrontation 

subsequent to the attenptod coup in Indonesia later 

that year. Even so, the GovernDent disavowed any 

aspersions that they were disregarding Malaysia and 

thus the snall contribution to Vietnao could in no 

way undernine New Zealand's ability to support 

M3.laysia which, they stated, renained the prior 

Connonwealth connitnent. 19 Mr Holyoc1.ke pointed out 

that with the Governnent's position of giving priority 

to the defence of Malaysia,New Zealand had sons '1,400 

nen in that country - a contribution which was, on a 

population bssis, lorger than that of Austrnlia. He 

added that the '120 • en to go to South Vietnan anounted 

to less than one tenth the total of New Zeal~ncl's 

forces in South East Asia. 20 

It nay appear surprising, given the enphasis on 

the Conriunist Chinese threat and the donino-type 

inplications attached to nost governnent speculation 

18. NZPD, Vol.342, p.13. 
19. Ibid., pp.45-7. 
20. Ibid. , p .17. 
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on the fall of Vietnan, that Malaysia, rather than 

Vietnan, was regarded as New Zealand's first defence 

priority. The White Paper on Vietnan does not 

clarify this c1ilen:na: 

.An.ong New Ze8.land' s defence obligations and 
connitnents Malaysia has first priority. But 
it is not our sole obligation. Indeed the threat 
to peace and stability and New Zealand is 
obviously very rmch greater fron Connunist 
Chinese expansionisn than fron Indonesian 
expansionisn.21 

One is left with the conclusion that on purely 

strategic considerations Vietna• should have been New 

Zealand's first defence priority, at least fron the 

end of 1964, but because of the Connonwealth ties, 

fortified by a long defence association through the 

Connonwealth Strategic Reserve, as well o.s a tradition 

of 'where Britain goes, we go'~ Mfllaysia w::rn to 

continue to hold this position. 

Mr Holyoake h':ls often enphasized the sinilarity 

of the principles involved in New Zeal~nd's co~nit• ent 

to Malaysia and that to Vietnan. He has expressed 

surprise at the different public responses to the 

two cor.1Bitnents: 

It is striking that New Zealand's participation 
in resistance to Indonesia's confrontation 
policy evokes little opposition in this country 
and the battery to South Vietnan, on the other 
hand, h~s been so vigorously debated and has 
,called forth a fair ~ensure of opposition, 

21. New Zeal~nd's Assistance to the Republic of 
VietnaD, 1965, A-1, p.72. 
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It is true that the conditions governing New 
Zeo.lr:md' s invol voT1ent in Malo.ysia and Vietno.n 
differ wi~ely ••. Nevertheless, in both situations 
three basic and crucial questions are posed. 
Is aggression being connitted? Is the peace 
and security of South East Asia threatened? Are 
New Zealand's essential interests involved? 
There can only be B.n nffirnative answer to all 
of these questions ••• I reriain firr1 in the 
conviction that Vietnar.1 presented New Zealand 
with the sane fundn.T'Jental is.sues of principle 
as did confrontation aginst Malaysia ••• Hnd we, 
and our allies have failed in either situation 
to take a stand, we would still have faced the 
need to do so later. But, by then, tho circm1-
stances would have been nuch r:10ro thre0tening. 22 

With regard to the first 'issue of principle', 

that of aggression, it was really quite irrelevant 

to the question of New Zealand cor:initting troops to 

Vietnan that aggression had been connitted or even 

proved. What wn.s relevant was whether a contribution 

at that tine and in that country would ste• aggression. 

Deqd • en with live principles r:iean little in the 

power gone. 1}Vhat Mr Holyoake neans by his second and 

third 'issues of principle', those of a threat to 

the security of South East Asia and New Zealand's 

national interests, is clarified by his final two 

sentences which appear to iriply an inevitable fnll of 

'doninoes' in the region resulting in the fear 

voiced in the House of Representatives since the 

nid-1950' s - that of Cor,1nunisn using tho geographic 

'stepping stones' all the way down to New Zealand. 

22. AJHR, 1956, Vol.I, A-1, p.4. 
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Upon this question Professor Sinclair cormented: 

The douino theory suggests we must fight in 
Vietnan to save Laos, Co.1:1boc1ia, Thailand, even
tually Malaysia, and l~st ourselves. It·see• s 
to be irmoral to cidvocate killing Vietnanese 
to save Malaysians. And the whole argunent is 
nonsense. In a few years China will, it is 
thought, have rockets as well as nuclear war
heads. Then China - if a threat - will be as 
great 3 threat fron Peking as fro• Saigon or 
Bangkok. Malaysia I regard as a different case. 
There a democratically elected govern• ent with 
overwhelning electoral support, a Connonwealth 
Governnent ho.s asked L::,r aid. ag'.linst v1hat is 
sinply nilitary aggression fron outside. We can 
hope to give effective aid and I think we should. 
But over Vietnarr1 the Governnent has 1;1ade n 
terrible nistake.23 

Governnent spokesr1en throl.,lgnt 1965 r:md subsequent

ly were quick to drmv parallels between Malaysian 

and Vietnanese conflicts, At tines there was a 

delineaticn of the differences between the two wars. 

For exanple, Mr Eyre stated: 

The position is, then, that two distinct and 
separ.-:J.te threats exist - one a Commnist naster
plan to suvert South East Asia, the other 
perhaps the whim of one nan bent on crushing a 
Connonwealth partner.24 

However, in the words of the Governnent Vlhite Paper 

in Vietnan: 

It is no accident thnt Indonesia's policies are 
at present closely in tune with those of Conrmnist 
China and North Vietnar1. North Vietnanese 
aggression against South Vietnan and Indonesia's 
confrontation of Malaysia are indeed cor1parable.25 

23. K.Sinclair, Letter to the Editor, New Zealand 
Listener, 9 Jul. 1965. 

2L~. National Observer, April 1965, p.12. 
25. New Zealnnd Assistance to the Republic of Vietna•, 
pp.7-8. 
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Yet surely a nost inportant basis of conparison 

is the likely success, and the reasons for such 

success, of the two forr1s of aggression. To vvhat 

extent were Indonesian CTotives for Confrontation 

supported by the people of Malaysia and to what 

extent were the National Liberation Front's natives 

(aided and abetted by North Vietnan) being supported 

by the populace of South V ietnarr1? These queries bring 

to • ind Mao Tse Tung's dictun of the fish and the 

water. Upon this very point Mr Holyonke had this to 

say: 'The guerilla nay, as Mao Tse Tung said, nove 

among the people like a fish in water - but no-one 

has ever suggeste~ that a fish represents water' •26 

Behind the Prine Minister's state• ent seeMs to 

be the inplici t assunption that Oonr'.unists are unable 

to represent the people except by coercion. Thus, he 

contradicts the basic tenet of Mao's dictun that the 

relationship rrnst be one of rmtual support with the 

population willingly providing the guerilla with his 

basic needs whilst the guL=:;rill.::1 is their de facto 

representative in the political sphere. As such, 

it is not surprising that the Govern• ent failed to 

take particular cognizance of the fact that ih 

26. E~R, Vol.XV, No.5, p.8. 
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Malaysia the legitinacy27 of the ruling elite was such 

that the people cooperated fully in suppressing the 

Indonesian intruders, whereas in Vietna1:1. the continu

ing progress of the war had shown that rmch of the 

population regarded the South Vietnanese Government 

as illegiti!'.late and were, as a consequence, providing 

considerable support for the Viet Cong. 

On several occasions the Minister of Defence, 

Mr Dean Eyre , alluded to the insurance policy 

th . 28 esis. Mr HQnan, Minister of Justice, used the 

sane justification for a New Zealand contribution to 

the Vietn::u1 war: 'Never was there a 111ore obvious tine 

for us to stand by the United States if we are to 

rely upon Uni tee: States support should we face 

aggression' • 29 

The point was nnde rs.ore cle'.'lrly with the publication 

of the 1966 Re17imv of Defence Policy vvhich bluntly 
-.; 

included as one of the objectives of national 

security the following resolutions: 

••• to establish a claim upon our najor allies 
for consultation, a voice in oajor decisions, 
and, in the last resort, and oost inportantly, 
nilitary assistance and protection in time of 
need. This requires New Zealand to denonstrate 

27. I define legitinacy as the support of the 
Dajority of the populace whether by elections 
or otherwise. 

28. For exanple - National Observer,Sept.1965, p.17. 
29. NZPD, Vol.342, p.23: Hon.R.Hanan, 28 May 1965. 



willingness to oake an appropriate degree of 
national defensive effort, and a willingness 
and ability to assist our allies in natters 
affecting their national interest.30 

Not surprisingly the saoe docuoent also stated that 

the end of Confrontation night increase rather than 

reduce New Zealand's defence obligations in South 

East Asia. 31 

The original decision to despatch troops to 

Vietnar1 and subsequent increases in that cormi tnent 

can be seen aginst a background of several inportant 

factors. The first was Mr Holyoake's increasing 

disillusionnent vri th the Conr1ornveal th. This is 

apparent in his connents after the 1965 

32 Conference • The Cor:monweal th ho.d lost its old 

esprit de corps and, noreover, nost of the delegates 

appeared disinterested in providing even ooral support 

for New Zealand's position in Malaysia and Vietnan. 

Its one initiative in the VietnaM war, the proposed 

1965 Conr.1onwealth Peace Mission, was rejected by 

Hanoi. The second factor was that Britain, New 

Zealand's traditionnl defence ally, had given notice 

of her intention to withdraw from the Malaysian 

region after 1971. Mr Holyoake's confidence in 

British ties had already received a severe setback 
\ 

30. ~g, 1966, Vol.I, A-8, p.6. 
31. Ibid• 
32. ""S"e"e" above p .130. 
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with the announcenent of the British intention to 

apply for • e• bership of the European Econonic 

Connunity in 19620 The British notification of 

intended defence retrenchnent to Europe nerely 

reinforced the Prine Minister's disillusionnent. 

In the third place, 1965 had seen a further traditional 

bastion of New Zealand's foreign policy reduced to 

virtual inpotence. The differences in the United 

Nations,steD.r:iing from the Soviet Union failure to\pay 

its pen.ce keeping dues ,had brought the organization 

to such a state of near-paralysis that the 19th 

Session of the General AsseD.bly disbanded without 

discussing its ngenda. These fRctors inevitably 

brought a sense of frustration to Governnent circles 

who could see no realistic al terno.ti ve but to dravv 

even closer to the United States and Australia. 

The decision to co• nit an artillery battery to 

Vietnan was a water-shed in New Zeal~nd's foreign 

policy. The Goverm.rnnt wn.s initially confronted 

with the morality of staying out and subsequently, 

after the first New Zealand contribution, with the 

morality of nininun cor:iri.itnents by Wew Zealand to 

the war. Whilst Confrontation continued consciences 

were assuaged by the fact that New Zeale.nd' s cor:ini t- -· 

rwnts to M.::i.laysin I'.18.de it clifficul t to acquiesce to 

requests for nore troops in Vietnan. But the ending 



of Confrontation saw New Zealanc1 politi,tfians 

morally past the poi~t of no return wi~h regard to 

increasing the country's commitments in support of 

United States objectives in Vietnar:i. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 
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In 1955 there was an air of unreality about New 

Zealand's new posture in South East Asia. The 

perspective was via London and any close New Zealand 

thinking on the matter of defence commitments in 

South East Asia had begun only a few short months 

before. New Zealand's subsequent reaction to both 

Bandung and Suez proved that she was psychologically 

unprepared for a forward military connitment in 

South East Asia. With regard to foreign policy, 

there was still the preconception among ordinary New 

Zealanders that periodically they must go and fight 

somewhere in propitiation of a distant danger. The 

new commitment to the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve 

fell into this category. From politicians flowed 

apparent contradictions which were received without 

even a murmur. Sidney Holland appraised the threat 

from South East Asia as being 'almost non-existent' 

and stated how vital for 'our security' these new 

commitments were. In 1955 the collective 1 ourf was 

still the legacy of Con.__nonwealth and Empire. Tho 

philfsophy of 'where Britain goes, we go' certainly 

did not die with the fall of Singapore. 

Even so, the beginnings of a dual New Zealand 

foreign policy can be traced back to that period, 
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perhaps even to 1939 at the Pacific Defence Conference 

in Wellington. But, in its specific South East 

Asian connotation it extends fror1 '1954/55 through to 

'1965/66 - frou SEATO and the first ComrJ.onwealth 

Strategic Ro serve cor:ir1i taent until the end of 

Confrontation and the subsequent increased involvenent 

in Vietnar1. Yet the duality was never one of equality 

in power terns. In the final analysis there was only 

one saviour for New Zealand - the United States. 

But what could be the decisive foreign policy 

act of this century was not the '1951 or 1954 treaty 

arrangements involving the United States but the '1955 

dl3cision to cor.1I'lit forces to South East Asia. The 

alteration of wartine commitnent from the Middle East 

was an inportant break with the past, but to station 

a peacetine garrison force in South East Asia was quite 

unprecedented. 

There is no question that in 1955 New Zealand 

was not equipped to pursue her own policies in 

Malaya let alone in South East Asia as a whole. The 

diplonatic prerequisites of representation, knowledge 

and expertise just did not exist. It 1,vas inevitable 

that in the short tern New Zealand should follow 

British initiatives in the area. With the develop

ment of New Zealand's contacts in the 1960s the 

diploBatic reasons for _this dependence gradually 

disappeared but the underlying factor of economic 
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dependence was sharply reinforced with Britain's 

1962 decision to enter the European Econo~ic ComI:J.unity. 

It was not widely appreciated that since th~t tine 

the chief concern of New Zealand's foreign policy has 

been largely econonic. 

At the same tine as the EEC shock the Malaysian 

proposal gave indications of Britain's desire to 

leave South East Asia. Both f1J.ctors anounted to a 

trend which increasingly affected the viability of 

the Cor:monwealth itself - the tendency of individual 

BeI'lbers to be interested only in their ovm regional 

affairs. Britain vvas withdrawing to Europe. New 

Zealand's reaction was fourfold: in Europe an inten

sive diplor.mtic effort was launched to preserve 

traditional markets; concurrently there was consider

ably increased attention to trade in and around the 

Pacific Basin, especially with nations such as 

Malaysia which, as potential markets, had hitherto 

been largely ignored; another rear-guard action was 

r:1ounted to delay British withdrawal froI'l South East 

Asia; and finally, there was a drawing closer to the 

United States and Australia, partly because they 

had fundanental trade attractions but, nore importantly, 

in an atter:1pt to I'litigate the problems that eventual 

British withdrawal froI'l the ANZAM area would create 

for New Zealand's forward defence policies. 



Thus, at a tine when New Zealand was becoming 

increasingly more equipped, largely on the basis of 

her Malaysian experience, to fend for herself in South 

East Asia, econonic nncessi ty and, more questionably·, 

defence necessity, reinforced the country's traditional 

dependence psyche. 

The outbreak of Confrontation prolonged a British 

1':lili tary presence in South East Asia. She upheld_ 

AMDA but was not interested in long-term relations 

with Indonesia in the sa~e imperative way as 

Australia and New Zealand. In general, New Zealand 

fell in behind the Australian diplonatic offensive to 

defend Malaysia as well as maintain good relations 

with Indonesia. 

Thus , in the Malaysian dispute considerations of 

'British' loyalty were less important than an awareness 

that New Zealand's strntegic self-interest was at 

stake. This is not to say that the New Zealand 

Governnent saw these distinctions with absolute 

clarity. Mr Holyoake displayed a mixture, if not a 

confusion, of strategic concern and Conmonwealth 

sentiment in his justifications of New Zealand's 

support for Malsysia. Even so, on the diplomatic 

front New Zealand began to transfer some of her 

allegiance from London to Canberra. New Zealand had 

begun to think a little more for herself and much 

nore with Australia. The teDptation was to transfer 
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allegiance wholly to Australia. By 1965 'where 

Australia goes, New Zealand goes' had cone to pervade 

New Zealand's defence thinking in a way that was 

unthought of ten yeRrs previously. 

This increasing enphasis on the closest possible 

defence links with Australia raisos doubts as to the 

extent to which the New Zealand Governrwnt o.cknow

ledged the present and potential differences of 

interest between the two countries. Australia is a 

peripheral South East Asian power whereas New Zealand 

is prinarily a South Pacific power. ·while South East 

Asia is Australia's Near North, it certainly is not 

New Zealand's. Further, there is a potential 

divergence in basic policy between the TasI11an neigh

bours. New Zealand does not have great-power preten

sions but Australia, with her i:or10nse industrial 

potential, • ay well have. These differences were not 

even inplicit in New Zealand's foreign policy pronounce

nents. Indeed, in the defensive field they were 

apparently regnrded as irrelevant. Throughout the 

Confrontation and Vietnam crises Australian initia

tives were invariably followed a few days later by 

a sinilar New Zee,land move. As indications of 

Britain's post-Confrontation plans became clearer these 

• oves, both diplonntically and • ilitarily, becnne • ore 

and more acco• modo.ting to the United States position 

in Vietnam. 
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However, until 1965, in practice there was 

a greater unanir11ity of shared interests between 

Britain, Australia and New Zealand - associates in 

the ANZAM understanding - than with the United States. 

Over the New Guinea dispute, and, Dore recently, 

Confrontation, the United States did not stand with 

Australia and New Zeo.land. These situations were 

peruanent reminders that there were political 

boundaries to Nevv Zealand's forwo.rd defence relations 

with the United States. Consequently, the Cor0.mon

wealth defence arrangements in South East Asia 

appeared r.mch more vinble than the paper pledge of 

SEATO, undernined as it wns by the increasingly 

divergent attitudes of I'ler:ber nations. Thus, the 

Corm1onweal th 1 understanding I on Malaysia took 

precedence over supporting the United States in 

Vietnam. 

During Confrontation New Zealand o.ttenptec1 to 

solve the conflicting pull of priorities between her 

British and United States allies by unequivocal 11oral 

support for the United States and the despatching of 

a medical team followed by an artillery battery to 

Vietnan. But the abrupt ending of Confro:etation, 

which hnd been expected to c1rG.g on for sorie yeo.rs, 

rie0nt New Zealand could no longer justifiably claim 

that her nilitary resources were fully extended. Nor 

in terns of the insurance policy thesis was there any 
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disinclination to militarily support the United Statss. 

'Forward defence' s\iimng heavily in the direction of 

the United States with the r10.turing of British plans 

for withdraw~l fron east of Suez. 

British withdrawal and the moral support 

previously given to A• erica by the New Zealand 

Government were not the only factors wt1ich inposec1 a 

certain inevitability upon New Zealand's future 

invol ve:rient in Vietnan. The pressure fron her 

nilitary forces alreo.dy stationed in South East Asia 

was another. Military 0en are fighting r1en. After 

the o.ctive operations of Confrontation it wci_s hard to 

settle dovm to the strict discipline of peacetine 

garrison duties. Since 1955 this psychological 

pressure exerted on foreign policy by the maintenance 

of forces of a pernanent nature in an unst~ble area 

overseas was an inportant, 8.lthough littlo considered, 

facet of New Zealand's foreign policy. The I'Jili tary, 

to naintain their ptroops at a high pitch of training 

and efficiency nust continuo.lly exaggerate the threat 

to peace. Once there is a threat to peace, such as 

Confrontation or Vietrn:F1, the politician C-:m find non

invol veL"ient extrer~ely hard to justify. 

Professor Jackson had indicated that New Zealo.u'1 

comr1i tr1ent to the Cormomveal th Strategic Reserve wao 

not in the country's best interests. He reasons that 

it threatened to dr~~ New Zealand into a South East 
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Asian war without United States backing, that in 

practice it did not integrate well with SEATO, and 

that, along with ANZUS, it represented 'an extra

ordinary disposition of resources 1 • 1 But these 

criticisms beg the question of the viability of New 

Zealand's whole forward defence policy in South East 

Asia. Without the Cor-monwealth Strategic Reserve, New 

Zealand's concepts of forward defence would have 

become as insignificant as the p:.:i.per pledges of SEA'l'O o 

At least the Conoonweo..lth Strategic Reserve could be 

justified as a tangible force in being peroanently 

available in conjunction with Comr.1onwealth allies to 

keep the p:ace in South East 11.si3. The f2.ct that it 

did not integrate with SEATO could, in retrospect, be 

regarded as nn advantage, otherwise the flexibility 

applying to twin alliances in the area, viz.the 

United States and Britain, may have been lost. 

This flexibility was attained at little oonetary 

cost. ANZUS required virtually no resources, SEATO 

required a pernanent representative in Ban"r~;kok and 

a relatively snall aoount of funds. It was the 

Cor.1T'lonwealth StrRtegic Reserve tho.t placed the 

greatest deoands on New Zealand's resources. 

'1. W.K.Jackson, New Zealand Foreign Policy '1954-'1964, 
pp. '14-'16 • 
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Of course, in theory both SEATO and ANZJ,.M over

lapped. Yet in practice neither of the two organ

izations fulfilled their original airn;but the 

CoI'1I'1onwealth Strategic Reserve cane closer to cloing 

this than SEATO. ~-'he Connonv1eal th Strategic Reserve 

was estcJblished on whs.t New Zealand foreign policy 

strategists regarded as the 'pivotal point' of South 

East Asia. There wo.s never any doubt that should 

Malaya be directly threatened the Corn'lonwealth 

Strategic Reserve would go into action. Confrontation 

WRS a case in point. The sar1e could not be assumed 

with SEATO. In f n.ct, until the rr1id-"l 960s the Con1:10n

wealth Strategic Reserve was the nost cogent factor in 

New Zealand's whole forward defence posture. Even 

so, New Zenlarnl could not afford to disavow the 

Uni tecl States L'lilitary UDbrello. over the area. 

Certainly, Connonweal th arrangeBents worked. well but 

so h3.d, supposedly, pre-wnr arrnngenents for the 

defence of Singapore. For New Zeo.land to hGve aban

doned one systen at the expense of the other would 

have weakened rather than strengthened. her policy of 

forward clef ence. 

The justification for New Zealand's forward 

defence arrangenents is really the crux of the 

I11atter. The factors behind it - the yellow peril 

phobia, the speed of Japanese ndvance in World Wc1.r II, 
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the Cold War, the rise of Co• ~unist China, the 

domino theory and the geographic 'stepping stones' 

all the way down to New Zealand have already been 

outlined. They r:10.ke up a welter of r:1yths, nisunder

standings o.nd anachronisns. Other things being equal, 

New Zealand would have been better off if she had 

never forged a forwarcl defenc.e policy towards South 

Errnt Asia; but other things were not equal. In '1955 

New Zealand was not sufficiently nature to question 

the dictates of Enpire. It was only after the '1956 

Suez debacle that the Co~mcnwealth as an entity began 

to lose its validity as the centre-piece of New 

Zealand's foreign policy. And, as well as her intrinsic 

Anglo-Saxon cultural heritage, New Zealand had vital 

economic ties with Britain. Initially British • ilitary 

involverrnnt in South East Asia was in 1--::i.rgo rieasure to 

preserve econonic interests. Further, through the 

constant pr(?mulgation of these nyths and nisunderstand

ings New Zealand incrensingly becar1e convinced that 

strategic and defensive self-interest necessitated 

her military presence in South East Asia. 

It is a standing irony that the first full 

scale threat to peace in South East Asia since '1955 

should be one of non-Cor1rmnist aggression 'within' 

the area'. Now Zealnncl's whole forward defence 

posture had been on the pre:rJise of Conrmnist aggression 
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'against the area'. There was no ready identity 

between the f amili:n.., threat of Conrmnist expansionisri 

and. Indonesian Confrontation. Confrontation was 

the best example of an outdated defence posture in 

South East Asia eDbroiling New Zealand in a regional 

conflict. Policies applicable to the bi-polarity of 

the 1950s suddenly threatened to becone a dangerous 

embarrassnent in the 1960s. The policies did not fit 

the facts but New Zealand had no alternative but to 

support Malaysia. To have failed to nilitarily support 

the Malaysia concept would have discredited a crucial 

part of New Zealand's forw~rd defence posture in 

South East Asia. Although Indonesia was not seen as 

a direct or innediate southwr,trcl_s thre8t, her belliger

ence amounted to a conplete outflanking of New 

Zealand's forces in the area. Further, Malaysia 

vv0uld not have continued to accept a Co:m111onwealth 

Strategic Reserve presence if that force ho.d. reneg 

on defending her vital interests. Thus, in terns of 

the 'insurance policy' thesis New Zealand's stand 

over Confrontation vv~s to preserve the status g_u_o 

of her forward defence policy in the area. 

Confrontation did not provide the New Zealand 

Governuent with an object lesson that the prenises of 

her defence policies in the region were ten years 

out of clo.t0. Indeed, the '1965 White P'1per on Vietnan 
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is all too frequently tainted by a sir.rplistic, anti

Cor1nunist bias ill-adapted to analysing the racial, 

religious and naticn8.listic problens which continue 

to bedevil South East Asia. The absolutes of the 

195Os such as the 'Free World' and the 'Rule of Law' 

so indiscriI11inately applied ns in the White Paper, 

demonstrated that on the ideological plane New 

Zealand's foreign policy had developed little over 

the c'lecade 1955-65. Indecicl, if anything, on associa

tion with the United States in Vietno.rn., official 

pronouncenents on Conr:mnisn ( still rionoli thic, even 

in 1965) beca• e more strident. New Zealand's forward 

defence policies had acquired a r:1onentur1 of their own. 

Provided a ninirmr:i of Great Power backing could be 

acquired, New Zealand's policy would be to continue 

'forward defence' in South East Asia after the 

British withdrawal. 

The original objects of both the Con• onwealth 

Strategic Reserve and SEATO had been forned at a tirie 

when the British territori8s of the region were still 

colonies, while French Indo-China had just been 

parcelled out into weak, independent states. Bandung 

gave a r1oder2te taste of the nationalist sentin:tents 

which were to render these paternalistic ains 

redundant within a few years. In fact, both the 

Corimonwealth Strategic Reserve ancl SEATO were fornu

lated on the basis of Great Power interference, 
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sonething which newly eJ.:J.ergent nat.ions looked upon 

with abhorrences It was Malayan o.ntipathy to this 

Great Power aspect - the United States suzerainty 

over SEATO - that prevented a rationalization of New 

Zealand's forward defence policies in the nrea. 

Although both New Zealnnd and Malaysia shared a 

coJ'lmon hatred of Cor1.rmnisr.'l it was obvious that 

Malaysia..' s approach was r1ore realistic. For nost of 

tho period New Zealand's outlook on the world remained 

crudely bi-polar. Indeed, if the policies of the 

New Zealnnd ar:r:1y had renained as fixed as those of 

her politicians then the New Zealand infantry • an would 

still h~ve been entering South East Asia as a good 

'basic' soldier rather than as n highly specialized 
I 

counter-insurgen-t/ fighter. The arny adapted to the 

new stnte of afft:i.irs rGlatively quickly, the I'linds of 

tho politicians did not. 

Although New Zealcnd's treaty relationships could 

not be adjudged an outstanding success, her general 

perforr.iance in Malaya/Malaysia was. In its broader 

sense New Zealand's foreign policy towards Malaysia 

resulted in her wielding influence entirely dispro

portionate to her size. New Zenland's inQge outshone 

even that of Australia. This was because fron 1960 

the fast developing fncets of New Zealsnd's foreign 

policy resulted, even if unwi ttinplY, in a rml ti

front approach enbodying the fields of trade, aid, 
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diplo• acy and defence. 

Of course the original lynch-pin of these 

contacts wrrs the Anglo-Malayan Defence Agreenent and 

Britain's separate bi-lateral bonds with New Zealand. 

New Zealand's initial relations with Malaysia were a 

rrnre by-product of a Cor.momveal th atter.1pt to buttress 

anti-CoEn,mnist defence in the area. The nuch despised 

Co''lrmnist oonoli th wci.s tho protagonist laying the 

basis for the first real flowering of New Zealand's 

relationships with an Asian nation. However, just as 

Britain • ade the '1955 decision that a New Zealand 

military presence in the area wns necessary, so also 

she 1'1ade the EEC and South East Asian wi thdravml 

decisions that sparked off further basic policy 

changes on New Zealnnd's part. 

Thus, developing relations with M1J.laysia rosul tecl 

nore fro• policy reactions to unwelcooe British 

initiatives than fro• a creative foreign policy 

conscious of future interests. The polemics surround

ing the Confrontrttion disputG clic1 provide two exariples 

of uncharacteristic New Zeo.land forthrightness- the 

Decenber '1964 stand in the United Nations and Mr 

Holyoo.ke's South Eo.st Asian tour of April '1964. Yet, 

unclerlying both, nncl involving a hint of hypocrisy 

in the case of the United Nations, wo.s the conpronis

ing factor of New Zealand's dependence. 

Yet, while Nev;r Zealand 1 s econonic dependence is 



virtuG.lly deternined, her T'lilitary dependence was 

never necessarily so. New Zealand had the 'forward 

defence' policy handed to her and over the yenrs she 

aclaptecl it arnl Bade it he+ own. It 121ay be th,tt a.n 

assessnent of New Zealand's true interests in South 

East Asia would result in the country being able to 

jettison or consicler0.bly oodify the defensive half 

of this dependence situnticn. Under tod.ny's stale

nated nuclear unbrella c1. country g8.ins little by 

being allied and risks little by boin3 non-aligned • 

.Although New Zealand becane obsessed with finding 

answers to her econonic and defence problems she had 

in f9,ct forged ir.iportant prerequisites for a oore 

creative foreign policy in South East Asiao 

Throu~h the M~laysian experience New Ze~land c~t 

her teeth, and successfully at thnt, on a wide variety 

of facets related to foreign policy in its broadest 

sense. The Malaysia experience rrovides a cogent 

exanple for the adoption of sinil~r approaches 

elsewhere. It was no longer essential for these 

approaches to b,, ·bncked by n. great--povrcr defence 

allionco. Despite Governnent assunptions to the 

contrary, the Anerican half of the redundnnt duality 

equation ceased to have over-riding valicli ty in 

South East Asia. 

• o o o o • e • o o o • 



Appendix A 

T:IE ANGLO-MALL.YAN DEFENCE l1.G-REEMENT 

Kuala Lur1pur, 12 October 1957 

Whereas the Federation of Malaya is fully self
governing ancl independent within the Cor:monwealth; 

And whereas the Government of the Federation of 
Malaya and the Governr1ent of the United Kingdon of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland recognise that it 
is in their conmon interest to preserve peace and to 
provide for their mutual defence; 

Ancl v,rhereas the Government of the Federation has 
now assurwd responsibility for the external clef ence 
of its territory; 

Now therefore the Governnent of the Federation 
of Malaya and the GovernBent of the United Kingdon 
of GreGt Britain and Northern Ireland have agreed as 
follows: 

Article I 

The Goverm1ent of the United :-:ingclon. undertake 
to afford to the Governnent of the Federation of 
Malaya such assistance as the Governnent of the 
Federation of Malaya may require for the external 
defence of its territory. 

Article II 

The Government of the United Kingdon will furnish 
the Governnent of the Federation of Malaya ,,Ji th 
assistance of the kind referred to in Annex. I of 
this Agreement, as may from time to tir:1e be agreed 
between the tvw Governnents for the training and 
development of the armed forces of the Federation. 

Article III 

The Governrient of the Federation of Malaya will 
afford to the Government of the United Kingdom the 
right to maintain in the Federation such naval, land 
and air forces including a Commonwealth Strategic 
Reserve as are agreed l)etween the tvvo Governnents to 
be necessary for the purposes of Article I of this 
Agreement and for the fulfilnent of Commonwealth and 
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international obligations. It is agreed that the 
forces referred to in this Article may be acconpanied 
by authorised service organisations, and civilian 
conponents ( of such size as may be agreed betvveen 
the two Goverm1lmts to be necessary) ancl dependants. 

Article IV 

The Governnent of the Federation of Malaya 
agrees that the Government of the Uni tecl Kingdor_1 
may for the purposes of this Agreement have, 
maintain and use bases and facilities in the 
Federation in accordance with the provisions of 
Annexes 2 and 4 of this Agreemer1t ancl nay estnbli_sh, 
naintain and use such additional bases and facilities 
as may from tine to time be agreed between the two 
Governnents. The Governnent of the United Kingdon 
shall, nt the request of the Governnent of the 
Federation of Malaya vacEJ.te any base or part thereof: 
in such event the Government of the Federation of 
Malaya shall provide at its expense agreed alterna
tive acconnodation and facilities. 

Article V 

The conditions contained in Annex 3 of this 
Agreenent shall o.pply to the forces, the authorised 
service organisations, the civilian components and 
the dependants referred to in Article III while in 
the territory of the Federation of Mnlaya in 
pursuance of this Agreer1ent. 

Article VI 

In the event of a threat of arrwd attack against 
any of the territories or forces of the Federation 
of Malaya or any of the territories or protectorates 
of the United Kingc10111 in thG Far East or any of the 
forces of the United Kingc1or1 within those territories 
or l)rotectorates or within the Federation of M0laya, 
or other threst to the preservation of peace in the 
Far East, tho Governments of the Federation of Mal~ya 
and of the United Kingdom will consult together on 
the measures to be taken jointly or separately to 
ensure the fullest co-oneration between them for the 
purpose of meeting the ~ituation effectively. 
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Article VII 

In thG event of an c1.rr:1ed attack against any of 
the territories or forces of the Federation of 
Malaya or of any of the territories or protectorates 
of the United Kingdon in the Far East or any of the 
forces of the United Kingdo111 within any of those 
territories or protectorates or within the Federation 
of Malaya, the Governr'l.ents of the Federation of 
Malaya and of tho United Kingdor::1 undertake to co
operate with each other and will take such action as 
each consic1ers necessary for the purpose of oeeting 
the situation effectively. 

Article VIII 

In the event of a threat to the preservation 
of peace or the outl)reak of hostilities elsEiv1here 
than in the area covered by Articles VI and VII the 
Government of the United Kingdom shall ol;tain the 
prior agreement of the GovernL1ent of the Federation 
of Malaya before committing United Kingd.o:1'1 forces to 
active operations involving the use of bases in the 
Federation of Malaya; but this shall not affect the 
right of the Government of the United Kingdon to 
withdraw forces fron the Federation of M,'1.laya. 

Article IX 

The Governnent of the United Kingclon will 
consult the Government of the Federation of Malaya 
when major changes in the character or deployment of 
the forces maintained in the Federation of Malaya as 
provided for in accordance with Article III are 
conteE1plated. 

Article X 

The Government of the Federation of Malaya 
and the Governnent of the Uni tod Kingdo1,1 will afford 
each other an adequate opportunity for conPent upon 
any najor adninistrative or legislative proposals 
which r1ay affect the operation of this Agreenent • 

.Article XI 

For the purpose of this Agreenent, unless the 
yontext othervvise requires: 

'bases' oeans areas in the Federation ~ade 
available by the Governnent of the Federation of 
Malaya to the Government of the United Kingdo• for 
the purposes of this Agree• ent and includes the 
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immovable property and installations situated thereon 
or constructed therein; 

'force' means any body, contingent, or detach
ment of any naval, lancl or air forces or of any such 
forces, including a Comnonweal th Strc1,tegic Reserve 
when in the territory of the FederGtion pursuant to 
this Agreement but shall not include any forces of 
the Federation of Malaya; 

'the ]federation' means the Federation of Mc1la;_yo; 

'Service authorities' Tieans the authorities of 
a force who are enpowored by the law of the country 
to •Nhich the force belongs to exercise comnand or 
jurisdiction over l1_18rtbers of a force or civilian 
component or dependants; 

'Federation authorities' neans the authority or 
authorities fror:1 tine to tir·1e authorised or designated 
by the Goverrn,ient of the Federation of Malaya for 
the purpose of exercising the powers in relation to 
which the expression is used; 

'civilian component' Beans the civilian personnel 
accompanying a force, who are er:iployed in the service 
of a force or by an authorised service organisation 
accompanying a force, and who are not stateless 
persons, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident 
in, the Federation; 

'authorised service organisation' means a body 
organised for the benefit of, or to serve the welfare 
of, a force or civilian cor2ponent or depen:1ants; 

'dependant' means a person not ordinarily 
resident in the Federation 1/iJho is the spouse of a 
member of a force or civilian component or who is 
wholly or mainly ri.aintained or employed by any such 
member, or who is in his custody, charge or care, 
or who forms part of his family; 

'service vehicles' means vehicles including 
hired vehicles, which are exclusively in the service 
of a force or authorised service organisation; 

the expression 'of a force' used in relation 
to 'vessels' or 'aircraft' includes vessels and 
aircraft on charter for the service of a force. 

Article XII 

This Agreement shall come into force on the 
date of the signature. 
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AND MALAYA 
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Text of letter elated 21 April 1959, received by the 
New Zealand High Com• issioner in Malaya from the 
Prime Minister of Malaya and incorporating the text 
of the High Commissioner's letter of 24 Ms.rch 1959, 
to the Prime Minister: 

n I refer to your letter of 24th March, 1959, 
the terms of which are as follows:-

'I wish to refer to the Agreement on External 
Defence and Mutual Assistance concluded on 12th 
October, 1957, between the Government of the 
Federation of Malaya and the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland. 

As you know, the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve 
referred to in the Agreement, its Annexes and 
the letters exchanged in connection with the 
.Agreement, includes New Zealand forces ·which 
are or may from time to time be serving in the 
Federation. Accordingly, the various provisions 
applicnble to the Co:r1111omvenl th Strater:;ic Reserve, 
in particular the provisions dealing with the 
status of forces, apply in respect of these New 
Zealand forces. 

I should be grateful if you would confirm that 
the foregoing is the understanding between the 
Government of the Federation of Malaya and the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland in respect of New 
Zealand forces serving in the Federation. 
If so, I would suggest that this letter and 
your reply be regarded as placing that under
st~nding on record. 

On behalf of the .Australian Government, I take 
this opportunity of conveying to you and to 
your Government the assurance of our continued 
interest in, and concern for, the well-being 
of the Federation and its people.' 
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In reply, I confirm that your letter correctly 
sets out the understanding between the Government of 
the Federation of Malaya and the Australian Govern
ment and, in accordance with the suggestion contained 
in your letter, agree that your letter and this reply 
be regarded as placing that understanding on record." 

Appendix C 

EXCHANGE OF LETTERS BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND 
AND MALAYSIA 

Malaysia, 18 September 1963 

Text of letter dated 18 September '1963, received by 
the New Zealand High Conmissioner in Malaysia from 
the Prime Minister of Malaysia and incorporating the 
text of the High Co:rirr1issioner' s letter of '18 Septenber, 
1963, to the Prime Minister: 

"I have the honour to refer to your letter of 
'18th September, 1963, concerning the presence 
of Nevv Zealand forces in the Cormonvveal th 
Strategic Reserve under the Agreement between 
the Governr1ent of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government 
of the Federation of Malaya on external defence 
and mutual o.ssistsnce the terms of which are 
as follows: 

predecessor's 
' I have the honour to refer to my/letter 
to the Prime Minister of the Federation of 
MalEl.yn elated 24th March, '1959, and his reply 
of 21st April, ~959, concerning the presence 
of New Zealand forces in the Commonwealth 
Strategic Reserve under the Agreement on 
external defence and mutual assi,sto.nce 
between the Government of the United Kingdom 
and the Governnent of the Federation of 
Malaya on '12th October, '19570 
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The Governments of the United Kingdom, 
Malaya, North Borneo, Sarawak and Singapore, 
have agreed by Article VI of an Agreement 
concluded on 9th July, '1963, on the extension 
to all the territories of Malaysia of the 
'1957 Agreement.* The Government of New 
Zealand accordingly regards its association 
with the AsreeMent as henceforth applying 
to Malaysia. I should be grateful if you 
would confirrc1 that this is your understand
ing of the position. 

In reply, I confirm that your letter correctly 
states the understanding betvrnen our two Goverm:1ents 
of the position." 

* See above pp.7'1-2. 
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